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Introduction

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that due to numerous reasons, both technological and physical, which

are discussed in Chapter I, it is preferable that operation of a tokamak fusion reactor be

continuous (or quasi-continuous) to produce electricity in a continuous regime. In order to

achieve this goal, various methods have been proposed. One of the most promising among

these methods remains the method of lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) in which radio

frequency (RF) electromagnetic waves with frequency close to the lower hybrid (LH)

frequency are injected into the plasma. In contrast to inductively driven currents, which are

limited in terms of transformer volt-seconds, the RF driven current could be continuos. Another

important feature of the non-inductive currect drive is a possibility to control the plasma current

density profile by adjusting wave parameters and to stabilize various magnetohydrodynamic

instabilities which arise during ohmic current drive. Lower hybrid waves are particularly

attractive for current drive since high power sources are available at the frequencies demanded

for typical tokamak densities and fields. These waves injected into the plasma by means of an

endfire array of phased waveguides can be absorbed by fast electrons via a process of the

Landau damping in a restricted (resonant) region of velocity space. A result of such an

interaction can be generation of very fast electrons which drive an electric current and the

dynamics of which in the configuration and velocity space is the key to understanding the

physics of lower hybrid wave propagation and absorption. The problem to be addressed in this

thesis is justly the study of the fast electron dynamics. The objective is to provide a reliable

method of determining energy and spatial distributions of fast electrons using both experimental

techniques and numerical simulations. As far experiment is concerned, in this thesis, data

obtained from the hard X-ray (HXR) spectrometer installed in TORE SUPRA have been

principally interpreted in a large range of plasma conditions, which allows us to study

experimentally fast electron distributions. The intent is to see to what degree the HXR profiles

measured experimentally can be considered as a signature of the lower hybrid power spatial and

energy deposition profiles. From the point of view of theoretical investigations, two very

interesting aspects have been considered: (i) a model of lower hybrid wave propagation and

absorption in a three-dimensional perturbed magnetic equilibrium has been proposed and a ray

tracing code has been developed, which numerically follows ray propagation in such a complex

magnetic field; and (ii) two-dimensional character of LH power absorption in the velocity space

has been modelled, for the first time, self-consistently with lower hybrid wave propagation

using a full 2-D relativistic electron Fokker-Planck code.

In order to have a deeper understanding of the physical mechanisms that govern the

/processes of LH wave propagation and absorption, a great experimental and theoretical effort

/ has been made in this field during two last decades. From the experimental point of view, large
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CD efficiencies have been obtained and various LHCD performances have been reponed on

different machines. From the theoretical side, a great number of models has been developed to

determine LH power both spatial and energy absorption profiles. A historical background and

previous work are presented in Chapter II in which various physical problems of LHCD are

discussed. More precisely, LH wave propagation in the slab, cylindrical, and toroidal

geometries are considered and a dispersion relation is introduced. A ray tracing formalism is

then presented for describing the propagation of wave packets along group velocity trajectories,

which is a part of the eikonal approximation for waves propagating in a weakly inhomogeneous

and slowly time-varying medium. Validity of the ray tracing technique to describe wave

propagation in terms of rays is discussed. A mechanism of the Landau resonant absorption is

presented. A discussion is then provided on the use of the Fokker-Planck equation to describe

the evolution of the velocity distribution of infinitely magnetized electrons in the presence of

both RF power and collisions. Different approaches to solve this Fokker-Planck equation are

presented. Much attention has been paid to the so-called "spectral gap" problem and different

attempts to solve this problem are briefly presented.

It is well known that the non-thermal bremsstrahlung emission is a powerful method for

diagnosing fast electrons in both momentum and configuration spaces. Physical basics of hard

X-ray emission detection and theoretical models describing bremsstxahlung emission produced

by fast electrons are presented in Chapter III. Cross sections of the electron-ion and electron-

electron bremsstrahlung emission are given, which are used in calculations of fast electron

bremsstrahlung emission. A technique is then described to calculate the non-thermal HXR

emission, which is based on expanding of the bremsstrahlung cross sections and the electron

distribution function in a series of Legendre polynomials. A detailed description of the hard X-

ray diagnostic installed in TORE SUPRA tokamak is presented. Much attention is paid to

problems of spatial, energy, and temporal resolution of the diagnostic set-up. Various inversion

techniques of HXR spectra are discussed. Presented analysis allows us to connect data obtained

from the hard X-ray spectrometer with temporal evolution of the fast electron characteristics.

These experimental data are then used in comparisons with predictions from the developed

numerical models.

In Chapter IV, effects of magnetic ripple on lower hybrid wave propagation and

absorption are investigated. Modulation of the magnetic field (or magnetic ripple) results from

finite number of magnetic coils creating the toroidal magnetic field. Such a modulation, which

kads to departure from axisymmetry, is of particular importance for tokamak TORE SUPRA

having a large toroidal field ripple (7%) at the plasma edge. To get a clear insight to the ray

dynamics in the presence of ripple, this dynamics is first studied both numerically and

analytically in a cylindrical equilibrium periodically modulated along the axial direction. Effects

of the magnetic ripple on the LH wave dynamics in a real toroidal geometry is then investigated,

taking account of both poloidal and toroidal inhomogeneities. A model of three dimensional
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magnetic equilibrium is presented and a ray tracing code in such a complex magnetic field is

developed. A special emphasis is put on the ray propagation at cut-off layers, which plays an

important role in the LH wave dynamics in the presence of ripple. To simulate radial and energy

dependences of the absorbed LH power, a one-dimensional relativistic Fokker-Planck code is

coupled to the developed ray tracing code. In such simulations, not only is the poloidal

extension of the LH antenna taken into account, but also its toroidal extension is fully

considered. The effect of the magnetic ripple on the LH wave dynamics is investigated in

various plasma conditions, from single-pass absorption to fully stochastic regimes when LH

waves make many passes through the plasma column before being absorbed. A detailed

comparison is then presented for different TORE SUPRA shots between numerical simulations

and experimental observations of current density profiles obtained by polarimetry

measurements and of detected HXR spectra. Also, simulations of ripple power losses, which

are measured during LH current drive are also presented. The predicted LH power deposition

profiles and their respective energy dependences determined from ray-tracing + Fokker-Pianck

calculations, including magnetic ripple perturbation, are used as an input for a kinetic model,

which allows to estimate losses due to fast panicles trapped in local magnetic mirrors during

LH experiments.

Chapter V is devoted to another important problem of the LHCD simulation - the two

dimensional (2-D) in the momentum phase-space Fokker-Planck modelling of the fast electron

dynamics. A direct application of this model is a possibility to describe correctly the fast

electron Bremsstrahlung emission (BE), which represents one of the main objectives of this

thesis. It is well-known that a correct description of the fast electron BE requires a full 2-D

dimensional treatment of the fast electron evolution. This treatment becomes especially

important when one would like to predict the fast electron BE which results mainly from

electrons with energies well above the quasi-linear plateau region. And since such electrons are

generated in this energy region due to pure 2-D effects (or pitch-angle scattering) and they are

rather energetic (> 100 keV), it is clear that a full 2-D relativistic modelling should be

considered. Before embarking on a detailed study of the diverse aspects concerning the 2-D

Fokker-Pianck modelling, a discussion is provided of the theoretical model and the numerical

procedure to resolve the Fokker-Planck equation. A full 2-D dimensional relativistic Fokker-

Planck equation is first introduced, which includes the relativistic Beliaev-Budker collision

operator and the first Legendre harmonic reaction term. A numerical procedure is then described

to resolve this equation, which is based on an approximate matrix factorization technique using

a five point discretization scheme. Such a technique allows to obtain a solution rather fast but

some conditions should be satisfied for convergence of the solution, which are briefly

• discussed. To get a deeper insight on the fast electron dynamics a simple analytical approach is

proposed, which is based on the Langevin equations. The rest of the chapter is devoted to the

description of the original code which incorporates a ray tracing module coupled with the
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presented fast 2-D Fokker-PIanck solver. Such a developed code allows interaction of lower

hybrid wave with plasma electrons to be treated self-consistently. A technique of coupling these

modules is then described and some aspects of convergence of the solution are discussed.

Numerical results obtained by the developed code are then compared to other numerical

schemes and to detected non-thermal BE spectra for different TORE SUPRA shots. A detailed

study is given of multipass absorption regimes in LHCD on TORE SUPRA when absorption of

the lower hybrid waves is weak and an experimentally observed behaviour of the photon

temperature in such regimes is then compared to numerical predictions.
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INTRODUCTION

C'est un fait bien connu que pour de nombreuses raisons, à la fois technologiques et

physiques qui seront discutées au chapitre I, il est préférable qu'un réacteur de fusion

thermonucléaire de type tokamak fonctionne de façon continue (ou quasi-continue) afin

d'assurer une production d'électricité ininterrompue. Dans ce but, de nombreuses méthodes ont

été envisagées. Parmi les plus prometteuses, on trouve celle basée sur la génération de courant

par onde hybride (LHCD), dont le principe repose sur l'injection d'ondes radiofréquence (RF)

électromagnétiques dans le plasma à la fréquence proche de la résonance hybride basse. Par

rapport aux méthodes inductives de génération de courant basées sur le principe du

transformateur, et qui ne permettent d'induire un courant que pendant une durée limitée, le

courant résultant de l'injection de l'onde RF peut être continu. Une autre spécificité importante

de la génération non-inductive de courant est également la possibilité de contrôler le profil de

densité de courant dans le plasma en ajustant les caractéristiques de l'onde, et ainsi de stabiliser

de nombreuses instabilités magnétohydrodynamiques qui apparaissent en régime de chauffage

ohmique. L'emploi des ondes à la fréquence hybride basse est particulièrement attrayant pour la

génération de courant, dans la mesure où l'on dispose de sources HF de forte puissance dans le

domaine de fréquence correspondant aux conditions plasmas habituellement rencontrées dans

les tokamaks en termes de densité et de champ magnétique. L'onde hybride, injectée dans le

plasma à l'aide d'une antenne dénommée "grill" formée d'un réseau de guidés d'ondes, est

absorbée de façon résonnante par les électrons rapides du plasma, mettant en jeu le mécanisme

d'amortissement Landau dans une région restreinte de l'espace des vitesses des particules. Il en

résulte la création d'une population d'électrons très rapides capables d'entretenir tout ou partie

du courant plasma. La connaissance détaillée de la dynamique de ces électrons dans l'espace

des configuration et dans l'espace des vitesses constitue la clé pour la compréhension des

mécanismes prévalant lors de la propagation et de l'absorption de l'onde hybride. Ce problème

est étudié en détail dans cette thèse. L'objectif de ce travail est de pouvoir déterminer avec

précision la distribution des électrons rapides dans l'espace réel et dans l'espace des vitesses sur

la base conjuguée des techniques expérimentales et des simulations numériques. La plupart des

données expérimentales concernant les électrons rapides sont issues de la mesure du

rayonnement X non-thermique de freinage à l'aide du spectromètre multivisée installé sur

TORE SUPRA. Des conditions expérimentales très diverses ont pu être ainsi abordées,

permettant de préciser dans quelle mesure l'émission X reflète le dépôt de puissance de l'onde

hybride. Les investigations théoriques ont porté sur deux aspects très intéressants: (î)

développement d'un modèle de propagation et d'absorption de l'onde hybride dans un

équilibre magnétique tridimensionnel, et réalisation d'un code de tracé de rayons permettant de

décrire la dynamique de l'onde dans de telles conditions, (ii) modélisation du caractère
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bidimensionnel des mécanismes d'absorption de l'onde hybride dans l'espace des vitesses, sur

la base de la résolution numérique de l'équation de Fokker-Planck 2D relativiste.

Dans le but d'une compréhension approfondie des mécanismes physiques qui

gouvernent la propagation et l'absorption de l'onde hybride, des efforts expérimentaux et

théoriques importants ont été réalisés dans les divers laboratoires au cours de vingt dernières

années. Sur le plan expérimental, des efficacités élevées de génération non-inductive de courant

ont pu être obtenues sur de nombreuses machines. Côte théorie, un grand nombre de modèles

ont été développés pour déterminer à la fois le profil de dépôt de puissance de l'onde ainsi que

le spectre en énergie. Dans le chapitre II, une base historique générale ainsi qu'un résumé des

divers travaux entrepris concernant le chauffage hybride sont, présentés. Plus précisément, on

aborde la propagation de l'onde hybride en géométrie plane, cylindrique puis torique, sur la

base de la notion de relation de dispersion. Le formalisme présidant au principe du tracé de

rayon est ensuite présenté, permettant de décrire la propagation de l'onde sur la trajectoire

définie par la vitesse de groupe. Cette approche qui est discutée en détail, correspond à

l'approximation eikonale, utilisée fréquemment pour représenter les phénomènes ondulatoires

dans les milieux faiblement inhomogènes et dont les caractéristiques varient lentement en

fonction du temps. On présente également le mécanisme de l'absorption Landau résonnante qui

rentre en compte dans l'équation de Fokker-Planck permettant de décrire l'évolution de la

distribution des électrons fortement magnétisés dans l'espace des vitesses sous l'influence

conjointe du champ électrique de l'onde hybride et des collisions. Diverses approches pour

résoudre cette équation sont abordées, en portant une attention spéciale au problème du "gap

spectral".

Il est bien connu que le rayonnement de freinage non-thermique constitue un moyen très

efficace pour évaluer les caractéristiques des électrons rapides dans l'espace des vitesses ou des

configurations. Les principes de base concernant les mécanismes fondamentaux et les méthodes

de mesure sont détaillés dans le chapitre III. A partir des diverses sections efficaces décrivant

l'interaction électron-ion et électron-électron, on présente une méthode originale de calcul du

rayonnement de freinage non-thermique émis par le plasma, dont le principe repose sur une

expansion des diverses quantités sur la base des polynômes de Legendre, permettant de prendre

en compte ainsi les symétries du problème. Une description détaillée du diagnostic installé sur

TORE SUPRA est également présentée, dans laquelle on met l'accent sur la résolution spatiale,

en énergie ainsi que sur les performances temporelles. Les diverses méthodes d'inversion

employées sont analysées dans le détail. Les données obtenue par inversion constituent la base

des comparaisons avec les calculs théoriques.

Dans le chapitre IV, on étudie l'effet de la modulation du champ magnétique sur la

propagation et l'absorption de l'onde hybride. Cette modulation résulte du nombre discret de

bobinés magnétiques employées pour créer le champ toroidal. Son rôle est particulièrement

important sur TORE SUPRA, l'amplitude de la modulation atteignant 7% au bord du plasma.
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Afin d'identifier clairement l'effet du ripple sur la dynamique des rayons, une première étude

est consacrée à une description analytique et numérique du phénomène en symétrie cylindrique,

en prenant en compte une modulation axiale. On aborde ensuite les effets du ripple en géométrie

torique, en prenant en compte à la fois l'inhomogénéité poloidale et toroïdale. Pour cela, un

modèle d'équilibre tridimensionnel est introduit qui sert de base au calcul du tracé de rayon. Un

effort particulier a porté sur la propagation des rayons au voisinage de la coupure, qui joue un

rôle important dans la dynamique des rayons en présence de ripple. Pour simuler les

dépendances radiales et en énergie du dépôt de puissance de l'onde hybride, le code ray-tracing

est couplé à un code Fokker-Planck relativiste ID. Dans ces simulations, l'extension poloidale

mais aussi toroïdale de l'antenne est prise en compte. L'effet du ripple sur la propagation et

l'absorption de l'onde hybride est étudié du régime d'absorption en un seul passage, jusqu'au

régime de faible absorption de l'onde dans lequel la nature stochastique de l'onde apparaît

pleinement. Une comparaison détaillée entre les résultats expérimentaux et théoriques est

présentée, concernant non seulement le rayonnement de freinage non-thermique mais également

le profil de densité de courant déduit des mesures de polarimétrie et les pcnos dans les miroirs

magnétiques locaux.

Le chapitre V est dédié à un autre problème important de la simulation de la génération
de courant par onde hybride, la modélisation bidimensionnelle de la dynamique des électrons
rapides dans l'espace des vitesses. La résolution de l'équation de Fokker-Planck 2D permet de
calculer directement la contribution non-thermique'du rayonnement de freinage, ce qui constitue
un des objectifs principaux de ce travail de thèse. En effet, il est bien connu que la
détermination du rayonnement de freinage nécessite de prendre en compte non seulement la
dynamique parallèle des électrons rapides par rapport à la direction du champ magnétique local,
mais également la dynamique perpendiculaire résultant des collisions. L'approche 2D est même
essentielle lorsque l'on considère le domaine d'énergie situé au-delà du plateau de diffusion
quasi-linéaire. Avant de détailler les divers aspects concernant la modélisation 2D de la
distribution électronique, on présente le cadre théorique de l'étude ainsi que la méthode
numérique de résolution. L'équation de Fokker-Planck 2D est basée sur l'opérateur de collision
relativiste de Belaiev-Budker, et inclus également le premier terme harmonique de l'opérateur de
collision électron-électron. La technique numérique employée est basée sur une factorisation
matricielle partielle dans un schéma de discrétisation à cinq points. Une telle technique présente
l'avantage d'offrir une convergence très rapide vers la solution, mais n'est pas toujours stable
lorsque le plasma est froid ou l'opérateur de diffusion quasilinéaire grand. Une étude détaillée
de la dynamique des électrons rapides sur la base des équations de Langevin est également
entreprise, pour interpréter la forme de la distribution au-delà du plateau de diffusion quasi-
linéaire. La fin du chapitre est consacrée à la description du code couplant la résolution de
l'équation de Fokker-Planck au calcul du tracé de rayons, de façon self-consistente. Une
comparaison détaillée entre les simulations numériques et les résultats expérimentaux est enfin
présentée.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION TO TOKAMAKS
AND NON-INDUCTIVE CURRENT DRIVE

I.A. Fusion

Let us recall that the matter is an ensemble of atoms. Each atom consists of a nucleus

and electrons around it. The nucleus itself consists of two types of particles: the protons and

neutrons whose cohesion is ensured by a force called the strong interaction. The energies of

this interaction are of the order of several megaelectron-volts per nucléon. Figure I.I shows the

energy of the linkage per nucléon as a function of the mass of a nucleus. It can be easily seen

that there are two types of nuclear reactions that may lead to a release of energy. They are the

following:
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Figure LI.

Energy of the linkage per nucléon vs atomic number.

- Fission - the nucleus can be broken to produce nuclei with smaller masses.

- Fusion - two light nuclei can be fused to produce one nucleus with bigger mass.

The fusion reactions having sufficiently high probability to play an important role in a

fusion reactor are

Fusion

i T

M——•

Fe • • — -

Sn

i i

— - — . > .

Fission

^ — — ^
U

He(3.52 MeV) + n(14.06 MeV) [17.58 MeV]
50 % -> 3He(0.82 MeV) + n(2.45 MeV) [3.27 MeV]

[50 % -> T(1.01 MeV) + p(3.02 MeV) [4.03 MeV]
D + 3He -> 4He(3.71 MeV) + p(14.64 MeV) [18.35 MeV]

(I.I)
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where D, T, 4He, n, and p denote, respectively, nucleus of deuterium, nucleus of tritium,

alpha particle, neutron and proton. These reactions result in the release of energy [given in

brackets in equation (I.I)] in the form of the kinetic energy of the reaction products. As an

example, in the D-T reaction, the kinetic energy of the a-panicle (4He) is 3.52 MeV and of the

released neutron is 14.06 MeV (see figure 1.2).

Deuterium \
14.06 MeV
Neutron

\

Tritium Helium
3.52 MeV\

Figure 1.2.
Showing an example of the D-T fusion reaction.

Classical mechanics shows that in order to make two particles interact, it is necessary

that the distance between two nuclei be of the order of the nucleus radius ~ 5 x 10"19 m . This is

because the electrostatic barrier created by the positive charges of the nuclei must be overcame.

If this barrier is overcome then the strong attractive interaction becomes dominate over the

Coulomb force and the fusion reaction can take place.
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Figure 1.3.
Cross-sections for the reactions D-T, D-D and D-He3. The two D-D reactions have similar

cross-sections, the graph gives their sum [Wes87J.

The Coulomb law shows that to fuse, these nuclei should have a sufficiently high

energy - of about of 300 keV or about 3 billion degrees centigrade. Results of quantum
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mechanics show, however, that the situation is not so dramatic. In fact, there is a non-zero

probability that the electrostatic barrier can be overcame due to the tunnelling effect. In other

words, this probability defined by the cross-section of the reaction is different of zero for lower

energies than those required by the Coulomb low. This cross-section is a function of the kinetic

energy of the nuclei E, a = cr(E). Examples are shown in figure 1.3. One can see in figure 1.3

that the largest cross-section is that for the D-T reaction, and it is this reaction that most efficient

in a fusion reactor.

Energy balance. In order for a fusion reactor can operate, some energy balance must be

satisfied. This energy balance may be presented as follows (see figure 1.4). The power balance

will be positive provided that the heating power, PH, compensating the power losses, PL, be

larger than the maximum available power, TjPT, where Pr is the total power leaving the

plasma, which is a sum of a thermonuclear power, Pu, and power losses, PL; r\ is an

efficiency of an electric generator used to produce electrical power, r\ = 1/3 for the ideal Camot

cycle. The operation criterion is therefore given by

p > (1.2)

Thermonuclear
power

Figure 1.4.
Showing the power flows involved in a fusion reactor operation.

To obtain this criterion it has been assumed that a continuous power supply, PH, exists

to compensate power losses. If the plasma is sufficiently hot, there is a threshold when the a-

particle heating, Pa, may become sufficiently high to balance the power losses. From this
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threshold, the required heating power becomes unnecessary. This condition corresponds to the

following inequality

Pa*PL (1.3)

known as the Lawson criterion. So long as this condition is not satisfied, a plasma cannot be

self-maintained and an additional power source, PH = PL-Pa, is needed to compensate the

power losses and without which all the nuclear reactions taking place in the plasma will

quench.

The temperatures required for fusion are so high (see below) that the reactor fuel is fully

ionized and forms a plasma. Let us consider a D(50%)-T(50%) plasma with a temperature

T = TD=TT and density n = 2nD = 2nj, the thermonuclear power is then given by

(1.4)

where £ = 17.6 MeV is the energy released in each D-T reaction, {ov)T is the reaction rate per

second in a plasma with an ion temperature T (see figure 1.5), v is the velocity of one of the

reacting particles and (...) means averaging over its velocity distribution (assumed to be

Maxwellian with a temperature T).
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Figure 1.5.
Reaction rate as a function of plasma temperature.

Similarly, the cc-power is

I
(1.5)
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where Ça = 3.6 MeV is the kinetic energy of the a-particle created in a D-T reaction.

The power losses result from radiation losses due to bremsstrahlung (see Chapter III for
details) and losses through conduction (energy transport), PL = Pni + Pcond. The radiation loss

is given by [Wes87]

Pni = ar « \ T (1.6)

and losses through conduction can be calculated as follows

(1.7)
2x-nT

where T£ is the energy confinement time.

Combining equations (1.2), (I.4-I.7) one can obtain the minimum condition (or break-

even condition) for a fusion reactor to operate

ntE> T — ^ (1.8)

and the condition for ignition is

nxE>~^- (1.9)

The r.h.s. of inequality (1.8) as a function of plasma temperature has a minimum at T =

20-30 keV: at low temperatures the thermonuclear power is small and at high temperatures the

energy losses at a given tE increase more rapidly with temperature than does the thermonuclear

power. It is clear that, for a fusion reactor, nrE must exceed this minimum value, which

readily gives the break-even condition (1.8) in the form

7 = 20-30 keV

nT£>6xl0'*m"3s

and the condition for ignition, which is much more difficult to realize, as the following

T = 30 keV

/2T£>1.5xl020m"3s

The ignition condition (1.9) may be simplified by considering ignition in the temperature
range 10 keV < T < 20 keV where the reaction rate may be approximated (see figure 1.5)
within 10% by (ov)T =1.1 xlO~24T2 iTfV, T in keV. Using this approximation, the
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ignition condition (1.9) may be written [Wes87]

nTEr>3xl021m"3skeV (1.12)

It follows from this analysis that when the plasma is held at the required density and

temperature for a time sufficiently long, fusion reactions may occur, each converting a small

amount of the plasma mass into energy and a positive power balance may become possible.

There are two possibilities to satisfy such conditions depending on which factor in the product

ntE is maintained.

Magnetic confinement. One may try to confine a plasma in a fusion reactor for a longest
time TE possible. Because the plasma is an ensemble of charged particles, it may be done
balancing the gas pressure p = n T by the magnetic pressure B2/2fi0. In general, the plasma is

stable if the plasma pressure is much lower than the magnetic one. In other words, if the ratio

R = P

is of the order of 1-20%. At present time, the technology factors limit the magnetic field to be of

about 10 Teslas, which corresponds to a plasma pressure close to 106 Pa (10 atm.). In a fusion

reactor with a plasma temperature ~ 20 keV, such a plasma pressure necessitates very low

background pressures ~1O"5 atm. to be maintained. Estimations show that, under such

conditions, the confinement time xE must be somewhat more that one second. At the present

time, the most promising machines, in which the magnetic confinement is realised, are the

tokamaks.

Fnertial fusion. One may not hold the gas pressure and thus make the matter explod.e. In

this case, the confinement time is simply the time of explosion which is of the order of several

picoseconds. In this case, to satisfy the conditions (1.10), plasma densities must to be in the

range of 1031 m'3. This is a factor 100 higher than those of solids. To realize such plasma

densities, lasers beams as well as electron or ion beams are used.

I.B, Tokamaks

The word "tokamak" is an acronym of the Russian words "toroidalnaya kamera i

magnitnaya katushka" meaning "toroidal chamber and magnetic coil". This device has been

proposed by Sakharov and Tamm in the late 1950s. The goal of this device is to confine the

energy of a sufficiently dense (~ l019cm"3) plasma for a time long enough to allow the fuel (for

example, D-T mixture) to react. In a tokamak device, the plasma is confined by a magnetic field

inside a hollow, donut-shaped vacuum vessel (see figures 1.6 and 1.7).

/First successful results on such devices have been obtained when the significant

reduction of impurities and the separation of the plasma from the vacuum vessel by means of a
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Schematic showing of the physical picture of plasma

current generation by lower hybrid waves
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Tokamak plasmas achievements during last

forty years and perspectives for future projects
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"limiter" (a solid surface which defines the edge of the plasma) were achieved. These results

were presented at the A.I.E.A Conference in Novosibirsk in 1968. They were obtained on the

T3 tokamak (Kurchatov Institute, Moscow) with the electron temperature ~ 1 keV, electron

density ~ 5 x lO^m"3 and energy confinement time of several milliseconds.

Since that many tokamaks have been constructed and an enormous progress in this field

was made. Recently, a new world record was reported during the Deuterium-Tritium

Experiments on TFTR (Princeton, USA): the central ion and electron temperatures ~ 45 keV

and - 12 keV, respectively, electron density ~ 1020m~3 and the maximum energy confinement

time - 0.21 s, which resulted in a record central triple product, nzETt = 8.3 x 1020m"3 -s- keV,

(obtained with 17 MW of a neutral beam power) [John95], maximum fusion power of 10.7

MW has been achieved using 39.5 MW of neutral beam heating.

Thus, at present time, the most promising and perspective device for plasma

confinement remains the tokamak. In figure 1.8, some results obtained on different machines

during last forty years as well as perspectives for future projects (ITER) are reported.

Several principal tasks must be solved to achieve a successful operation of a tokamak.

They are the following:

Plasma confinement and stability. The tokamaks is a confinement system with a closed

configuration of the magnetic field surfaces. The principal magnetic field is that in the toroidal

direction (for TORE SUPRA, - 4 Teslas at the plasma center) and it is produced by external

toroidal magnetic coils (see figure 1.6). A smaller, poloidal magnetic field is produced by the

toroidal current flowing in the plasma. This field is approximately a factor of 10 smaller than

the toroidal field and it is necessary to achieve an equilibrium in which the plasma pressure is

balanced by magnetic pressure. In fact, the poloidal magnetic field does not completely provide

this equilibrium and additional coils are used to control the plasma shape and position.

One of the parameters of a tokamak magnetic configuration, which plays an important

role in determining the plasma stability, is the safety factor q. In an axisymmetric tokamak each

magnetic field line has a value of q. The field line follows a helical path as it goes round the

torus on its associated magnetic surface (see figure 1.6). The safety factor is a ratio between

numbers of toroidal and poloidal rotations round the torus, for the field line to join up on itself.

An analysis of different instabilities, which may occur in a plasma, shows that in order that the

plasma to be stable, q must be greater than unity. In general terms, higher values of q lead to

greater stability.

Impurities. Another problem is the control of the impurities in the plasma. Their

presence increases the radiation losses in the plasma and prevent the plasma being heated. That

is why a good separation of the plasma from the vacuum vessel is necessary. To do that two

methods are currently in use: (i) a solid surface (made of a highly refractory material) which

Refines the plasma edge, and (ii) a magnetic divertor in which the magnetic field lines are of

such a form that the escaping boundary plasma can be directed into a separate chamber and
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neutralized there.

Plasma heating. The plasma being equilibrated and separated from the first wall can be

heated to achieve the ignition condition (1.12). The initial heating in all tokamaks is the ohmic

heating caused by the toroidal current. This current is produced by transformer action (see

figure 1.6). A current passing through the primary coils of the transformer gives a flux change

through the torus and creates a toroidal electric field which drives the plasma current. However,

this method cannot lead to the temperatures high enough to realize the ignition condition. The

reason is that the dependence of the plasma resistance T\ on the electron temperature is such that

it decreases as the electron temperature increases: 77 «= T~V2. So that the ohmic heating density

Pa = T]j2, j being the current density, becomes inefficient at high electron temperatures and

additional, non-inductive, heating sources are required.

Stationary operation. It is well known that a toroidal electric field has a curl. According

to the Maxwell-Faraday equation, V x Ê = - dBJdt, a constant toroidal electric field can be only

produced by a monotonically changing magnetic field and so temporarily. The magnetic field is

limited by the magnetic flux available from the transformer. Thus, an inductive (produced by

the transformer action) current drive (CD) is only possible in a pulsed regime. This regime has

many disadvantages such as the mechanical fatigue produced by large temperature variations,

the disruptions (which are less probable in steady-state regimes), etc. So, an incontrovertible

advantage of noninductive methods is the possibility of obtaining a stationary reactor without

thermal jolts and cyclical load forces. Moreover, the results of noninductive CD experiments

have demonstrated a possibility to achieve a control of the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)

activity of the plasma (see, for example, [SLB94]). It becomes possible because the profile of

the generated noninductive current and the profile of the electron temperature are decoupled. In

contrast, for the ohmic heating scheme, it is not the case because the ohmic current depends

strongly on the electron temperature Te via the plasma resistance, 77 « T~2'2, which may induce

various instabilities in the plasma (see [KPP92]).

To achieve a continuous (or quasi-continuous) operation of a tokamak, various methods

of non-inductive CD have been proposed. They are based on physically different mechanisms.

A general discussion of two principal methods are presented in the next section. The lower

hybrid CD scheme will be presented in more details in Chapter II.

I.C. Methods of current drive

To provide a toroidal current continuously, some toroidal asymmetry must be

introduced into the tokamak [Fis87]. Several means of tampering with a toroidal plasma to

favor one toroidal direction over the other may be considered (pushing the electrons in favor of

the ions or contrariwise). For example, travelling waves may be induced in the tokamak. These

waves may be injected via a phased array of waveguides or coil arrays at the periphery of the

tokamak (see figure 1.7). In such a manner, an asymmetry is produced. The travelling wave
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could carry toroidal momentum that might be transmitted either to the plasma electrons or to the

ions, but not both [Fis87].

Alternatively, one might direct neutral beams into a tokamak. These beams penetrate the

magnetic field as neutrals, but are quickly ionized when in contact with the hot plasma. The

ionized beams are then confined by the magnetic fields. Directing the beams with a component

in one toroidal direction may provide the required asymmetry. Other roads to asymmetry are

also available, e.g. injection of frozen pellets.

Thus, particle beams, travelling waves, frozen pellets, etc., all exemplify tools for

current generation. Not every asymmetry leads to useful current production. We consider

further some methods of CD in more details.

I.C.i. Methods based on introducing a longitudinal momentum into the plasma

In order to generate a current in the tokamak, one can introduce into the plasma a

longitudinal (parallel to the tokamak magnetic field) momentum component from outside. This

momentum can be carried either by waves or particles (e.g. neutral beams) and so two types of

interaction should be considered: (i) interaction between the plasma particles (electrons and

ions) and the waves, and (ii) interaction between the plasma panicles and the beam particles.

Wave-particle interaction. A momentum can be carried by waves travelling in the

plasma. Absorption of this momentum by a group of resonant particles (usually electrons) can

lead to directional motion of the latter in favor of other particles (usually ions), that is, to

generation of current. The most effective mechanism of transferring energy and momentum into

the plasma in this method is the resonant Cherenkov interaction. The wave can exchange energy

and momentum with a group of resonant electrons for which a) = k^x*,, (where co is the wave

frequency, kn and \>lt are the components of the wave vector and electron velocity,

respectively, parallel to the magnetic field).

The first to suggest to use travelling (Alfvén) waves to generate a stationary current was

Wort [Wort71], The Alfvén waves push the electrons in favor of the ions. As it has been

envisioned by Wort, the Alfvén wave is somewhat like a moving magnetic mirror pushing only

slow electrons because its wave phase velocity is low, that is Cù = k,,vlle.

It was believed in these earlier works (see, for example, [Wort71]) that in order to

generate a higher plasma current it is most efficient to push slow electrons than fast electrons.

In fact, let an electron with velocity v = vtlin + À3i to be accelerated in the parallel direction to

velocity x> + A u ^ , where in is the unit vector in the parallel direction. The parallel momentum

absorbed by this electron is n^Av,,; the current will increase by A/ = qeà.\>n, where qc is the

electron charge ( ^ = -e ) and the electron kinetic energy by A£ = m/u^At),,. One can see that

,the ratio Aj/A£ is proportional to \jx>u , so that it is more efficient to push slow electrons than

. the fast ones. It follows from this that one has to spend less energy to produce more current

interacting with slow electrons, i.e. injecting waves with slower parallel phase velocities.
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Although it may be easier to push slow electrons, it may be more effective to push fast

electrons. This case was identified, for the first time, by Fisch [Fis78]. In this pioneering

work, Fisch has demonstrated that there exists an efficient method of producing a continuous

current. This method relies upon the Landau damping of high-phase-velocity RF waves

travelling in only one direction parallel to the magnetic field. These waves have net parallel

momentum, which upon being absorbed by electrons travelling with the wave parallel phase

velocity, exerts a force that drives an electric current. The current is mainly carried by these

resonant high-velocity electrons because being relatively collisionless, they retain momentum

longer than bulk electrons. It has been shown that the conclusion that it is more effective to

push slow electron is true unless collisions between particles occur. Indeed, slow electrons are

more collisional than fast ones. So that in the presence of collisions the current (or impulse) of

slow electrons is more rapidly lost as compared to that of fast electrons. To see that, let the

velocity x> of an electron be isotropized, or the momentum acquired by the electron be

dissipated through scattering by the ions and nonresonant electrons, during a characteristic time

1/ v(*o), v(u) being the collisional frequency. Using the relationship obtained above

^ (1.13)
mcvff

and the fact that the power needed to maintain this current during a time interval l/v(i)) is

Pd = vA£, one obtains the steady-state CD efficiency

Pd mtv

where J = A/.
There are two important results following from this equation. First, for x>tl —» 0 one has

v = const and the efficiency J/Pd <« l/\>f/ is high since vn small. Second limit, for v,,—*00,

v<*l/i)^ also results in a high efficiency, since 7/Pd « x>2
n with vn large. The first case

corresponds to the so-called Alfvén waves which are designed to push low-u^ electrons. The

second case, proposed by Fisch [Fis78], corresponds to the so-called lower hybrid (LH) wave
pushing preferably high- \)/(, electrons. Thus, in principle, high current drive efficiencies can be

realized in both of these limits.

The first limit when the CD efficiency may be high corresponds to the so-called Alfvén

(fast) wave. It is a low-frequency wave (frequency is close to the ion cyclotron one) which can

Landau resonate with subthermal, or bulk, electrons (\>lt = (ûjkn < x>t). This wave has almost

zero electric field and propagates principally across the magnetic field surfaces. It can easily

penetrate the plasma centre provided that one chooses correctly the wave frequency to avoid the

ion absorption (which necessitates taking into account the magnetic field structure and diverse

ion particles being in the plasma). In a homogeneous plasma, there would be no trapped
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electrons, it has been shown by Wort [Wort71] that the steady-state efficiency would scale as
JjPd oc l/vph with \)ph being the wave phase velocity. Wort has also shown that this scaling

can lead to high efficiencies for hot plasmas where the collision frequencies become smaller.

However, as it has been pointed out, for the first time, by Bickerton et al. [BCT71], because of

the trapped electron effects, the electrons with low velocities [D///D < ±{2r/R) ] accelerated

by this wave can carry no current, which may seriously diminish the efficiency of this method

for a realistic aspect ratio tokamak.

As far as the LHCD scheme is concerned, in contrast to the Alfvén waves pushing slow

electrons, the LH waves push fast electrons which are almost not trapped, so that the CD

efficiency in this scheme is not limited by these trapping effects and may be high enough (see

figure 1.9).

\Trappe

\
/

Alfven waves

Lower-Hybrid waves

Figure 1.9.
Schematic representation of lower hybrid and Alfvén waves operating regimes.

Particle-particle interaction. A momentum can be carried by fast particles injected from

outside of the plasma. The first to suggest the possibility of producing stationary current in a

tokamak by injection of a beam of neutral atoms was Ohkawa in 1970 [Ohk70]. Ion beams of

high and low energy have been suggested to produce a beam current of fast charged particles

circulating around the torus. The slowing down of these fast ions by collisions with the plasma

electrons may cause the electrons to drift toroidaly, producing therefore a plasma current.

Several factors, however, prevent this method from being a promising method for an

effective CD. First is the problem of producing high-power beams with energy of the order of

megaelectron volts. High energy beams are necessary in order to be able to penetrate the plasma

centre before this beam is absorbed by one of three basic atomic processes: charge exchange,

ionization by ions, and ionization by electrons. It is known that below 90 keV, charge exchange

/is the most effective process for a D-beam propagating through the plasma, above this energy,

ionization by ions becomes dominant. Another serious problem is the plasma toroidal
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"untwisting" which may lead to the onset of balloon instability [Wes87].

I.C.2. Methods without introducing an external momentum

The idea of current generation without introducing an external momentum was first set

forth by Fisch and Boozer in 1980 [FiBo80]. They have proposed a basically different scheme

in which waves with no net toroidal momentum are injected. To see that momentum input is not

necessary, consider pushing in the perpendicular to the magnetic field direction an electron that

is moving to right (in parallel direction). The probability that current is retained by an electron,

decays with time, although this decay is quicker for slower, more collisional electrons. This is

because the collisionality of the plasma is somehow altered so that, for example, electrons

moving to the left collide more frequently with the ions than do electrons moving to the right.

There would result a net electric current with ions moving to the left and electrons moving, on

average, to the right.

So if there is a means to selectively push (in the perpendicular direction) electrons

moving to the right (to the left), then these electrons become more energetic (less collisional)

and so retain a current for a longer time than those electrons moving to the left (to the right).

The repeated pushing of electrons in this manner results then in a steady current.

The electron-cyclotron wave interacts with electrons just the way envisioned in

[FiBo80] by pushing resonant electrons largely in the perpendicular direction. Electrons that

satisfy the Doppler-resonance condition co = knv//-Q.cj {QcJ being the electron

gyrofrequency) are resonant with the wave, and by pointing a horn antenna tangentially into the

plasma, one can select electrons moving in one toroidal direction over counterstreaming

electrons.

In the scheme with electron-cyclotron waves, it is the Doppler-resonance condition that

determines the region where an electron-cyclotron wave will be absorbed. The possibility to

determine the absorption region makes this method of CD very advantageous because this

region can be externally controlled by matching the wave frequency to the toroidal magnetic

field at the absorption region. However, theoretical calculations show that the efficiency of this

method is only large for sufficiently high parallel electron velocities. Small amounts of current

have been driven by this method in experiment [Wes87].

Finally, figure 1.10 gives a comparison of theoretical efficiencies for different CD

schemes. One can see that the LH scheme is rather well placed for current generation in

tokamak plasmas. It should be mentioned, however, that there is a bound on the limits of

current-generation efficiency uncovered by Fisch in 1981 [Fis81]. In this work it was shown

that because of the relativistic dynamics of fast current carriers (electrons or ions) there is a

bound on the efficiency of CD in a tokamak either by waves (LH, electron or ion cyclotron) or

other means (electron or ions beams).
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Figure 1.10.
Comparison of theoretical CD efficiency for different schemes [Wes87] (P is the injected

power, Ip the non-inductive plasma current, R the plasma major radius, log A is the Coulomb
logarithm).

Nonrelativistic calculations have shown that J/Pd <*= vj, (where ~0u is the velocity of the

accelerated particle, see above), so that the higher is the speed of the current carrier, the more

effortlessly the current is carried. However, this result is no longer valid as the current carriers

approach the speed of light and relativistic results demonstrate that the CD efficiency is bounded

for high velocity interactions.

I.D. Summary

Thus, in this chapter an introduction to tokamaks is presented, which represent one of

the most promising devices to realize a fusion reactor. Some aspects of tokamak operation are

given and a necessity of a continuos regime operation is discussed. Methods to achieve such an

operation are described. It is demonstrated that the lower hybrid current drive scheme is a very

well placed candidate to generate a continuous current in tokamaks.
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CHAPTER II

LOWER HYBRID CURRENT DRIVE

II.A. Introduction

The lower hybrid (LH) current drive (CD) scheme consists in injecting electromagnetic
waves in the frequency range 1-5 GHz corresponding to vacuum wavelengths Xo = 0.03 - 0.2

m. The availability of megawatt sources in this frequency range and the possibility to launch the

energy by means of waveguides operating in their fundamental mode and placed externally to

the vacuum vessel make this method of CD and plasma heating extremely attractive.

LH grill. The LH wave grill was first proposed by Brambilla [Bram76] to solve an

important problem of coupling RF power to plasma waves in the slow phase velocity branch.

This grill was designed to launch RF-waves at the LH resonance to heat large toroidal plasmas.

To find the reflection and transmission coefficients, as well as the coupled ^-spectrum of the

excited field, the waveguide field, represented as a superposition of eigenmodes (full wave

solution), is matched to the field of the plasma represented as W.K.B. solutions propagating in

the slow-wave branch. This field has been evaluated assuming that the density near the plasma

edge increases linearly through the cutoff value (see figure II.l). It has been shown by

Brambilla [Bram76] that the reflection coefficient can be made acceptably low and not

sensitively dependent on the plasma edge parameters when the density nt gradient is close to an

optimum one.

Plasma
(current carrying)

Vacuum Grill
vessel position
p = a v

Figure II.1.
Schematic drawing of plasma edge geometry.
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It is easy to see that there exists an optimum density gradient. In fact, the lower density

gradient the wider will be the evanescent region below cut-off. On the other hand, at high

density gradients, the mismatch due to the rapid variations of the refractive index can lead to a

worse transmission. The best coupling conditions are found for an optimum density gradient

where nc is the cut-off density and nn is the parallel refractive index (see below). Finally, it has

been concluded that there is a possibility to design a grill capable to launch LH waves at very

high power levels (see Appendix B for a description of the TORE SUPRA LH system).

A wave launched by the antenna at the plasma edge either will propagate or will be

reflected by the plasma, different wave modes may occur. The wave which is not reflected by

the plasma will propagate into it through inhomogeneous regions and may approach a critical

layer where the parameters are appropriate for the refractive index to be infinity. Under certain

conditions this wave will be absorbed in the region of this critical layer and the wave energy

transformed into plasma particles (electrons and/or ions). Under other conditions, the wave will

be reflected in this region.

As far as the LH wave is concerned, it exists only in the plasma and can be described,

using an eikonal approximation, in terms of rays. (Note that strictly unique to plasmas are LH,

Alfvén and fast magnetosonic waves and that the electron-cyclotron wave is a free-space wave.)

All these problems concern the theory of wave propagation and absorption, which is under

consideration in the next section.

II.B. Lower hybrid wave propagation and absorption

II.B.7. LH wave propagation (slab geometry)

Dispersion relation. To understand how a wave propagates in the plasma, a dispersion

relation should be derived. The procedure of obtaining the dispersion relation was developed by

Stix [Stix62]. Consider a wave to propagate with a phase velocity which is much higher than

the velocities of the plasma particles. In that case, a cold plasma model may be well used to

describe the wave propagation. In this model the ions and electrons are motionless and oscillate

about fixed positions under the influence of the electromagnetic field of the wave. Let the

plasma be hot enough to be collision-free (there is no energy exchange between electrons and

ions). Consider a plasma with a density gradient in the *-direction, n{x) (slab approximation,

see figure II. 1). The uniform external magnetic field is applied in the z-direction, Bo = esB0,

and the unperturbed electric field £0 = 0. In order to find the perturbed electric field E,

magnetic field B and current density J one can use the Maxwell's equations
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-

V x £ = - — B
dt

01.2)

The first-order quantities are only considered and they are assumed to vary as

exp[j(£ • r - œt)], k being the propagation (or wave) vector and r the vector in the real space.

It is also assumed that the plasma gradients are much smaller that the wave vector (W.K.B.

approximation, for details see below)

»\d/dr\ {11.3)

Using the spatial and temporal Fourier transformation, equations (II. 1) and (ÏÏ.2) can be

obtained in the form of a wave equation

-k xk x £ = (<y / cfÊ + iœn0J 01.4)

In the cold-plasma model (the electron temperature Tt = 0 and the ion one 7] = 0), the

perturbed current density J can be expressed as 7 - £«($. - vt), where the perturbed electron

x>t and ion v. velocities can be expressed in terms of £ using the two fluid momentum

equations

dt
d

at

Using equations (II.4) and (II.5); one obtains

01.5)

01.6)

where e is the cold plasma dielectric tensor

e =

0
ô

0 0 e//J

01.7)

where the elements of the cold dielectric tensor are as follows
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( I L 8 )

where the summation is over electrons and all ion species, (OpJ refer to the ion (7 = 0 and

electron (j = e) plasma frequencies, Qej refer to the ion and electron gyrofrequencies, and they

can be expressed as the following

( I L 9 )

QcJ = eB0/mj

The equation (II.6) may be written as

D-E = 0 (11,10)

where

The condition for a nontrivial solution of equation (II. 10) is that the determinant of the

square matrix be zero. It readily yields the cold plasma dispersion relation

with nH = k,,c 10) is the parallel refractive index, nx = kxc / a is the perpendicular refractive

index, k,,~k- BJB and k\ = k1 - kf,, where here and further, B =151 and k =1 jfcl.

Since nn and CO are determined by the antenna and the generator, respectively, the

dispersion relation should be solved for n\. At nx —> «>, a resonance occurs and the wave may

be absorbed. At nx -4 0, a cut-off occurs and the wave is reflected.

Consider a two component plasma, that is a plasma of single ions (j = 0 and electrons

(7 = e). The LH wave frequency, û), is assumed to satisfy Q?ce » œ » Q.^, which means that

the LH mode occurs at an intermediate frequency and both, electron and ion motions must be

considered. Recall, that for the Alfvén and ion cyclotron waves, the frequency is relatively low

and the electrons may be considered as a uniform massless fluid. In contrast, for the electron

cyclotron waves and upper hybrid mode, the frequency is high and the ions can be considered

as a uniform fluid of infinite mass.

/Considering the LH wave frequency range, we obtain the components of the dielectric

tensor in equation (II.8) in the form
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Since nn and <y are fixed by the launcher, one obtains from the dispersion relation

(II.11) that two modes (in terms of n]_) of LH wave polarization are possible

^ ( (11.13)

In the frequency range under investigation, eu »(£j.,£,y), Po >0 and P2 < 0 . The

"slow" wave branch (small cojk^ ) corresponds to the positive sign in equation (11.13) and the

"fast" wave branch (large co/kx) corresponds to the negative sign in equation (11.13). It is not

difficult to see from equation (II.6) that "fast" wave solution corresponds to a wave in which

the parallel £-field component is nonvanishing, while the "slow" wave solution corresponds to

a wave in which this £-field component vanishes (electrostatic wave polarization when £ is

approximately parallel to k).

The slow wave has a cold plasma resonance ( n± = k^c/cû —» » ) for P4 = ex = 0, which

defines the LH frequency

/( f (EL14)

It can be seen that the slow wave exhibits a cut-off («x = 0) at £// = 0. The condition

en = 0 is satisfied at the so-called slow-wave cut-off density ne that can be approximately

determined from (Ope(ne) = co condition [see equation (11.12)]. There is no plasma resonance

for the fast wave, but there is a cut-off at nj, -£x = exy (Po = 0). Historically, in the beginning

of the LH wave "era", LH waves have been assumed to heat the plasma, not to drive a current,

and the existence of a resonance in the plasma was the necessary condition to do so. That is

why, it is the slow wave that is typically associated with the LH wave and the antenna is

required to excite the slow electromagnetic wave in preference to the fast wave that does not

have a resonance.

Accessibility. Once the slow wave is launched by the antenna, it is required that this

wave be able to propagate to the LH resonance. It will be the case if A in equation (11.13) is

positive everywhere along the wave trajectory. At A = 0 the slow wave will mode convert to

the fast wave. A detailed analysis shows (see [Stix62]) that the slow wave with nn > nllacc will

propagate to its resonance without converting to fast wave. If nu < nllBCC the slow wave will

mode convert to the fast wave. The fast wave will then be reflected and mode convert to the
^slow wave, this process being repeated ad infinitum. The lowest value of nlf for which the

,' slow wave can propagate from its cut-off to the resonance without mode convening to the
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inaccessible fast wave is given by the Stix-Golant accessibility condition (see [Stix62],

[Gol72])

( L (IU5)

where the subscript "res" denotes evaluation at the resonance.

Wave penetration into the transformation region near the LH frequency has been

analyzed in details by Golant [Gol72]. This analysis has yielded the condition for efficient

coupling of waves into a magnetized plasma near the LH resonance at which these waves are

transformed into slow, highly damped plasma waves. It has been shown that in a magnetized

plasma the linear transformation of the wave launched by the antenna into slow plasma wave

can occur near the upper and lower hybrid frequencies. It was found possible to eliminate the

evanescent region in the plasma (region between the plasma edge and the layer where the

transformation occurs) for waves which satisfy the accessibility condition (11.15) and that only

waves with nlt > nllacc can propagate without reflection from the edge of the plasma to the LH

resonance layer. It was also shown that in a homogeneous magnetic field, an efficient

transformation may be achieved by coupling slow waves into the plasma.

Resonant cones and cold electrostatic limit. Let us consider a slow wave whose

polarization is essentially electrostatic ( V x £ = 0, that is, the direction of £ is approximately

parallel to k). In this case the dispersion relation reduces to its cold electrostatic limit

Do(r,k,œ) = ejcl + eukf, - 0 (II. 16)

The propagation of slow (electrostatic) waves may be characterized by the possible

presence of the so called resonance cones where the wave energy flow under restrictive

conditions. In work [BePo76] these resonance cones have been observed experimentally as

well as a theoretical explication to this phenomenon has been given which consists in the

following. Let us take, for simplicity, k = exkL + ejcn (slab approximation) and £ = - V 0 .

Equation (11.10) becomes D • V0 = 0. Using the cold electrostatic dispersion relation (11.16),

one obtains

(11.17)

The solution of equation (11.17) propagates along characteristics z±(e / / /e1) x. These

are the resonance cones representing the propagation path of a singular electrostatic disturbance

excited by a point source and.obeying the LH dispersion relation. In other words, for any

wavelength each wave of the initial spectrum propagates along similar trajectories interfering

constructively in the so called resonance cones [BePo76]. In real plasmas, these resonance

cones may exist only in the antenna vicinity since far from the antenna other effects
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(electromagnetic, thermal, geometrical, etc.) may affect the dispersion relation, which in turn

tend to spread the resonance cones.

Thermal corrections. The cold plasma model shows that an absorption occurs when the
refractive index passes through infinity. In a real plasma, finite electron Tc and ion Tt

temperature effects cause the refractive index to remain finite even at a resonance. These effects

require the perturbations of the electron and ion distribution functions (DF) to be considered.

Using the Vlasov theory (see [Stix62]), one can obtain the thermal corrections to the LH

dispersion relation

(11.18)

where Po, P2 and P4 are defined above, the ions are taking to be unmagnetized and the electrons

are treated as strongly magnetized.

The dispersion relation (11.18) has now three roots of n\ (see, for example, [BoOt82]).

Each root corresponds to a different mode of wave propagation in the plasma. (Recall that the

slab approximation is considered). One of these roots is the slow mode (LH wave), second is

the fast mode, and the third is the thermal branch corresponding to an ion plasma wave. Note

that in the cold plasma model this latter mode does not exist, but the accessibility condition

(11.15) obtained in this limit remains valid because the thermal corrections are negligible in the

evanescent zone (where the plasma is cold). Another difference with the cold plasma model is

the fact that in a thermal plasma, the LH wave cannot reach the resonance (nL --* °°), but

instead will mode convert to an ion plasma wave. The ion plasma wave is a very short

wavelength mode and is therefore strongly absorbed within a short distance.

II.B.2. LH wave propagation (toroidal geometry)

The LH wave propagation in the toroidal geometry was first considered by Wersinger et

al. [WOF78]. A more detailed analysis has been carried out later by Ignat [Ign81]. To begin

with, we consider the slab and cylindrical geometry as it was done by Bonoli [Bon84].

Slab geometry. In the slab model, a wave is considered to propagate in a one
dimensional inhomogenous plasma (the plasma parameters - density, magnetic field, etc.- are
dependent only on the single coordinate x) and the ku = k: would be fixed by the periodic

structure of the antenna [Bra76a], that is, &/y = £ • fi/fi = £//0 is constant along the wave

trajectory (where kll0 is determined by the antenna). The dispersion relation D0(x,kx,kt,co) = 0

prescribes then k±(x).
Cylindrical geometry. In a cylindrical geometry (r, 0,z), kn is no longer a constant but

• varies very weakly. In fact, consider a plasma with axial (2) and poloidal (9) symmetry, a
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density ne(r) and magnetic field B = ëtB0+ëgBg(r) with constant Bo and Bg«BQ. The

perturbed fields are assumed to vary as exp[/(/n# + ktz- cot)] with m and kt constant (due to

poloidal and axial symmetry of the plasma) and fixed by the antenna. Taking

k = ïTkr + ëg(m/r) + ëtkz, then ku = k- É/B is given by

lcn = [(m/r)Bg(r) + ktB0]/B (11.19)

and ktl is approximately constant since Bg(r) ~ r near r = 0 and m = 0 (fixed by the antenna).

In a cylindrical geometry like in a slab one, the dispersion relation DQ(r,kr,kz, Cù) = 0 is all that

is needed to find kr (r) and so to solve the problem of wave propagation completely.

Toroidal geometry. Following Bonoli [Bon84], consider an axially symmetric tokamak
geometry (r,8,<p) (see figure II.2). The magnetic field is given by

(11.20)

and the equilibrium is two dimensionally inhomogeneous in (r, 9) (see Appendix A). The
perturbed field quantities are assumed to vary as exp[/(n0 - cor)], where n is the toroidal mode

number. The wave vector is as follows

(11.21)

Magnetic
axis

Torus
axis

Figure II.2.
Toroidal geometry.

where R = Rm + rcosO is the major radial position (Rm is the magnetic axis radius).
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The toroidal mode n is constant owing to the tokamak axial symmetry, whereas the

poloidal mode number m is no longer a conserved quantity because of poloidal asymmetry of

the equilibrium (see below). Thus, in the toroidal geometry

kn = [krBr + {mfr)Bg + {n/R)B,]/B (11.22)

can now change significantly during wave propagation in the plasma. Therefore, the
accessibility condition determined by a (co,kj,) pair and obtained in the slab geometry will be,

in general, no valid in the toroidal geometry. And, what is more, the dispersion relation itself

can no longer be used to prescribe the wave propagation completely and a method must be

found to connect the initial k at the boundary (antenna mouth) to subsequent values of k along

the ray trajectory.

Eikonal method. The problem can be solved by application of the eikonal method. For

the first time, the eikonal method was extended to waves with several components propagating

in inhomogeneous media by Weinberg [Wein62] (see also [Bern75]). In the LH frequency

range an extensive use of this technique has been started by Kulp et al [KJB76] (see also

[Kulp78]) and by Baranov and Fedorov [BaFe78]. A detailed analysis of the eikonal

description in toroidal plasmas has been given by Brambilla and Cardinali [BrCa82].

The eikonal method is based on the assumption that although an arbitrary

electromagnetic wave cannot be characterized as a plane wave in general a great many

electromagnetic waves have the property that within each small region of space they can be

considered to be plane [LaLi79]. It is clear that this assumption works provided that the

amplitude and direction of the wave remain practically constant over the distance of a

wavelength X. If it is the case, wave surfaces (surfaces of constant phase) can be introduced.

The wave surface of a plane wave is simply a plane perpendicular to the direction of

propagation of the wave. In each small region of space one has a direction of propagation of the

wave normal to the wave surface. The propagation of the wave can then be described through

the concept of rays - curves whose tangents at each point coincide with the direction of

propagation of the wave. Clearly, this picture becomes more and more accurate in the limit of

wavelengths X —> 0 (that is, the limit of geometrical optics). For a plane monochromatic wave,

any quantity describing the field ( £ or 5 , note that B-field of the wave can always be neglected

in comparison with the magnetic field confining the plasma) has a form aexp[/(& •?-cut)},

where a is a constant. For an arbitrary, not plane wave when geometrical optics is applicable

one can seek the wave field in the form

£ = £oexp[tf(r,r)] (11.23)

where £0 is, generally speaking, a function of the coordinates and time, and the phase 5,

which is called the eikonal, does not have a simple form as for a plane wave (S = k • 7 - cot). In
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the zeroth approximation Éo is constant and all spatial changes in Ê are contained in the large,

rapidly varying phase factor 5. Over small space regions and time intervals the eikonal can be

expanded in a Taylor series

S = S0 + r - f U r | ^ (11.24)
or at

Comparing this expression with the plane wave representation, aexp[i(&- r - Cut)], one

can obtain

dr dt

In works of Stix [Stix62] and Weinberg [Wein62], it was obtained that equation (11.25)

is the solution of the local dispersion relation P0{r,k,co) = 0 [see equation (11.18)] and that the

wave evolution in (r,k) space can be prescribed by the ray equations of geometrical optics

dr _ dPjdk
dt~ dDjdco ( I U 6 )

dk _ | dPjdr
dt dDJdco

It should be noted, that the LH wavelength is much smaller than typical plasma scale

lengths (and so geometrical optics approximation is valid) except near the plasma cut-offs

(n± -» 0) and turning points (caustics). A detailed analysis of the use and validity of the eikonal

approximation to describe the propagation of high frequency waves in toroidally confined

plasmas is made by Brambilla and Cardinali [BrCa82]. Some of the results of this work are the

following.

Ray equations are considered in a toroidal coordinate system r = (r,d,<p) (see figure

II.2). Following [WOF78], one can make a canonical transformation of system of equations

(11.26), which gives

dr _ dDjdkr dd _ dPjdm dtp _ dDjdn
dt~ dPjdto dt dP0/dû)' dt dP0/dû) (U2T)
dkr = dDjdr dm= dDjdO dn=dPjd(j> _Q

 l ;

dt dPjdco' dt dDJdco' dt dPjdœ

where (kr,m,n) are canonically conjugate to (r,d,<p) with m = rkg and n = Rkr Applying

cononically conjugate variables (r,6,<p,kr,m,n), one eliminates various complicating cross-
terms that appear when a formulation in terms of (r, 9, tp, kr, ke, k^ ) is used. Note that due to the

lack of 6 symmetry, the poloidal mode number m varies and that in an axisymmetric tokamak

( d/d<p = 0), the toroidal mode number n is a constant of wave motion, i.e. E <*= exp(m^).
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Equations (11.26) can be integrated numerically to obtain the trajectory in (r,k) space of

a ray with initial (F0,fc0). This method is called ray tracing (RT). An example of RT calculations

is presented in figures II.3 and 11.4. A single ray is followed according to the ray equations

(11.27) with the initial parallel refractive index, nJIQ =1.8, poloidal number, m0 = 0, radial

component of the wave vector, krQ = 0.071 cm"1 and launched at r0 - (p0 = ay, 60 = 0,

(p0 = 0). The toroidal number n is a constant of motion and equal to 435. The toroidal number

n and initial kr0 are calculated from the dispersion relation Do - 0 with given initial

nll0 and m0 at r0. One can see that the ray trajectory presents a rather complicated form. The

poloidal number is no longer constant and varies significantly introducing thus a variation of
n,r This significant variation of m (up to ~ 1500) allows one to use a zero initial condition,
mQ = 0, for it because its rapid evolution is not sensitive to the initial value.

RT is a part of the eikonal approximation ( A -* 0) for waves propagating in a weakly

inhomogeneous and slowly time-varying medium. The application of this theory is complicated

by the fact that LH waves have to be launched by antennas whose dimensions are comparable

with one wavelength. Such a radiating structure does not provide boundary conditions

compatible with the use of eikonal approximation. To overcome this difficulty, the electric field

of the antenna has to be Fourier-analyzed in coordinate (j) and each partial wave has to be

followed separately [BrCaS2]. In the toroidal coordinates, one has for each Fourier component

S(rt) = n-<f)+G(rd)-œt

where a steady-state plasma is considered (<?£>„/<?r = 0). A boundary condition for the set of

equations (11.26) can be formulated by assuming that the initial wavefront So is a strip of

magnetic surface r = r0, 0 ^ < 6 < Bmn, close to the antenna (magnetic surfaces are supposed

to have circular and concentric median cross-sections). In that case, on ZQ, m - 0 (no poloidal

projection of £ on Eo) and krQ = kl0 can be obtained from the dispersion relation:

£)o(ro>0o>'!:/o>m:=O,tt,û)) = O. Picking the initial condition m - 0 implies a poloidally

symmetric antenna ( 0max ~-9min) where the incident wavefront is not dependent on 9 (or

alternately where the vertical dimensions of the waveguide is greater than the plasma minor

radius). If it is not the case, one can use the cone theory (see above) to accurately reconstruct

the £-field in the plasma [Bon84]. In principle, the total radiated field at any given point in the

plasma can be reconstructed by superposition of all partial waves by integrating

^ ^ * n L 2 9 )
dt dkr dm

In practice this is a formidable task even in simplest cases [BrCa82], However, it has

been shown by Brambilla and Cardinali [BrCa82] that the radial power flux into the plasma can
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Figure II.3.

An example of ray-tracing calculations in toroidal geometry:
(a) projection of a ray beam evolution onto a poloidal cross section,
(b) projection of a ray beam evolution onto a toroidal cross section.

Cut-offs are shown by full circles (•), and caustics by open circles (o)
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Figure II.4.
An example of ray-tracing calculations in toroidal geometry:

(a) evolution of the parallel refractive index, ntl, andpoloidal number, m;
(b) evolution of the radial wave number, kr, and flux position, p.

Cut-offs are shown by full circles (*), and caustics by open circles (o)
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be evaluated without an explicit knowledge of the total field distribution and that the only

function which has to be known is P(nlj0) determining the amount of power radiated by the

antenna on partial wave with nll0 (see Appendix B). Once this quantity is known, the

evaluation of the radial power deposition profile can be reduced to the integration of a single

ordinary differential equation along the pencil of rays:

nll0) (11.30)
at

where y is the damping decrement (see below).

Waves propagating in a plasma undergo singular layers and caustics. In a one-
dimensional plasma, questions about accessibility, wave conversion, and absorption can be
answered by investigating the location of singular layers for k]_ for fixed kir In a toroidal

geometry, it is no longer the case and integration of the ray equations is required. Restricting

ourselves for simplicity to circular, concentric magnetic surfaces, we have

dt dDjdœ dDjdœ" T Bk\
0131)

According to this equation, two kinds of radial reflection of a ray are possible, depending on

which factor of the r.h.s. goes to zero.
Confluences. The vanishing of dD0/dkl implies the confluence of two roots of the

dispersion relation. Familiar examples are confluence of an externally launched slow wave with

a fast wave [Gol72] and the confluence of the slow wave with a hot electrostatic wave, known

as linear turning point [Stix62]. In a one-dimensional geometry, the W.K.B. approximation

breaks down at a confluence. A solution of the full wave equation [Stix62] shows that a

complete change of polarization occurs: an incident wave belonging to one branch of the

dispersion relation is linearly transformed into a wave belonging to the other branch after the

reflection. In addition, the reflection is not "specular" in the sense that the component kx of the

wavevector along the direction of gradients has the same sign for both waves (kx is continuous

and does not vanish at the reflection point). This is related to the fact that, of two waves coming

at a confluence, one has to be a forward wave and the other a backward wave since the group

velocities, vgx = 2kx(dDQ/dkl)/(dD0/dœ), of the incident and of the reflected waves must

have opposite signs.

In a two dimensional case, the occurrence of a confluence does not necessarily imply the

break-down of the eikonal approximation, but only formation of a caustic, locally tangent to a

magnetic surface. Radial reflection again occurs with complete change of polarization.

Whispering gallery reflection. According to equation (11.31), a ray becomes tangent to a
magnetic surface r = cte and suffers radial reflection if kr = (kl-ml/r1)112 happens to vanish.
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This kind of reflection does not lead to a break-down of the eikonal approximation, but is

associated with the formation of a caustic or a focal point. Radial reflection with kr = 0 can

occur with two different topologies, depending on the nature of the dispersion relation and on

the boundary conditions. Example calculations in the toroidal geometry show that there are

waves which spiral around the magnetic axis and finally comes back to wall [BrCa82] (see

figure II.3). The reflected wave remains in the slow wave branch (in a slab plasma such a wave

would just be transmitted to the opposite wall). The field of such a wave is excluded from the

region around the plasma centre. This is the "whispering gallery effect". In this region, the field

of the wave behaves as the Bessel function Jms(Kr) [BrCa82] with K ~ (kl-ml/r2)U2 and

very large m9. Whispering gallery reflection occurs because m\jr2 ~ k2
x, so that \Kr\ < mB: the

Bessel function then decreases as a large power of Kr (almost exponentially) toward the

plasma centre (r ~ 0). Such an exclusion of the field from the central region is a real fact and

not due to the approximations of RT (W.K.B. approximation remains valid).

Cut-offs. When a wave approaches a cut-off, k\ vanishes. In a warm plasma, a cut-off

is a zero of the coefficient PQ in the dispersion relation (11.18). For the slow wave the position

of the cut-off is determined by the condition û)pe = (û which readily determines the cut-off

density nc = 1.24 xlO1 0/2 , where / = CÛ/(2 n) is in GHz. For the fast wave, its position will

depend also on n), and therefore on the previous trajectory of the ray.

The ray is expected to suffer reflection at the cut-off (see figures II.3 and II.4), since the

wave is evanescent on the other side of the cut-off layer. In order a wave be able to pass such a

cut-off, it must tunnel across the resulting evanescent region. Actually, reflection must occur

before the cut-off is reached. Indeed, let q\ (s) be the appropriate root of the dispersion relation

along the ray (s is the path along the ray trajectory), that is k\ = q\{s). Then, from

k} = q\ (s) + *J - (m/rf - (n/Rf (11.32)

where ku = f(m/r)B8 + (nfR)BJ/B, it follows that a radial reflection due to vanishing of kr

must occur before ql(s) itself vanishes. If kf, - (m/r) - (n/R)2 is sufficiently large, a caustic

will be formed without violating the eikonal approximation.

Toroidal effects. Thus, the LH wave propagation in a tokamak to some extent can be
described in the eikonal (W.K.B.) approximation. In order to obtain a ray trajectory in (r,k)

space, RT technique may be used. As far as wave absorption is concerned, it was demonstrated

that it results from the evolution of nn (see below). The wave propagation in a toroidal plasma

will no longer conserve nn (as it was the case in the slab geometry) and rather strong variation

in ntl may occur as a result of toroidal effects [BoOt81] (see figure II.4). The toroidal effects

are a consequence of the development of a large poloidal component of the wavenumber. The
magnetic shear (dependence of Be on r) also introduces a significant variation in nn. As an

example, a wave launched from the outside (equatorial plane) of the tokamak will slightly
upshift nu, the downshift in the first pass around, and after several radial edge reflections they
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will experience a large upshift (see figure I.4(a) where this large upshift is clearly seen). Waves
launched from the top (bottom) of the torus will experience an upshift (or downshift) of nn

depending on the relative direction of propagation with respect to the toroidal current.

A simple model of such a nn behaviour has been proposed by Bonoli [Bon84].

Consider the magnetic field variation B^ = fio/[l + (r//?)cos0], where BQ is the toroidal

magnetic field at r = 0 (magnetic axis). Then k\ and kn are given by

kl=kf + [(m/r)-(n/R)Bg/B9]
2 and ku=[(m/r)Be/B4+(n/RJ\. The ray equations (11.27)

can then be used to calculate the instantaneous value of dm/dd

~iï= " 3 n 3 = ~KMr) 1 + p / - s in 8 (11.33)

where ç(r) is the local safety factor, q(r) = rB0/(RQ B9). Clearly, for kn > 0 and q(r)> 0, the

value of dm/dd is positive (hence kn will increase) and maximum near 9 = 3^/2 whereas for

0<9<n/2 the value of dm/dd is negative (hence £,, will decrease). Consequently, waves

launched from the side of the torus will downshift kJf, and waves launched from the top of the

torus undergo large upshifts (and hence rapid absorption).

Analytical approaches to RT. It should be mentioned that numerical solutions of the ray

equations are not the only method to RT but also treating the ray trajectories analytically is also

possible. Such approaches have been proposed, for example, by Esterkin and Piliya [EsPi92]

and by Cardinal! et al [CMBR93]. Only single-pass regimes have been considered when the

LH wave is absorbed during its first pass into the plasma and when it does not undergo

reflections at the plasma edge. In work [EsPi92],' the poloidal inhomogeneity (the main cause of

nonconservation of m) is assumed to be small and is treated as a perturbation in the ray

equations, which is valid when the inverse aspect ratio £ is small, e « 1. The motion of the

dynamical system is represented considering a discrete set of points taken along a continuous

trajectory in the phase space - the so called mapping. A set of equations has been obtained,

which gives the mapping (m;,0;) -» (wi+1,0i+I). Numerical results have shown a good

agreement with those obtained using a RT code. It has been also shown that the proposed

mapping technique is valid up to £ < 1 and can be somewhat applied to any tokamak.

Effects of elongation and triangularity of the shape of magnetic surfaces on propagation

of LH waves have been studied by Cardinali et ai [CMBR93] for a general magnetic field

configuration both analytically and numerically. To obtain analytical solutions to the ray

equations, the plasma has been divided into three regions - the external layer, bulk, and

whispering gallery zone. A numerical study of the wave propagation has confirmed the validity

of the analytical solutions.
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II.B.5. LH wave absorption

For a wave propagating in a plasma, different damping mechanisms may occur. Among

them are Landau (resonant) damping and collisional (nonresonant) damping. Let us consider

these mechanisms.

Resonant damping. The process of resonant damping consists in the following [Stix62].

Consider a group of charged particles (eiectron or ions) drifting through a known electric field

(field of the wave). Using a perturbation technique, one can calculate the absorption of energy

by these particles from this electric field. It will turn out that the absorption of energy is large

when there is a large number of particles with streaming velocities equal to the field phase

velocity. In other words, when there are many particles streaming infinitesimally slower than

the field phase velocity and somewhat fewer particles streaming infinitesimally faster than the

field phase velocity. If there are more fast particles than slow ones in the neighbourhood of the

field phase velocity, the particles will give up energy to the field rather than absorb it.

Consequently, if the known electric field is the field of plasma oscillations, the first case would

correspond to a damping of the oscillation and the second one - to an excitation or an instability

for the oscillation.

An analytical approach to this problem was, for the first time, followed by Landau

[Lan46] who found an astonishing result - the existence of a damping mechanism which would

absorb energy from oscillations in a collision-free plasma. The interaction between the particles

and the field of the wave can lead to a form of damping called Landau damping. To obtain such

a result, Landau has introduced a new method based on the use of Laplace transformation to

solve the linearized set of Vlasov equations, which itself represents the Boltzmann equation in

the collisionless limit when the plasma is sufficiently hot to neglect the interparticle collisions

[Stix62]. Since that time, such a method has been widely used to solve problems of damping

and instability and it offers many advantages, in particular, the general behaviour of a plasma

may be neatly distinguished from the plasma response to a specific initial perturbation.

Nonresonant damping. When LH waves propagate through a plasma, the electric field

of the waves can accelerate charged plasma particles, just in the same way as the ohmic electric

field does. These accelerated particles may then transfer their energy to other particles through

collisions. This collisional damping can become important in the low temperature region near

the edge of a tokamak plasma where the electron-ion Coulomb collision frequency,

vti « nJT*'2, may be comparable with the wave frequency co. This may give a rise to the

nonresonant contribution to the imaginary part of the dispersion relation, which is proportional
to (v. /û)) .

The collisional absorption mechanism contributes mainly to heating of plasma particles,

;not to current drive for which it represents a process of losses. Since the collisional absorption

' scales as T~V2, collisional losses of LH power may become important at modern electron

temperatures (~ 1 keV) and a significant decrease of CD efficiency may be observed in such
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plasmas (see [KuMo92]). By the same reason, the collisional absorption (as ohmic heating) is

ineffective for direct heating ot not plasmas.

LH wave absorption. The wave absorption can be calculated by adding imaginary parts

to the dispersion relation according to the imaginary parts of the plasma dispersion functions

contained in the expressions for Do. The evolution for the power flowing along the ray tube

can then be integrated simultaneously with the ray equations (11.26) according to the following

differential equation

^• = -2yTP (H.34)
at

where yT = ye + y. + yc is the total damping decrement. The damping decrements yt and y,

are a result of resonant electron and ion Landau damping and yc is the nonresonant damping

that results from electron-ion Coulomb collisions. yT is calculated in the usual way by writing

a-e,\,c

where Do and D(a) are real for yT =0, and Dia) are the imaginary pans of the dispersion

relation that result from the various damping mechanisms. Expanding D for small yT and £>tc°

with D0{r,ic,co) = 0 yields

yT = a=eXc -n , , (11.36)

The expressions for D (o) are given by (see [Ign81], [Bra76])

D{t) = -x(mecf -f{nl + n),)^- (II.37a)

01.37b)

( I I 3 7 C )

To estimate D(l> and Dw, the ion DF is assumed to be Maxwellian with a temperature
7]. and the electron DF is assumed to have Ft(pu) (in general, not Maxwellian) form as a
function of parallel momentum. For a plasma with a single impurity species, vei is given by

vti=(2/3rtU2)vZ</f (H.38)

where

/ (11.39)
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is the thermal collision frequency, Ziff is the effective ion charge state of the plasma and log A

is the Coulomb logarithm, logA » 15.2-l/21n(raf/l0
|il) + In(7t) with Tt in keV, {Tt > 0.1

keV) [Huba94] (Note: because the Coulomb logarithm is so insensitive to plasma parameters,

in many cases of tokamak plasmas it is adequate to take it to be a constant equal to 17.)

As it has been demonstrated by Fisch [Fis78], the resonant Landau dumping is a very

well placed candidate to generate non-inductive plasma current in a tokamak. In turn, the
resonance condition Cù = kuvn shows that the parallel energy of the resonant electrons Erl, for

typical nn launched by the antenna, nu = 1.2 -r 4 (see Appendix B), is given by

En=mtc
l = 16-420 keV (IL40)

where mec
2 = 511 keV. From equation (11.40) it follows that the resonant interaction takes

place in the tail of the electron DF. To calculate the DF of such electrons, the kinetic theory

should be used, which is based on the electron Fokker-Planck equation considered in the next

section.

II.B.4. Fokker-Planck analysis

For electron-based CD schemes (which are under investigation here), it is always

necessary to calculate the balance between effects due to collisions, which tend to drive the

electrons to thermal equilibrium, namely, to a Maxwellian distribution, and effects due to

injected waves, which tend to produce the asymmetry that is necessary for the CD. The basic

equation of the matter is the electron Fokker-Planck (FP) equation describing mathematically

the evolution of the electron DF in the presence of these competing effects.

Solutions to this equation have dominated the work on CD. At first, research centered

on the nature of momentum transfer in a wave-particle interaction and the possibility for CD

[Wort71]. The first solutions to the FP equation were crude, one-dimensional approximations

[Fis78]. To a surprisingly large extent, such approximations were backed up by numerical

solutions to the FP equation (see, for example, [KaFi79]). Numerical solutions are used for

several reasons. First, to provide a check on analytically derived quantities, such as CD

efficiency, and second, they provide a revealing picture of the solution of model equations for a

specific set of wave data and boundary conditions. First numerical schemes were too time

consuming to be included in calculations that might contain the effects of wave propagation,

fusion production, particles and heat transport, etc. Recently, a new fast 2-D FP solver has

been proposed by Shoucri and Shkarofsky [ShSh93], which is intended to be fast enough for

.'time dependent problems (details are discussed in Chapter V). The two-dimensional (in velocity

. space) FP equation has been approximated by its perpendicular moments hierarchy by Fuchs et
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al. [FCS85] (see below). A detailed review of problems of CD with fast electrons is given by

Fisch [Fis87]. Here, some of the results of [Fis87] are presented.

The evolution of the electron DF f(r,\),t) is described by the FP equation

where C(f,f) represents the self-collisions of electrons, C(f,ft) represents the scattering of

electrons off-ion distribution ft, and the wave-induced flux Sw depends, in general, on both the

nature of the wave-particle interaction and the velocity-space gradient of the electron DF

Sw=-D^-dflER> (11.42)

We refer D^ as the quasilinear diffusion coefficient. Deviations of / from a

Maxwellian distribution depend on the wave amplitude. Diffusion depends both on the wave
spectral energy density and on the gradient of the wave-perturbed DF. Sw is linear in / , the

nonlinearities in the FP equation are associated with the collision terms. For the case of LH

waves, DQ ~ \in\in indicating parallel diffusion by parallel gradients only.

The total time derivative for the guiding-centre motion of electrons in a strong magnetic

field is most directly written for f(fJ-,E,r), that is, using for independent variables the

magnetic momentum }i = mx)2
l/2B and the kinetic energy E = mx>2/2. The total time

derivative can then be set in the form

d d .- , - d dE d .TT . „ .
— = — + (vdr + X)l/b)-—: + —-— (IL43)
dt dt dr dt dE

where dfi/dt = 0 and v^ is the drift velocity perpendicular to magnetic field B (with unit

direction b). Considering the homogeneous plasma approximation (d/dr —»0) and writing

f(v) as /(ty/.-Uj.), one then can solve equation (11.41) with

_ (11.44)
dt dt mt du,,

where Ê is the dc electric field (assumed to be parallel to the magnetic field). This

approximation is generally adequate except when trapped-electron and spatial diffusion effects

are important (see below).

Because collisions in a plasma are primarily due to small-angle scattering [Karn86], the

collision operator for species a colliding off species b can be written as the divergence of a

flux [Lan36]
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with

7,(5) <?Salb= q'\b logAa/* \u{y)- 3' (11.46)

where t/(5) H ( / / - y y)/y* ,y = v-v'.

Linearized FP équation. There are several simplifications that may be employed to solve

the FP equation. First, for electron-based CD problem it is always good approximation to treat

the ions as infinitely massive. The only role that ions then play is to scatter electrons in

direction, not in energy. Second, it is always an excellent approximation to linearize the

collision operator, even if the RF power is intensive. This is because the main effect of even

intense RF wave is to distort the DF only in some resonant region of velocity space, while the

bulk remains Maxwellian fM. Therefore, even though the distortion in DF may be large for

some v, all electrons collide most frequently with the bulk electrons, which are still more

numerous than the plateau electrons. Accordingly, let f = fM+f with / the perturbation to

f\t t n e n

C(f,f) = C(fMJ) + C(f,fM) (IL47)

where the zeroth-order term, C(/M,/M), vanishes, since a Maxwellian DF has no further to

relax via collisions. (Note that it is also possible to assume that the electron DF possesses

azimuthal symmetry / = f(vl/tvx)).

The linearized FP electron-electron collision operator shares many "nice" mathematical

properties of the original operator: conservation of number density, momentum, and energy in

electron-electron collisions. However, the non-negative nature of the DF, / , is no longer

preserved [Karn86]. When the perturbation to fM is small, / usually only becomes negative

far out on the tail. The energy conservation of the collision operator necessitates the

introduction of an energy loss term - — \fM(v) " -' to the FP equation (11.41) and
V 2T. 2J dt

considering an equation for the evolution of Tt including effects of RF and ohmic heating, and

of energy transport [Karn86].
Hi^h-velocitv limit. Fast electrons are usually defined by v»vt. In velocity space,

these electrons are roughly a speed i) distant from most other electrons; hence the collision

frequency of these electrons will be (u</v)3 smaller than for other electrons. In practice, even

an electron with \i/vt ~ 3 may be considered fast.

The picture we have then is that a fast electron slows down in energy in collisions with

slower electrons; as it loses energy it collides also more frequently with ions; and, eventually, it
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becomes a thermalized electron, frequently colliding with ions, and no longer having any

directional motion, [f one is interested in the current curried by an electron, the details of an

electron's trajectory as it slows down to subthermal speeds are no longer of interest. Initially, at

high speed, it does carry substantial current; when it slows down it carries a much smaller

current. Therefore, it is a very good approximation to assume in equation (11.45) that collisions

always take place in the high-velocity limit x> » -ot

(11.48)

Here ji = x>// /v and F = n/ log A / 47r£2,m2. The first term describes energy diffusion and

frictional deceleration, while the second term describes diffusion in direction or "pitch-angle"

scattering. Electron-ion collisions with m-Jm, —> °° are automatically in the high-velocity limit

(even for thermal electrons) since only v > v,- need to be satisfied, so one has

The high-velocity limit FP equation becomes then as follows

f£^̂  . ) - | r -Sw (U.50)
dmt

Note that in the presence of collisions only, namely, when \Ë\lt,Sw -» 0, the steady-state

solution to equation (11.50) is a Maxwellian distribution with a thermal velocity vt,

Wave induced flicc. Information about the wave induced flux Sw = -DQL • df/dv can be

divided into three parts: its direction, its location in velocity, and its magnitude. The two latter

quantities are to be calculated in a self-consistent manner with RT (see below). The direction of

Sw is available as a consequence of the nature of the wave-particle interaction. For LH waves,

resonant electrons obey the resonance condition œ = kl/x>ll and one deduces that Sw must be in

the parallel direction. This is a consequence of energy and momentum conservation between

wave and particle. Thus, following [Fis78], the quasi-linear diffusion tensor D^ may be

reduced to only û^û,, term and one then obtains

-L-S..=J-D^(»,,)J-f (11.51)

where DQL is the quasi-linear diffusion coefficient which characterizes the wave spectrum.

,' Following [KaFi79J, the dependence of DQL on x,L is omitted. In general, the wave

spectrum may be of arbitrary shape. However, at very high spectrum amplitudes, the effect of
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the waves saturates, and the precise wave amplitude is immaterial. Thus, one may neglect the
Bessel functions dependence [KeEn66] of DQL on vx and take D^ to be a function of vn

only. This assumption is strictly valid when ux «QcJkx. However, since the collisional

diffusion, against which the quasi-linear diffusion is balanced, decreases at large i^, this
assumption on D^ is in fact reasonable for vL even larger than QcJkL.

In practice D^ is to be found from RT calculations. In analytical approaches, the

following form of DQL may be well used

[D for"u, <x>., <u,,
D(\)n) = < " (11-52)

[ 0 otherwise,

where D(vn) = DQL(vu)l (\)]v) and the constant D is chosen large enough for the solution of

the FP equation with such a source term to be insensitive to its precise magnitude; \)l and v2

characterize the wave spectrum location.

One-dimensional FP equation. Because the Landau damping rate is a function of only

the perpendicular integral of the distribution function, F(V//) = 2TI\ v^Vj^fiVfpVj^) and

wave-particle resonance typically involves fast electrons with vf, » v\, so that in the case when

the perpendicular dynamics plays a minor role, one can obtain an evolution equation for the

parallel velocity DF F(w)

ï- (H.53)
dt dw dw 2 dw\w dw w ) mcv dw

where w - vn I \>e and t = vt. Solving this equation for the steady-state DF with I Bu-> 0,

one obtains [KaFi79]

Fiw) = Cn expf r f ^ ] (11.54)
" [io l + Zw3D(w)f(2 + Zi)J

where C is the normalization constant which can be found from
n

JF(v,,)dvu = nt (n.54a)

An example of calculations of the electron DF according to equation (11.54) are plotted

in figure II.5. One can see that a very well established plateau is formed in the energy region

where electrons are in resonance with LH waves and that there is a very rapid decrease of the

DF above the plateau region, which represents a typical behaviour of a 1-D FP solution and

which can be correctly described only by using a 2-D approach (see Chapter V).

; The most important use of the 1-D theory has been to predict the high CD efficiency

when using high-phase-velocity waves [Fis78]. From equation (11.54) and in the limit 0-^°°,
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one can find the RF current density as

JRF = ~en< vt J dw wF(w) = ~ent vJM

and the absorbed RF power as

(IL55)

PRF = ' , ) ln— (11.56)
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Figure II.5.
An example of a 1-D distribution function with and without LH source.

The quantity JRFIPRF obtained in this 1-D limit gives a 1-D steady state efficiency

which is about a factor 2.5 lower than the correct numerically derived 2-D result [KaFi79]. To

have a better agreement with the 2-D results, it has been proposed by Fisch and Boozer

[FiBo80] to replace the (2 + Z ;) /2 factor in the kinetic equation (11.54) by (5 + Z,)/4 by

energy consideration in a 2-D velocity space. Note that in these conditions (1-D approach and

D—>oo) JFF and PRF become independent on D and that they are extremely sensitive

functions of w,, although their ratio is not. Furthermore, from equations (11.55) and (11.56) one

can obtain

and RF •Jt
(H-57)
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which indicates that, in general, in high density plasmas, it is more convenient to heat the

plasma via fast electron tail (PRF •="= n]) than to push current against collisions [SanS5]. Indeed,

the relation JRF/PRF <*= \jnt is a very serious limitation for CD operation in high density

tokamak plasmas.

Finally, a net CD efficiency may be obtained by integrating equations (11.55) and (11.56)
over the plasma volume and using the approximate relat ions w2 = cj[yenljtnis^ and

Aw = w2 - Wj « wt (where nllm]n is the minimum value of the nu spectrum injected by the

antenna, see Appendix B)

W^JL_±_ _L_ (11.58)
PRF logAS + Z , . ^

where units of 1020m"3, m, MA, MW are used, ne denotes the volume average of the electron

density. Since nllmia > nllacc [see equation (11.15)] to avoid conversion to the fast wave branch,

the effect of density (or of the ratio (ûpt/Q.ce) on the efficiency r\ is important. For

£JL = 1 and cope/0.ci ~ 1, the n /7^2 condition is another serious constraint for CD in a reactor

plasma. Typical theoretical values of r\ <0.2, while experiments to day have reached values of

77 = 0.1 [San85].

2-D description. In many cases, 1-D theory is hopelessly inadequate. For example, the

so-called "backward" runaway electrons cannot be described by the 1-D theory. The runaway

electrons occur in the presence of a dc electric field: electrons fast enough to overcome the

dynamical friction of Coulomb collisions with background electrons may be accelerated

indefinitely by the dc field. In contrast to these "forward" runaways, for which the collisional

effect is monotonically decreasing, there exist also what might be called "backward" runaways.

These electrons initially travel counter to the force exerted by the dc electric field. As the field

decelerates these electrons to lower kinetic energy, collisional effects first increase. If,

however, these collisional effects are too small to thermalize these electrons, then the electric

field succeeds in accelerating these electrons to higher energy, just as for the forward

runaways. These runaways cannot be described by the 1-D theory because all electrons, in 1-D

model, emerging from the backward direction, possess the same properties as they pass

through the singularly collisional region t)/(I = 0. In such a case, a fully 2-D numerical

treatment is necessary.

Better agreement with the 2-D results has been achieved by Fuchs et al. [FCS85] by

formulating 1-D equations taking into account two perpendicular moments of the FP equation

(1-D and a half approach). The essential new step of this theory is to write the DF as

/ = fv + f > w i [ n ff,< t n e b u ^ Maxwellian, then dial with moments of / and apply the closure

assumption to them. Numerical solutions of the resulting 1-D equations indicate that they are

capable of accurately reproducing the main features of the 2-D solutions. An independent

estimate of the perpendicular temperature (in the non-relativistic limit) based on the slowing-
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down equations allows a simplification of the equations to the extent that it permits analytical

estimates of the plateau height and slope (and therefore also of the RF current and power

dissipated) as a function of the spectrum width and position. More specifically, if one

represents / by

f = [F»12nT(w)]exp[-vl /27»] (11.59)

where T is the perpendicular temperature (in units of Tt) of the fast population, fc. which the

following expression has been proposed

T(non-rel.)sTx/Tt =
(u°+1 - Q ( a - 1 ) / ( a + \)-v?(v2 - v,)(g-1) + u2

g-' -u,""1 01.60)
- v, ) v?'2 - vl~x + v?-1

where a = (2 + 2Z;) / (2 + Z ; ) . This equation to calculate the 7, for the non-relativistic case

was later extended to the relativistic case [SFS91]. In this work an equation is proposed which

has to be iterated numerically to obtain a self-consistent solution for T±. Such calculations have

shown that in the relativistic cases T± increases. For example, for conditions considered in

[SFS91], Tj.(0)/r,(0) changes from 12.3 (non-rel.) to 21.2 (rel.).

Green's function technique. Another method for solving the FP equation is the Green's

function technique. The Green's function g has the following physical interpretation [KaFi86].

Suppose an electron is observed to travel with velocity v' at time t = 0. Then g(v,t; v')d3v is

the probability, conditional on the observation at r = 0, that the velocity of that electron is

located at time r in the velocity-space element. d2v centered at v.

Once found the Green's function appropriate to the electron FP equation, one can not

only directly calculate the distribution function but also different response functions can be

obtained without an implicit knowledge of the distribution function. As an example, current

response function can be calculated, which allows a significant simplification to be made as that

a 1-D solution of the FP equation F{vn) (not a 2-D solution because 2-D effects are already

incorporated in the response function) can be used to calculate the RF driven current [KaFi86]

(see also [IVJ94])

jRF = -—±\dv,,DQL{vli
'r

where vr = r / | t> |3 ,u = v,, I v, and vr =-sgn{e\É\/I),jmeT/ e\Ê\,,\ is the runaway velocity at

which the collisional dynamic friction force equals the acceleration due to the electric field \E\/r

The function Ws(u)/u is given as a tabulation of coefficients fitting simple algebraic terms to

the solution of the complete FP equation in two velocity dimensions. For a very small electric

field/ Ws(u) can be represented in a power series. From the first two terms, one finds
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-âT-(5T^r sTi: ?j (IL62)

where fi = -1 for the co-operational CD and /! =+1 for CD into an opposing field. Note that

results similar to those of equation (11.62) can be obtained by using the approximate response

function of Giruzzi [Gir87] (obtained without a dc electric field, l£l;/ = 0, and in the limit when

e = a/Rv 50.1 and u >0) and replacing equation (11.61) by

JRF(p) = \dvllSl{vll,p)G{vinp) (11.63)

where St{v/np) is the RF power density absorbed by electron Landau damping and Wt(u)/u

is replaced by

G(v,np) =

where Hp) = vu3 [KML93].

Magnetic trapping effects.. Since the vacuum magnetic field is proportional to
\jR = \j{Rm +rcos 9), the field is smaller on the outer side of the torus than on the inner side.

Particles in the outer region having a small velocity parallel to the magnetic field undergo a

magnetic mirror reflection as they move into the region of higher field. In the absence of

collisions the particles are trapped in the low region, undergoing repeated reflections as they

bounce backward and forward between turning points. Particles with velocities satisfying the

following inequality are trapped [Wes87]

It is seen from this inequality that as r -» 0 the fraction of trapped panicles goes to zero.
At the outer edge this fraction becomes substantial. For TORE SUPRA with £ = 0.3, the
requirement for trapping is ( f^ / f i ) < 0.8 and it is satisfied by more than half the particles.

Note that is has been assumed above that the particles are free from collisions. In the presence

of collisions detrapping effects may occur.

It can be shown that in order to take into account the trapping effects, the following

simplified trapping operator should be introduced to the FP equation

•where / is the path length along a magnetic field line.
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Usually, one employs flux surface averaging (X) = Jxdl/Bxljdl/B) to annihilate the

streaming term Dlr. The FP equation obtained this way is called bounce averaged equation in

which all the terms are averaged around the particles orbits. The integrals around the particles

orbits (in (X)) depend on the class of particles and the FP equation can be then numerically

solved for each of these classes (see [BCS86] for details).

Such a FP equation (with trapping and without a dc electric field) has been solved

numerically by Ehst and Kamey [EhKa91] and an approximate analytic expression for the CD

efficiency has been obtained as a fit of these solutions. The analytical fit of the numerically

obtained response function is based on the Giruzzi's trapping response function [Gir87] [see

equation (11.63)]. Trapping is treated in the limit of weak collisions (the "banana" limit) and the

integrals around the panicle orbits are as the following

trapped particles

where C is the linearized electron collision operator (see above) and L = J dl is the length of

the magnetic field line. The CD efficiency T] [see equation (11.58)] is obtained in the following

form

38.4xlO l s7, - - ^ _
n = — ; — : -V n = C7]0Rtr

(11.66)

where r\ is the dimensionless CD efficiency, x, = w(B/Bmix)[l-(B/Bm2J]~U2, w=v,,/vt,

B = B(r,8) is the local field, Bmtx the maximum field amplitude on a flux surface (=B(r,7t))

and £„ is a trapping factor

35(r/R)OT1 (

3.5(r/R)OT1+w

This analytic function agrees to within ±12% with the numerical results over the range
of interest (w> 0.5) and for non-negligible f] (>2), for 0<e<0.25,for Z-~\ and 2 and most

values of d. Finally, for TORE-SUPRA (£ = 0.3), trapping can reduce the RF current by

<20%.

Quasi-linear diffusion coefficient. Once calculated the electron DF, one can find the
quasi-linear diffusion coefficient D^ due to RF electric fields [BoEn86] by considering an

increment of RF power àP{rtJgt,k°,) launched near the plasma edge with an initial parallel

wavenumber between kf, and h^+Akf, ( ^ = 0). The RF power is assumed to propagate
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according to the ray equations (11.26) in a "tube" of constant cross-section a with a varying
group velocity vg. Inside the tube, the total propagating energy density

AW(r,k) = AP(r,k)/[ovg(f,k)] can be expressed as the sum of the electrostatic energy

density AÉ(r,k,t) ISK and the kinetic energy density associated with the coherent motion of

oscillating plasma particles. The result is [Stix62]

k) = f-
%K dca

where dQ = Do{?,k,(D) I (n[+ n^)2 is the dielectric constant. At a point 7 inside the tube, an

expression [KeEn66] for the resonant parallel diffusion coefficient in the presence of a strong

magnetic field can be then rewritten as

2ne2 kf, AW(r,k) j . , , . /T, , m

where k is determined from r and k°, through the ray equations (11.26).

Next, consider a differential volume AV(r) surrounding a magnetic surface at radius r.

Suppose a packet of wave energy flowing along the tube enters this volume at time tn and

leaves at time tn + AtH. If several such transits occur, the effective incremental quasilinear

diffusion coefficient acting on a typical electron within AV(r) is easily seen to be

t.

The summation in equation (11.70) is over the number of transits the wave packet makes
through the volume AV(r). Finally, AD^r, Vtl,k°,) must be summed over sufficiently many

wavenumbers k°, representing the full range of the RF power spectrum [Bra76a] Pik^),

launched at the plasma edge (see Appendix B). The result of this summation process is
DeL(/-, v,,). Note that possible interference effects that result from the addition or subtraction of

electric field vectors A£ associated with different values of k°, have been ignored. It should be

also noted that equation (11.70) is, strictly speaking, only valid so long as the LH wave remains

in the slow wave, electrostatic polarization and does not mode convert to the fast,

electromagnetic wave. This is a consequence of the electrostatic expressions which were taking

for the propagating wrvve energy density and the RF diffusion coefficient [equations (11.68) and

(11.69)]. However, a detailed examination of the ray trajectories indicates that only rays with

initial values nu < nUacl. (see above) tend to mode convert to fast waves. Furthermore, this

/mode conversion occurs in the plasma periphery (r>0.75) where the contribution of these
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waves to D^ since very little RF current is generated in this low temperature region. Ray with

initial n,f>n//ace propagate to the plasma interior ( r $ 0 . 5 ) and remain the slow wave

polarization for which the analysis is valid.
It is clear from equations (II.37a) and (11.70) that DQL{r,v/l) is an implicit function of

the quasi-linear electron Landau damping. Therefore the FP equation must be solved in
conjunction with equation (11.70) so that D^( r , vf/) is consistent with the local damping. The

procedure for doing this is to first evaluate by assuming that f = f(0) is Maxwellian.

D^ = £>G£.[/C°)] is then used in the FP equation to generate the first approximation to the

quasilinear f = fw. /(1> is used in equation (11.70) to calculate D$ = % . [ / ( 1 ) ] - £>$ is then

used to generate the second approximation to the quasilinear / = / (2 ) . This process is repeated

until the radially integrated RF current moment does not change during successive iterations.

Radial diffusion of fast electrons. Fast electrons created by LH waves can diffuse in the

configuration space. This phenomena is called the anomalous diffusion (or transport) of fast

electrons. Unfortunately, this problem is still unsolved in tokamak physics. It is believed that

the magnetic turbulence, which acts preferentially on electrons having high parallel velocity, is a

better candidate to explain the transport of suprathermal electrons [Gir93]. To describe the

phenomenon of radial diffusion, two characteristic kinetic times can be introduced [RaMo89]:

ts - the slowing down time and id - the anomalous confinement time of fast electrons, on

which the suprathermal current is transported away via radial diffusion. When a strong ordering
exists between these two times, two situations can be considered. In one case, xs » Td, the

current carrying electrons are deconfined before having been slowed down by the plasma bulk
population. In the reverse case, T, « %d, the suprathermal electrons are excited and relax on

almost the same drift surface. In the theory of classical collisional radial transport
tdl' ts~ O(af p L ) 2 » 1 (pL is the electron Larmor radius). The radial dynamics is therefore

decoupled from the momentum dynamics. In the case of the fast electrons anomalous transport

(Td / T,) ~ 0(1) « O(a/pL)2. In present-day experiments, xs - [47r logA ntr
2c] < 0(10"') s

(rt is the classical electron radius); the radial diffusion is characterized by xd = a21 Dr £ 0(1) s

(the anomalous radial diffusion Dr is of the order of 0(1) m z / s ) . However, it should be

mentioned that the experimental data in this field are still rather sparse, and often contradictory.

As far as TORE SUPRA is concerned, it has been shown [DPS93] using measurements

of the electron cyclotron absorption (ECA) and the hard X-ray emission (HXR, see Chapter HI)

that collisional slowing-down is the dominant suprathermal electron loss process, that is

T d >T, . It has been obtained that Dr = 0 .1 -0 .3 m V 1 for 250<£<500 keV and that the

dominant smallest time constant tt = 10-40 ms, which is in good agreement with the simulated

slowing down time, and that the larger time xd = 0.5-1 s, which is attributed at least partially to

the radial transport of the suprathermal electrons which are better confined than the bulk

electrons. So, radial diffusion of fast electrons in TORE SUPRA seems to be negligible as

compared to the slowing down process (for details see review paper by Peysson [Pey93]).
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If radial diffusion is important, one should introduce in the FP equation a term

describing such a process. After some simplifications being made [Gir93], this term may be

presented as

D,f = ~rDr4-f (11.71)
r dr dr

In general, the anomalous diffusion coefficient Dr is a function of radial position and

electron momentum. Its exact scaling Dr{p) with the fast electron momentum p is an open

issue, both theoretically and experimentally. It is believed that Dr(p) <* E(p)a, where a ~ -3

[BPTK88], Concerning its radial dependence, it is assumed that Dr does not significantly

depend on r.

Different approaches have been proposed to solve the FP equation which becomes
three-dimensional in the {\)n,vx,r) space in the presence of radial diffusion. The simplest

method to take into account radial diffusion or better diffusion losses, is to replace the operator
in equation (11.71) by the so called Krook-type loss term, / / T , ( £ ) (where T , (£) is the

confinement time for tail electrons) and to solve one- (or two-) dimensional equation, as it has

been made, for example, in [BoEn86].

An alternative model has been proposed by Fuchs et al. [FSCB85] for current diffusion,

based on establishing a global equivalence between the current lost to the plasma edge by

diffusion and by the phenomenological current loss assumed in the FP equation. (Note that

such a model is valid in the limit when the fast electron slowing down time is much smaller than

the radial diffusion time). In this model, the Krook-type loss term (momentum dependent) is

used in the FP equation, which permits to calculate a nondiffused source term (or current). To

calculate the diffused current, an equation of current diffusion is derived, where the diffusion

coefficient is found as an eigenvalue of a boundary-value problem that is compatible with a

global conservation law derived from the FP equation.

One can also directly solve the three dimensional FP equation numerically as it has been

made, for example, by Giruzzi [Gir93] and by Baranov et al. [BBE93] or to use the Green's

function technique to calculate a non-local response function which permits a determination of

the LH driven current from the wave induced flux without the need to determine the electron

DF. Rax and Moreau [RaMo89] provide such an analytic response function (see also [Rax87]),

but in the absence of a toroidal electric field and supposing square density and anomalous

diffusion profiles between r = Q and r = a. A semi-analytic approximation for LHCD which

includes radial diffusion, the inductive electric field and 2-D effects has been proposed by

Kesner [Kes93] without including the effects of the radial dependence of the density and LH

diffusion coefficient.

It is interesting to note that there is another possibility of simulating LHCD, which uses

Monie Carlo methods [SiHe94]. In this work, a Monte Carlo LH operator affecting parallel
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momentum of the test particles is applied in a partie'^ following code in toroidal geometry.

Realistic parallel velocity distributions and a good agreement with LHCD efficiency from

analysis and results from bounce-averaged FP codes have been obtained. Using the test

particles approach, the driven current density profiles can be obtained in the presence and in the

absence of anomalous radial diffusion for an axisymmerric toroidal configuration.

II.B_5. Spectral gap problem

It is well known that LH waves with sufficiently large values of n/f may experience

electron Landau damping even if œ » œul. The condition for significant damping of a LH wave
gives [Bon84] a critical value of nu obtained in two limits: linear (the electron DF is assumed to

be Maxwellian) and quasi-linear (the electron DF is Maxwellian plus a plateau)

^ a i 7 2 a )

< I L 7 2 b )

Therefore, the penetration and/or absorption of wave packets will be bracket by the

condition of accessibility [equation (11.15)] and absorption [equations (11.72)]. It follows from

equations (11.72) that in a plasma where Tt ~ 10 keV, nn ~ 2.2 will be absorbed. Thus, in

such a plasma, one will have to carefully tailor the power spectrum in regions 1.5 < ntl 52.2 so

as to ensure penetration, and avoid absorption at the plasma edge. It also follows from this

analysis that penetration to a 20 keV region with LH waves in a reactor-grade tokamak does not

seem practical.
In modem tokamaks where Te~\ keV, equation (11.72) predicts absorption if only

nntl.O. A question immediately arises, how a wave packet launched by the antenna with a

very high phase velocity - close to the velocity of light, can be absorbed by electrons. The

velocity of these waves must be slowed down before it becomes comparable to the thermal

velocity of the electrons. Typically a narrow n^-spectrum (centered at nll0 = 1.8 with a full

width ~ 0.4 for TORE-SUPRA, see Appendix B) is launched by the antenna and, initially, the
plasma is transparent for such waves because there are almost no electrons with energies ~ 130
keV corresponding to resonance with n,, - 1.8. This is the so-called "spectral gap" problem

(see figure II.6).

General explication to this problem is the toroidal effects (poloidal inhomogeneity, see

above) which are the consequence of the development of a large poloidal component m of the

wavenumber (see figure II.4). The magnetic shear 5 [s = (r/q)(dq/dr)] also introduces

significant variation in nlr When the nN spectral gap has been bridged, the wave energy can
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eventually be absorbed by the suprathermal electrons according to the Landau resonance

condition. Combined RT and FP codes (see, for example, [BoEn86]), which are widely used at

present time, show that such effects can explain many features of LHCD experiments.

However, when the spectral gap is large, the RT approach requires following a large ensemble

of rays for many passes through the plasma [BiMo93J. This not only time consuming from a

computational point of view, but it leads to results whose physical content is tied to the details

of many individual ray trajectories. Moreover, the RT technique breaks down at reflection

layers and caustics and when the ray make many transits through the plasma, it may be more

appropriate to consider another approach. Such an approach to describe the wave propagation

has been proposed by Moreau et al. [MRS89]. It consists in the use a normal mode master

equation or its Fokker-Planck limit, which is a diffusion equation in the wave phase with a

diffusion coefficient deduced from the dynamical properties of the ray equations. Among other

alternative approaches, one may notice the statistical theory proposed by Kupfer et al. [KML93]

in multipass regimes and the variational description of LH wave propagation proposed by

Moreau et al. [MPRS89].
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Figure II.6.
To the spectral gap problem. A spectrum launched at the plasma edge (see Appendix B) as well
as an absorbed at the plasma center spectrum calculated by a combined RT-FP code are shown.
Corresponding distribution functions with (LH) and witfwut (OH) LH source are also plotted.

I An interesting experimental confirmation of the absorption of LH waves has been made

on ASDEX tokamak [SLB94] and on JT60-LJ cokamak [INK94] by injecting a lower phase
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velocity LH wave (in addition to a high phase velocity LH wave - the so called composed
spectrum) into the spectral gap and by analysing the behaviour of the high energy electrons.
(Note that usually, a narrow «^-spectrum is injected into the plasma with high phase

velocities). It was found that the absorption of the faster wave was enhanced at the plasma outer

region by injecting these waves simultaneously. As a result the LH-driven current in the inner

region of the plasma was reduced by the power absorbed in the outer region. The increase of

the power absorption has been attributed to the filling of the spectral gap by the slower wave.

Various mechanisms have been proposed to deal with the problem of the LH spectral

gap. Among them are: a) The scattering of LH wave by low frequency fluctuations combined

with magnetic shear effects [BoOtSl], [BoOtS2]; b) Wave field amplification and focusing

[BCS84] which may cause non-linear broadening [CaCr87] close to the plasma centre; c)

Diffraction effects [Per92]; d) Ray stochasticity [KML93], [BiMo93]; e) Resonant slowing

down of LH waves [BGP88]; f) Effect of Parail-Pogutse instability [PaPo76], [VAKR83]; g)

Wave scattering on toroidal inhomogeneities like the magnetic ripple [Weg87], [WZL89]; h)

The presence of MHD turbulence [BCR88]. No experimental evidence exists as yet for

supporting one or other specific mechanism and the very number of these explanations shows

how complex the problem is and the lack of any solution. Some of these mechanisms are

considered here.

Scattering bv low frequency fluctuations. The presence of drift-wave density

fluctuations has been found in experiments near the plasma periphery. These fluctuations may

modify the LH waves propagation across the layer where the fluctuation amplitude is large

[BoOt82]. Scattering of LH waves, which takes place in this layer, may have the effect of

rotating the k vector of these waves in a plane perpendicular to the B field. In fact, since

frequency and wave number of the low frequency fluctuations are typically much smaller than

the kn and Cû of the LH wave, the values of ku and co are conserved on scattering. Due to the

dispersion relation which can be written as œ = û)(kN,kx,r) also k± is conserved on scattering,

the only effect being then a rotation 6 of k perpendicularly to B. Later, effects of the

scattering from magnetic fluctuations have been also taking into account and the wave kinetic

equation for LH wave propagation has been extended to include the effects of both magnetic

and density fluctuations [VVB92]. It has been shown that even for magnetic/density fluctuation

level on the order of 1(T\ there are significant magnetic fluctuation effects on the wave power

deposition into the plasma.
Rg\ focusing and wave field amplification. The possibility of a ku spectrum broadening

can be due to nonlinear processes as ku harmonic generation when the wave electric field is

sufficiently large [CaCr87]. The strong wave field enhancement can give rise to nonlinear

broadening of the original kn spectrum (and to caustic surfaces) in regions close to the plasma

centre where a focusing of each component of the launched kn spectrum may take place

[BCS841. Since the W.K.I?. approximation is no more valid close to the caustics, a full wave
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equation has been used to find the wave electric field there. The evaluation of Ek has been made

by matching the solution of the RT code with that of the full wave equation at the caustics.

20 at the caustics. Such large electricResults have indicated an amplification \Ëk /\Et
r I "1/ I * border

fields in the bulk plasma can justify there the occurrence of the nonlinear processes which can
broaden the kn spectrum.

Rav stochasticity. A method for describing stochastic wave propagation and multipass

absorption (when the rays make many passes through the plasma before being absorbed due to

low electron temperatures or/and high electron densities) in LHCD has been developed by

Kupfer et al. [KML93]. In toroidal geometry, stochasticity arises as an intrinsic property of the

Hamiltonian ray trajectories for LH waves when absorption is weak. Based on the wave kinetic

equation, a diffusion equation is derived, with damping and sources, for the wave energy

density, which is a sort of an explicit statistical treatment of the wave propagation physics. The

main result of this analysis is the identification of a multipass regime where the spectral gap is

filled in a self-regulating manner, so that the boundaries of the diffused wave spectrum are

independent of the level of ray stochastic diffusion.

Diffraction effects. It has been pointed out by Pereverzev [Per92] that the geometrical

optics approximation only partially describes the effect of poloidal inhomogeneity. In addition

to ray effect, there are also wave properties which produce a more marked transformation of the

spectrum during the course of a wave's first passage along the radius. The physical cause

underlying this is that the energy of the LH waves propagates in the form of narrow beams the

traverse dimensions of which - both at the periphery of the plasma and in caustics - are

comparable with the wavelength. This causes the ray method to break down, with consequent

diffractional blurring of the waves beams in both configuration and spectral spaces. The

broadening of the spectrum leads to a sizeable fraction of decelerated waves. In order to solve

the problem of LH wave propagation, a two-dimensional W.K.B. method is used which

preserves the simplicity of the ray method while also taking adequate account of wave

properties. The physical basis of the method is that geometrical optics is used parallel to the

ray, whereas a wave description is retained perpendicular to it. Results have shown that LH

beams undergo significant diffraction broadening during propagation. The latter leads to

enrichment of the oscillation spectrum with slow waves. However, the magnitude of this

broadening was shown to be not great enough to ensure single-pass damping in modern

tokamaks.

Parail-Pogutse instability. If the initial distribution of waves were to cause a large

anisotropy in the electron DF (what the LH waves do), the plasma could be unstable to other

waves that would seek to diminish the extent of the anisotropy. Such instabilities often occur

during low-density ohmic discharges with large runaway or slide-away current [PaPo76]. It

has been suggested that such an instability could excite low parallel-phase velocities that fill the

spectral gap [LCBH82]. The Parail-Pogutse instability appears to have been observed in several
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CD experiments, where it has also been quenched by the simultaneous application of electron-

cyclotron waves to the plasma (see the references cited in [Fis87]). These waves isotropize the

DF enough to stabilize the low-parallel-phase-velocity modes. It is important to note that such

an instability may be present when the distortion of the DF due to LH waves is big enough (low

density plasmas). At a high density or temperature, this instability is not observed to occur.

Broadening of LH wave spectra bv magnetic ripple. As proposed by Wégrowe

[Weg87], the so called magnetic ripple (modulation of the toroidal magnetic field due to the lack

of number of magnetic coils, see Chapter IV for details) acting like a diffraction grating upon

the LH waves, could be a quite efficient mechanism to explain why the power density spectrum

extends to much lower phase velocities (larger nn). Let us consider the Wégrowe's analysis.

kz = constant

kRlk=M

K

a
Figure II.7.

Geometry used in the Wégrowe's analysis.

Assume a slab geometry. The total unperturbed magnetic field is in direction z, the

radial direction is r, and y represents the poloidal direction (see figure II.7). The magnetic

field with ripple is characterized by the angle a of the total field with 0 z ( aQ is half peak-to-

peak ripple): and by wavelength of the perturbation inR/N (N is the number of magnetic

coils).

= aacos(Nz/R) (11.73)

Consider one of the wavelets of the impinging wave spectrum:

Ê(n,,)=-k expiiez+ kyy + krr)], whereby ky+kr=kx and the quasi electrostatic

approximation is made: Ek « kE° . The dispersion relation applicable locally in the frame

attached to the magnetic field yields kL = M(kn,r,z,œ) namely,
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M = œ» , — l » 1 (11.74)

M, that is the plasma parameters, are taken to be constant along z. One can write down that

kt (z) = ku cos a-^k\- k2 sin a (11.75)

and by using £,_ = A/Jt^, that

A. cos a + sin aJM2k2 - (cos2 a - M2 sin2 a)'à
ku(z) = - V

 2 , \ . 2 ai.76)
cos a-M2sin2a

Considering, for simplicity, the case ky = 0 (m = 0 in toroida] geometry), one obtains

. . . kz . . . Mcosa + sina /TT-77̂
c o s a - M s m a cosa -ms ina

These above formulae show the strong modulation of the wave numbers due to the

anisotropy ( M » 1). Assuming furthermore a « 1 and Ma « 1, one can get

kr(z) s ktM(l + Ma) = kr0 + M2ak, (11.78)

where £,,„ is the unperturbed radial wavenumber. Computing now the wave spectrum

F^+dr^iK) from the perturbed phase distribution after a radial propagation dr0, one obtains

-/(£,'-fcz)z + i£,.0rfr0]xexp(//:2rfr0A/ a)dz (11.79)

replacing a by its expression as a function of z, and using a well known Bessel identity, one

has

-k,-n—) (11.80)

with q = M2ktrna0 dro/R. For dr0 = 0, one recovers the original wavelet (£-function), but

already after a short radial propagation (q = n, that is: dr0 - nRJM2Nkt a0), the power has

been transferred on the side-bands around / r :±A^. In other words, the original power

spectrum is gradually shifted up- and downwards at an approximate rate:

(11.81)
kg R

To estimate the magnitude of this effect, Wégrowe considers the following set of
parameters (ASDEX): / = 1.3 GHz, nt = 2xl01 9rrf\ 5 = 2.5 T, gas D, Ro = 1.65 m,
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cc0 = 5 x 10'3 , N = 16. This gives M = 30 and à.nnfnn = O.44rfro[cm]. Note that the relative

broadening in this model is proportional to the density.

To simulate ASDEX LHCD experiments, a 1-D FP code in a cylindrical geometry has

been used. RT was not implemented because the required spectral broadening effects largely

exceed the spectral variations due to toroidal effects. Spectral broadening by magnetic ripple is

implemented as follows: at each radial step, before performing the FP calculation, the power

Pr{nn) of each spectral components is distributed equally in two side-lines respectively shifted

Nô(r)dr
by A/z,. = ±n

R n.
cos®, where 5 is the magnetic ripple amplitude at radius r for

L"//J

which one can take 5(r) = <5(a)| ̂ -^- I and O the angle between radial and poloidal
+ r w-i

components of the wave vector assumed to be given by O = n\a-r\/4a. nx is computed by

the warm dispersion relation [see equation (11.18)]. A satisfactory modelling of the

experimental data could be achieved with this model, using a ripple value <5(a) of the order of

2% (about twice of the value of ASDEX). Taking into account the rough approximations used

to calculate the broadening, Wégrowe has concluded that this gross agreement encourages to

investigate further the possible responsibility of the proposed mechanism in the spectral

broadening effect. Some approximations of the Wégrowe's theory, in our opinion, are not

justifiable and it will be considered in more details in Chapter IV.

U.C. Summary

Thus, in this chapter, an overview of principle physical problems of LHCD is

presented, which is far from covering the whole ensemble of these problems. In this thesis,

two of them are considered in details: (i) effects of magnetic ripple on propagation and

absorption of LH waves and (ii) LHCD modelling by a full 2-D (in velocity space) relativistic

FP code self-consistently coupled to a RT code.
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CHAPTER III

FAST ELECTRON BREMSSTRAHLUNG EMISSION

III.A. Introduction

A great variety of electromagnetic waves are emitted by the plasma. During their

propagation, they may be reflected or absorbed inside the plasma. They can also leave out the

plasma and take away a part of the energy stored in the plasma - producing therefore radiation

losses which hinder to achieve the ignition condition and so should be reduced. Nevertheless,

electromagnetic radiation leaving the plasma is widely used as a diagnostic tool to obtain

information about various processes taking place inside the plasma.

One of the sources of electromagnetic radiation is the acceleration of the charged

particles, electrons or ions. It is necessary to consider only radiation emitted by the electrons

because they have smaller mass and consequently are accelerated much more strongly than the

ions. For fusion plasmas, two types of interaction resulting in acceleration of the electrons

should be considered (i) interaction between the electrons and the magnetic field, the associated

radiation is called cyclotron radiation and (ii) interaction between the electron and other plasma

particles (electron or ion), the resulting radiation being called bremsstraklung.

There are also other sources of radiation such as line radiation resulting from transitions

between various atomic levels, and band radiation from the molecular ions. These two radiation

processes are not important in fully ionized plasmas, but may become important in the presence

of incompletely stripped heavy impurities. To take into account such atomic and molecular

processes, a quantum mechanical treatment should be applied. To avoid this, we will restrict

ourselves to the discussion in a classical framework the radiation from the free particles

(electrons, in particular) and we will consider quantum mechanical corrections when it is

needed. Next limitation is that the energy range between a few tens of keV and MeV is only

considered, which will allow us to neglect the electron cyclotron radiation in this energy domain

since the electron cyclotron frequency coce is of the order of 100 GHz (see Chapter Et) and the

radiated energy h(oa 12n is about 10~3 eV.

III.B. Bremsstrahlung from a plasma.

As it has been pointed out, most of the bremsstrahlung radiation derives from the

acceleration of an electron in the field of an ion or another electron. Considering a single particle

moving arbitrarily with velocity v(t) at the point r(t) (see figure III.l), one can easily show

•'that the electric field from this point charge e is [BoSa69]
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P(r,t)

O
(observer)

Figure III.l.
Source-observer geometry for electron moving arbitrarily.

(m. i)

rtt

where g = l-n-ji, /? = vl c and the label "ret" means that the expression within the brackets

is to be evaluated at the retarded time t'-t-Sî(t')/c; the dot implies differentiation with

respect to the argument, t'. Once the radiation field is known, one can compute the Pointing

vector S and so determine the instantaneous flux of energy 5" = — £"n n. The power
4K

radiated per unit solid angle, dP I dQ, is then given by

dP(t') _ e2 nX[(n

dQ. Anc
(IÏÏ.2)

One can see from equation (III.2) that the angular distribution of the radiated power is

determined both by the spatial relationship between fi and /? and by relativistic effects via the

factor g5. In ultxa-relativistic limit, when j3 -» 1, the dominator in equation (III.2) will provide

the dominant effect. Considering the special case in which (5 and fi are collinear gives

sin20

Ane {l-fkosë)5 (III.3)

where; G is the angle between v and n. As j3 —> 1, the denominator begins to play a dominant

role in determining the radiation pattern; the characteristic dipole distribution deforms with the
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lobes switching the forward direction and growing in size (see figure III.2).

Figure I I I .2 .
Angular distribution of the power radiated by an accelerated charge whenever its velocity and

acceleration are collinear.

The angle at which the peak power is radiated is given by [BoSa69]

E = 5Q0keV=> 0 ^ = 1 °

From these equations, one can conclude that there is a strong anisotropy of radiation for high

energy electrons.

One can develop the expression in equation (III.3) in terms of n-fî. The first term

corresponds to the dipole emission, which is dominant in the non-relativistic case (/? « 1):

dP 1 sin20

where d = er is the dipole moment of the particle. The highest terms of the development

(quadripole moment and other multipole terms) become especially important when the velocity

of the particle approaches the velocity of light.

In the case when a panicle with mass ml and charge Z, is in the field of another particle

with /?22 and Z2, the dipole moment in the centre-of-mass coordinate system is

d = e(Zlml -Z2m2)/[m^ +nu)r. For two identical particles, d-0, that is why, in the non-

relativistic case, in the fully ionized plasma, the electron-ion bremsstrahlung is always dominant

over the electron-electron one. Nevertheless, in the relativistic case, the latter may become

/ important (quadripole terms) and be comparable to electron-ion bremsstrahlung provided that

/ the plasma does not contain impurities with Z > 1 (which leads to an additional increase in
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electron-ion bremsstrahlung because it scales as Z1).

If one particle is much heavier than another one, i.e., /?z, « nu, then d = eZxr. So it is

the light particle that radiates much more strongly and the other panicle may be considered as

being motionless. Therefore, one can funher neglect the ion-electron bremsstrahlung compared

to electron-ion bremsstrahlung.

The expression (III.3) gives the angular distribution of the radiated power. To obtain

how the radiated energy is distributed in frequency, one may use the Fourier transformation and

Parserval theorem [BoSa69]. One then gets, in the non-relativistic (ordipole) approximation,

the well-known Larmor formula

dW 2œA

dû) 3KC2
d. (III.4)

where dW/dû) is the energy radiated per unit frequency interval and d^ is the Fourier

transform of d. In a single electron-ion system, the electron path in the encounter with the

stationary ion will be hyperbolic. However, on account of the long range of Coulomb force, an

electron is much more likely to suffer an appreciable deflection as a result of many weak

interactions rather than a single close collision. Therefore, a significant contribution to the

bremsstrahlung originates from distant encounters, so that to a first approximation the electron

trajectory will be taken as a straight line (Born approximation). In that case, one can obtain

[BoSa69] that

where b is the impact parameter (see figure III.3) and K's are the modified Bessel function of

the second kind. This frequency spectrum is a function of Cùb/X) and it drops off sharply for

œb/v > 1.
vt -e

+Ze
Figure III.3.

Linear electron trajectory.

Up to now, only binary collisions between electrons and ions have been considered. In

a real plasma, an electron moves in a field to which many ions contribute so that multiple, rather

than binary, collisions are predominant. This leads to the need of a statistical treatment of the
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problem. Multiple encounters can be described as if the interactions between the electron and

each ion were independent binary collision. In that case the radiated power per unit frequency in

the volume dV is given by [Pey90]

dco ftft dco

where dW(bi})/dco is given in equation (III.5), bi} is the impact parameter between an z'-th ion

and a /-th electron, N-t and Nt are the numbers of ions and electrons in the volume dV,

respectively.

One can consider then that the contributions to the bremsstrahlung from the deflections
of the electron h the ion fields add incoherently, which is valid if co » cope. Since the average

distance between ' -. ions is much bigger than the wavelength of the radiated power, the double

sum in equation (III.6) may be simplified

dco M

Summing then over all the impact parameters, one obtains

dco f-1 dco

where Nt{b) is the number of electrons having the same impact parameter value b; b^

represents the value of the impact parameter below which the use of a quantum treatment is

required and one can take the reciprocal of the de Broglie wave number as a measure of bmin,

i.e. bmin ~X = ft/p, where p is the particle impulse; to define the value of bmK, one should

recall that in a plasma the field of an ion is shielded by the plasma electrons beyond a distance

XD, the Debye length. The effect of this shielding is to place an upper limit on the range of the

impact parameter. Because of a great number of collisions, one can replace the sum in equation

(III.8) by an integral over all the possible impact parameters. As the electron moves through the

plasma with velocity v, the number of encounters with ions per second having impact

parameters between b and b + db is just 2nbnevdb, so that the power radiated per unit

frequency interval per unit time interval per volume dV is

dW bTdW(b)n ...
-ntnv -Inbdb (M.9)

J rimdcodVdt ,J dco

This semi-classical expression is very close to that obtained in a quantum approach:
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dW _[drtœ,v)hœ..t ( I I U 0 )
dcodVdt ' ' I dco lit

where do(co,v)/dco is the cross-section of electron-ion bremsstrahlung as function of

frequency co. Comparing then these expressions, one deduces the semi-classical cross-section

in the non-relativistic limit

do{cù,v)_2KbJdW(b)^^u ( m l l )

dco hco .J dco

Using then the equation (III.5) for d\V(b)/dû) obtained in the Born approximation (small

angles of deflection), one can easily obtain that

da{co,v) _ \6nZ2e6 In ail 12)
dco 3V3 c3m2 v2 hco s

where gs is the Gaunt factor representing a quantum mechanical calculation result and

depending on which approximation is made in such a calculation: the Bom approximation leads

to a Gaunt factor of 1.1 [BoSa69].

The expression (III. 12) obtained in a semi-classical approach is only valid in a restricted
energy domain. In such an electodynamic approach, the electron is considered as a potential
charge and the de Broglie length X = ti / (mtv) of the electron has therefore to be much smaller

than the impact parameter b,

V (111.13)
aV2

where re = aX0 is the classical electron radius, a = 1/137 is the fine-structure constant,

Xo = hf mtc is the Compton wavelength. The angle of deflection beyond which the classical

approach is no longer valid is then given by [Pey90] (see also [LaLi79a])

(III. 14)

For Z = 1 and Ec - 10 keV, one finds that as the angle of deflection is beyond 4°, the classical

approach fails and it becomes less and less valid as the electron energy increases.

In the general case, one should apply the quantum mechanical, relativistic approach

based on the use of the wave functions which describe the electron in a Coulomb field of an ion

[KoMo59]. Consider an elementary process of electron deflection in a field of an ion (or

another electron), which is presented in figure III.4, where p and p' are the initial and final

momentum of the electron in a collision, in mtc units, J and s' its initial and final spins and
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K{= tiCû) is the energy of the emitted photon in mtc
2 units, ë polarization vector of the photon.

Using then the relativistic relations p = y/3, where y = ̂ \ + p2, and Ee = E - 1 (where Ee and

E are the initial kinetic and total energies of die electron, E2 = \ + p2) together with the energy

conservation law, one obtains

K = E -E' (III.15)

electron
trajectory"

X photon

K,£

Figure III.4.
Elementary process of electron-ion bremsstrahlung.

The cross-section of this elementary process may then be presented as [KoMo59]

/'(£-a)\j/dJr (III. 16)

where y/' and y are the Dirac wave functions for the initial and final electrons, respectively,

ex is the Dirac matrix. It is not possible to solve the Dirac wave equation in a closed form for an

electron in a Coulomb field, primarily because the wave function must be represented as an

infinite series the sum of which cannot be easily found. Therefore, various approximate wave

functions have been used. One of these approximation is the Born approximation in which one

neglects the deflections of the electron trajectory during a collision and this requires that the

initial and final electron kinetic energies in a collision to be large enough to satisfy the

conditions
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2nZaE
——- = « 1

* P (III
~- = — «1
P P

In this case, the cross-section has been obtained in a simple form by Bethe and Heitler (BH)

[KoMo59]

da™{K,E,K-p,Z) =

dKdQ dKdQ

where /c-p = |jcj-|p|cos0^ and 6K being the angle between the initial electron momentum p

and the emitted photon momentum K (see figure III.4). The important result of the Bethe-

Heitler analysis is that the Z-dependence and angular 6 -dependence are separated. In figures

III.5(a) and III.5(b), the angular dependences of the cross-sections are presented which are

calculated according to the Bethe-Heitler formula for two different kinetic energies of the initial

electron. The angular term in the Bethe-Heitler formula varies approximately as

( 1 - cpcos0;I Ef when K«Ec and as sin2 61 (1 -cpcos 0 / £ ) 4 when K = Ec [Pey90]. One

can state that at high energies the maximum in the angular distribution in the forward direction,

6K ~ 0, becomes more pronounced. It is worth noting, however, that the angular distribution

remains rather wide even for high-energy electrons. In fact, the average angle, (9K), decreases

very slowly with energy (for Ee > 200 keV) and is about 44° for Ec = 500 keV [see figure

Elwert correction. As it has already been mentioned, the expression of Bethe-Heitler is

only valid when the two inequalities (III. 17) are satisfied, i.e., when K« EC. Nevertheless, the

second inequality (III. 17) may be omitted and the cross-section in Born approximation can be

corrected by a simple factor derived by Elwert [KoMo59] for non-relativistic energies. This

factor, which is given by the ratio of probabilities for finding the final and initial electron,

respectively, at the position of the ion, has been shown to yield correct results in the full energy

region for ions with low Z (< 6) and take into account the Coulomb character of the electron-ion

interaction. The Elwert factor, FE, can be written as

F£(̂ ,£,Z) = 4 l = ^ | ^ l j (111.19)

When E -> 1 (i.e. K= Ec), doB
e"(K,E,K-p,Z)/dKdQ. tends to zero and FE - > ~ so

that the product of these two quantities is constant, which gives a result very close to the exact

value of the differential cross-section. Some calculations of the Elwert factor are plotted in

figure III.6. One can see that the Elwert correction is only important for high-Z ions and when

KI Eei> 0 .5 -0 .7 . In the case of an election- H+ (or He++) interaction, one can neglect the

Elwert factor until k ~ Ec. One should also note that though the Elwert factor has been obtained
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Figure III.5.
!(a) Cross section of the electron-ion bremsstrahlung as a function of the emitted photon angle

for the initial electron kinetic energy Ec = 500 keV and various photon energies K, Z =2;
(b) same as (a) but Ec ~ 50 keV; (c) Average over the differential cross-section value of the

emitted photon angle 6K.
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for non-relativistic energies, one can use with good accuracy the Bethe-Heitler formula with the

Elwert correction (BHE formula) for high energy region.
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Figure III.6.
Elwert factor as a function of the emitted photon energy for two electron kinetic energies Ec

and two ion charges Z.

Thus, the electron-ion bremsstrahlung cross-section for electrons with energies

Ec > 30 keV in the fusion plasmas may be written as

da™(K,E,K-p)
dKdQ

(111.20)

where the only condition to be considered is 2^77 «1 . For electrons of 500 keV,

2KTI = 0.0531 -Z (see [Pey90]). In the case of a hydrogen (or helium) plasma, the latter

condition is always satisfied.

To estimate the error which can be made using the Bethe-Heitler formula corrected by

the Elwert factor to calculate bremsstrahlung emitted by high-Z ions, one can compare this

formula with the expression obtained by Elwert and Haug [ElHa69], This cross-section has

been calculated with the aid of the electron relativistic wave function of Sommerfeld-Maue

which represents a correct approximation of the exact wave function for all the electron orbits I

such' that / 2 » ( a Z ) 2 . The cross-section is therefore valid in the limit a Z « l which, in this
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approximation, does not depend on the value of electron energy Ec.

Such comparisons have shown (see [Pey90]) that, for Z = 1 (H-ions) , as expected for

low-Z ions, the Bethe-Heitler-Elwert formula is in good agreement with the Elwert-Haug one

for all values of K, E, and QK. For Z =26 (Fe-ions), there axe important disagreements of the

order of 40%, but only at low electron energies, Ec < 50 keV, when the Coulomb energy of

the ion is comparable to the electron kinetic energy Ee, and only in forward (9K = 0°) and

backward directions ( QK = 180°). In these directions, 6K = 0° or 180°, the Bethe-Heider-Elwert

formula gives lower values of the cross-section than the exact Elwert-Haug formula does.

Screening corrections. The above formulae for the cross-section have been derived on

the assumption that the field of the nucleus is a pure Coulomb field. The question arises as to

whether the screening of the Coulomb field due to the charge distribution of the outer electrons

necessitates any important modifications. To decide this question one would ask, in a classical

treatment, whether the field is screened appreciably for those impact parameters b which give

the main contribution to the effect. We can get a rough idea of the effect of screening by

comparing the impact parameter b with the radius of the K-th (highest in energy level) electron

orbit of the ion aK. If the impact parameter is small compared to aK, i.e. b «aK, then the

electron will not be sensible to the complex structure of the electric field of the ion and, for such

an electron, this electric field will be the Coulomb one of a single nucleus.

In quantum theory the idea of the impact parameter has no exact meaning because the

electron is represented as a plane wave. The cross-section in quantum theory is proportional to

the square of the matrix element [KoMo59]

(11121)

where q-p-p'+ïc (<7 = l/£>) is the momentum transferred to the nucleus (ion), in mec

units; V(r) is the potential that determines the interaction for the bremsstrahlung process and r

is the radius vector in units of Compton wavelength Xo. This potential for an ion is represented

by the sum, Vn + Vt, where Vn is the potential arising from the nuclear charge and Vt is the

potential arising from the charge of atomic electrons. If the atomic electron form factor is

defined as

J ( in-22)
where ni?) is the electron charge distribution, then the matrix element, M, may be written as

proportional to (Fn - F), where Fn is the nuclear form factor which is equal to Z [KoMo59].

Thus the cross-section in equation (111.20) reads

dicdOdKdQ dicdO.
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Using expression (111.22) for F(q), one can distinguish two limiting cases: (i) complete

screening condition when q • aK « 1 and (ii) no screening condition when q-aK » 1. In the limit

q-aK « 1, the term cxp(-iq-r) varies weakly over the charge distribution n(r) characteristic

length and the electrons screen completely the ion field. In that case, Z - F{q) - O[(q • r)2] and

the screening effect is important. In the limit q • aK » 1, the term Qxp(-iq • r) oscillates many

times over the charge distribution n(r) characteristic length and F(q) vanishes.

Using the relationships between q, x", £ and E' (see above), one can demonstrate that,

in the relativistic case when the radiated power is directed essentially forward, the minimum

value of q is given by the following approximate expression qmis] = KJ{2EE'). Assuming for

aK the value given by the Thomas-Fermi model, aK ~ a0Z~m, where a0 - h21 mtc
2 is the

radius of hydrogen atom, one then obtains the relativistic condition when the screen effects can

be negligible

'7xn
L 1 (111.24)

ax-
Thus this effect is only imponant for high-Z ions and when high energy incident electrons

produce low energy photons. For a hydrogen plasma with the presence of incompletely

stripped heavy impurities such as C or Fe, it has been demonstrated [Pey90] that the screening

effect may lead to an overestimate of bremsstrahlung in the energy range K = 20-80 keV.

Electron-electron bremssirahlun°. The calculation of the electron-electron

bremsstrahlung cross-section is much more complicated than for the case of electron-ion

interaction. This is because one should take into account the energy and momentum

conservation laws simultaneously since the interacting particles have the same mass. Such a

calculation has been carried out by Haug [Haug75] in the Born approximation and taking into

account the Coulomb correction by introducing a factor similar to the Elwert factor in the case

of electron-ion interaction. The maximum energy of the emitted photon Kmu is no longer the

energy of the incident electron E as in the electron-ion case, but depends now on the angle BK

between the momenta of the emitted photon K and of the incident electron p

In figure III.7, the angular dependences of the electron-electron cross-section are plotted. One

can see that (i) the higher incident electron energy the narrower the emission cone and (ii) for

photon energies close to the energies of the incident electron K = E the cross-section drops off

very rapidly.

As it has been mentioned above, the electron-electron bremsstrahlung is small compared

to the electron-ion one and may become important only in low-Z plasmas (e.g. pure hydrogen

plasmas) at low energies. A comparison between the.se two types of brem.sstrahlung is
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(a) Cross section of the electron-electron bremsstrahlung as a function of the emitted photon
angle 6K for the initial electron kinetic energy Ec = 500 keV and various pfioton energies K;
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presented in figure III.8 for the case of a pure helium plasma, Z=2, and the photon emission

angle 9K=90°. One can see that in the whole energy domain, the electron-electron

bremsstrahlung can be neglected. However, the same dependence for a pure hydrogen plasma

[Fr92], Z=l , shows that, at low photon energies, x-^lOO keV, the electron-electron

bremsstrahlung dominates the electron-ion one, which, for correct evaluation of the

bremsstrahlung at low photon energies, necessitates to take into account the electron-electron

interactions. [Note that for a hydrogen plasma, the electron-ion bremsstrahlung is four times

lower than that from a helium plasma because of the factor Z2 in expression (ÏÏI.20)].

Local bremssirahhin^. In order to calculate the bremsstrahlung emitted by a plasma

volume, one has to integrate over all the electron velocities and over all the ion species present

in this volume. Consider an axisymmerric toroidal plasma, parameters of which (electron and

ion density, temperature, distribution function, etc.) are determined by the flux surface

p = p(r,9), where & is the poloidal angle (see below for the model of flux surfaces). In that

case, the number of photons in dV at p that are emitted with energy /c= hv in the direction

cpK, where cp< is the angle between the line-of-sight and the magnetic field B (see figure III.9),

per solid angle Cl, time interval dt, and energy range dK, will be given by the following

expression

U ., dKdÇl (III.26)

n<(p)-
dKdÙ

where dah
c"

B(K,p,K-p)ldKdQ. and J o f (K,p,K-p)/dKdQ are the electron-ion (Bethe-

Heitler-Elwert formula) and electron-electron (Elwert-Haug formula) bremsstrahlung cross-

sections, respectively, in cm2 / keV -st units; ihe sum must be taken over all the ions present in

the plasma (j = H, He, C, Fe, etc.); f,(p,p) is the electron distribution function normalized to

unity

The angle between the incident electron (unitary vector ëp) and the emitted photon

(unitary vector ër) can be calculated from the following expression (see figure III.9)

Then, making Tj = cos0p and taking into account that f,(p,p)~fe(P4i,p) (local symmetry

over the direction of the magnetic field B ), one can obtain
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B

line-of-sight

Figure III.9.
Geometry used to calculate local bremsstrahlung. The reference frame is such that the local
magnetic field is along the z axis and the line-of-sight (or vector K) lies in the x-z plane.

|
dNtdN(K,p,<pK)= dNti |

dKdVdtdQ. dKdVdtdQ. dKdVdtdQ.
(lil.29)

where

2ir

(111.30)

and

dKdâ

(111.31)

where pmin is determined by the fact that the photon energy cannot exceed the incident electron

energy, i.e. K<E, and pmin =[K(K + 2)]U2; the distribution function fc(p,fi,p) is normalized

according to
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P) = l (111.32)

In writing equation (ÏII.26), the poloidal and radial components of the magnetic field have been
disregarded, that is, it was assumed that B ~ BIêl [BPB93].

It has been shown in [PFB92] that the problem of local bremsstrahlung calculation may
be significantly simplified if the symmetry of the problem is taken advantage of by using the
Legendre polynomials, PH(z) [GrRy65]. Expanding d<J^"E(K,p,ëK-èp)/dKdQ. and fe(p,JJ-,p)

in the series

a 2 dtcdn " " 'dxdQ. a 2 dtcdn " " '

(111.35)

(in.36)
-i

it is then straightforward to rewrite equation (111.30) in the form [BPB93]

"7.(P.P)

where dnK = dN/dV. Here and further, the case of a helium plasma is considered with the

presence of the only relevant impurity - fully stripped carbon (2C = 6). This allows one to

neglect the electron-electron contribution which, for plasma parameters under consideration, is

less than 10% of the total bremsstrahlung (see [BPB93] and the references cited there).

Bremsstrahlung integrated along a line-of-sight. Up to now, local bremsstrahlung have

been calculated. In practice, the measurement of bremsstrahlung is made by viewing the

emission along chords (lines-of-sight) through the plasma volume. Geometrical characteristics

of a line-of-sight are determined by two apertures, 5", and S2, and the distance le between them

/(see figure III. 10). The resulting signal comes from a plasma volume V integrated along a line-

. of-sight and may therefore be calculated according to the following expression
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J2xl= r rWK,<pr,p)
dt lldKdtdVdQdKdt {adKdtdVdQ.

(111.38)

Figure 111.10.
Schematic representation of a Hne-of-sight.

Consider a plasma layer dl at a distance / from the second aperture, 52. The viewing

surface is 5 = S(l). Since dV - idS, one gets

(111.39)
dKdt

In the case when the emission can be considered as being homogeneous on the surface 5 and in

the solid angle Q, that is, when the angular aperture is small, Q « An, one obtains

= GF([) f dN(K,(pK,p)
(111.40)

where

(111.41)
S f l

is the geometrical factor. One can readily show (see [Fr92]) that in the case when the aperture

surfaces, 5, and S2, are small enough and the distance between S and 5, is big enough, the

following expression can be obtained
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'c

where 9l and 02 are the angles between the direction of viewing and the perpendicular to the 5,

and S2 surfaces, respectively, and the geometrical factor does not depend on /.

III.C. FEB diagnostic,

As it has been shown in Chapter II, during lower hybrid current drive an energetic

current carrying electron tail is created by LH waves. One of the primary goals of the LHCD

experiments on TORE SUPRA is to demonstrate the possibility to control the current profile in

a wide range of experimental conditions. In order to do so, it is very important to understand

the behaviour of the high-energy current carrying electron tail either by simulation methods

(theoretical predictions, models, etc.) or by experimental techniques (ECE measurements,

spectroscopy methods and others [Fr92]). Here, a method for diagnosing the temporal

dynamics of the high-energy electron distribution both in real and velocity space is described,

which consists in measuring the fast electron bremsstrahlung (FEB) emission.

Hard X-ray emission diagnostics is successfully used since 1972 [Shon72] and has

been shown to provide very useful information about the fast electron dynamics on various

machines (Alcator C [TKPT86], PLT [SGB85], TORE SUPRA [PBH91]). The hard X-ray

(HXR) diagnostic installed in TORE SUPRA has been designed to study the X-ray photon

emission, in the range 30 keV < K <700 keV [Pey91]. Note that by "hard X-rays", one usually

defines a spectral energy range from some tens of keV to some tens of MeV. The experimental

setup consists of a multichannel spectrometer that probes the plasma in a poloidal cross section

along five lines-of-sight, which are labelled A, B, C, D and E (see figure III.ll), and which

intersect the equatorial midplane at (R - Ro) / a =0.20, 0.00, -0.33, -0.52, -0.71, respectively.

Lines-of-sight D and E intersect the inner wall of the tokamak, which is covered by a 1 cm thick

graphite tiles, whereas the three others face a upper port. The collimators are made out of a lead

and allow different apertures to be selected, in order to adjust the spatial resolution (2 cm to 15

cm). Each detector views the plasma through two circular perpendicular to the line-of-sight (so

that 0, = 9Z = 0) apertures whose radii are rx and r2 and which are separated by a distance /e
(typical values are /; = 0.35 cm, r2 = 0.6 cm, lc = 140 cm), so that the geometrical factor in

equation (111.42) becomes

(111.43)

To prevent signal contamination by the noncollimated HXR emission, all detectors are

placed inside a lead box with 10 cm thick walls (see figure III. 11).
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Figure IIL11.
Schematic of the HXR diagnostic installed in TORE SUPRA.
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IK. C. /. Measurement principles

The HXR spectrometer is a transducer that transforms the energies of photons emitted

by the plasma into pulses, with pulse heights being proportional to the energies of the photons

K counted by the detector. Unfortunately, in the energy range of interest - 50 keV to 1 MeV,

the sensitivity of photon measurements is relatively low since the interaction cross-sections of

photons with matter are relatively small [Knoe78]. The practice shows that by far the most

applied transducer in this energy range is the scintillation detector.

The conversion of X-ray photon energy into light in the scintillator occurs in two steps.

The first is the conversion of all or part of the photon energy K into the kinetic energy of one or

more electrons, and the second is the conversion of this kinetic energy into light energy radiated

from the scintillator. The detection of the gamma-rays is therefore critically dependent on

causing the gamma-ray photon to undergo an interaction that transfers all or part of the photon

energy to an electron in the absorbing material. The fast electrons created in gamma-ray

interaction provide any clue to the nature of the incident gamma-rays. These electrons have a

maximum energy equal to the energy of the incident gamma-ray photon and slow down through

ionization and excitation of atoms within the absorber material.

In order for the detector to serve as a gamma-ray spectrometer, it must carry out two

distinct functions. First, it must act as a conversion medium in which incident gamma-rays have

a reasonable probability of interacting to yield one or more fast electrons; second, it must

function as a conventional detector for these secondary electrons. It is therefore important that

the detector be sufficiently large so that the escape of secondary electrons is not significant.

Although a large number of possible interaction mechanisms are known for gamma rays

in matter, only three major types play an important role in radiation measurements: photoelectric

absorption, Compton scattering, and pair production. All these processes lead to the partial or

complete transfer of the gamma-ray photon energy to electron energy (see figure HI. 12).

To characterize the efficiency of these processes, the so-called attenuation coefficients

are used. Consider a monoenergetic gamma-ray beam passing through an absorber of variable

thickness, the result should be simple exponential attenuation of the gamma-ray beam. Each of

the interaction process removes the gamma-ray photon from the beam either by absorption or

by scattering away from the detection direction and can be characterized by a Fixed probability

of occurrence per unit path length in the absorber. The sum of these probabilities is simply the

probability per unir, path length that gamma-ray is removed from the beam

V-d -lLd(photoelectric^^(Compton) Jrj.id(pair) (111.44)

and is called the linear attenuation coefficient which depends on the photon energy K and on

the scintillator type. The number of transmitted photons / is then given in terms of the number

without an absorber /„ as
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/ = /og-"J I (111.45)

where x is the absorber length.

Photoelectric absorption. In a photoelectric absorption process, a photon undergoes an

interaction with an absorber atom in which the photon completely disappears. In its place, an
energetic photoelectron with an energy E = K- Eb (where Eb is the binding energy of the

photoelectron in its original shell) is ejected by the atom from of its bound shells. For gamma-

ray energies of more than a few hundred keV, the photoelectron carries off the majority of the

original photon energy. A plot of the photoelectric absorption linear attenuation coefficient for

the BGO detection material is shown in figure III. 13. In the low energy region, discontinuities

in the curve appear at gamma-ray energies that correspond to the binding energies of electrons

in the various shells of the absorber atoms. The cross-section of photoelectric absorption

process varies as Z4 5 and &~3'5 for low energies, and as k~x for high energies [Knoll89]. In

order to make this process be more effective, it is therefore important to use scintillators

composed of heavy atoms.

Thus, the effect of photoelectric absorption is the liberation of a photoelectron, which

carries off most of the gamma-ray energy, together with one or more low-energy electrons

corresponding to absorption of the original binding energy of photoelectron. If nothing escapes

from the detector, then the sum of the kinetic energies of the electrons that are created must

equal the original energy of the gamma-ray photon. This mechanism is therefore an ideal

process if one is interested in measuring the energy of the original gamma-ray. The total

electron kinetic energy equals the incident gamma-ray energy and it will always be the same if

monoenergetic gamma-rays are involved. Under these conditions, the differential distribution of

electron kinetic energy for a series of photoelectric absorption events would be a simple delta

function at a total energy corresponding to the energy of the incident gamma-rays.

Compton scattering. In Compton scattering, the incoming gamma-ray photon is
deflected through an angle 9r with respect to its original direction. The photon transfers a

portion of its energy to the electron (assumed to be initially at rest), which is known as recoil

electron. Because all angles of scattering are possible, the energy transferred to the electron can

vary from zero to a large fraction of the gamma-ray energy. The expression that relates the

energy transfer and the scattering angle can simply be derived by writing simultaneous

equations for the conservation of energy and momentum

(IH.46)

where x^and K' are the energies of the initia» and scattered photon, respectively. One can
readily conclude from this equation that the Compton scattering leads to a very large dispersion
'of the initial photon energy (thus determining the "Compton tail"), from K (6y = 0°) to
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K/(\ + 2K) (9r = 180°), which therefore represents a significant loss of information about the

initial photon energy. In order to diminish this effect, the size of the scintillator should be big

enough for the Compton diffused photon be captured.

The probability of Compton scattering per atom of the absorber depends on the number

of electrons available as scattering targets and therefore increases linearly with Z . The cross-

section scales as it"1 (see figure III. 13). The angular distribution of the Compton scattering

process demonstrates the strong tendency for forward scattering at high values of tl. ; gamma-

ray energy [Knoll89J.

Pair production. If gamma-ray energy exceuls twice the rest mass of an electron (1.02

MeV), the process of pair production is energetically possible when a pair electron/positron can

be created. This positron will subsequently annihilate with another electron after slowing down

in the absorbing medium and will produce two annihilation photons of 511 keV. As a p ' -deal

matter, the probability of this interaction remains very low until the gamma-ray approaches

several MeV and so can be neglected in the energy region of interest, < 700 keV (except than in

the presence of high-energy gamma radiation, see below).

III.C.2. Principal characteristics of gamma-ray scintillation spectrometers

The wide application of scintillation detectors is due to the possibility of using large

scintillation volumes, but also to the exceptional qualities of the photornultiplier (PM) as a high

gain (10s - 10 8 ) , low noise amplifier. Many types of scintillators are in common use, they are

commercially available and are generally mounted in one unit with the PM. In the measurement

of gamma-ray of several hundred keV, there are, at present, only two detector categories of

major importance: inorganic scintillators, of which NaI(Tl) is the most popular, and germanium

semiconductor detectors. Although there are many other potential factors, the choice in a given

application most often resolves about a trade-off between counting efficiency and energy

resolution.

In TORE SUPRA tokamak, high-Z, bismuth germanate, Bi4Ge30i2 (BGO),

scintillators have been chosen due to their higher stopping efficiency compared to classical

Nal(Tl) scintillators, which allows one to use less material (a factor 1/3) for similar

performance [PBH91]. Interactions with neutrons and secondary gamma-rays produced in the

detectors vicinity are expected to be significantly reduced, without a large degradation of the

photofraction (see below) in the energy range of interest. With 23 mm thick BGO, only 10% to

15% of the plasma X-ray emission is lost between 30 keV and 400 keV. Attenuation along

lines-of-sight is kept to a small level above 30 keV by using a 1 mm thick aluminium vacuum

window (this also prevents limiter and wall radiation from striking the vacuum window).

Luminescence properties of BGO under HXR excitation are characterized by a very small

afterglow (0.005% after 3 ms), tbus enabling a high-counting rate (greater than 100 kHz).

BGO has a disadvantage in that its scintillation conversion efficiency is only 10-15% of Nal(Tl)
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and therefore BGO has a lower (~ 50%) energy resolution than Nal(TI). However, this does

not represent a serious problem, because HXR energy spectra are always very broad.

Here, some principal properties of radiation detectors are discussed and examples for

the BGO scintillator used on TORE SUPRA tokamak are presented. For more detailed

information, the reader can consult the well documented book [KnollS9].

Response function and energy résolution. In many applications of radiation detectors,

the object is to measure the energy distribution of the incident radiation. These efforts are

classified under the general term radiation spectroscopy. One imponant property of a detector in

radiation spectroscopy can be examined by noting its response to a monoenergetic source with

energy K of that radiation. The differential pulse height distribution g(K,H) that is produced

under these conditions is called the response function of the detector, where H represents the

detector response or the height of the output signal (voltage). Under certain conditions, the

height of the detector response can be recalibrated in terms of the photon energy, Eu (see

below), which is used in further calculations. Once determined the response function, one can

calculate the detected spectrum

where g(K,EH) is normalized to unity according to

l (111.48)

The response function of a real detector will depend on the size, shape, and composition

of the detector. In general response function is too complicated to predict in detail other than

through the use of Monte Carlo calculations (see, for example, [Pey90a]), which simulate the

histories actually taking place in a detector of the same size and composition.

In some cases, the response function can be easily predicted. Let us consider the case of

a very large detector when its dimensions are such that all secondary radiations, including

Compton scattered gamma-rays, also interact within the detector active volume and none

escapes from the surface. In this case, the response function would be a single photopeak at the

original energy of the gamma-ray photon, no matter how complex any specific history may be.

In the case of "small" detector whose size is small compared with the mean free path of the

secondary gamma-ray radiations produced in interactions of the original gamma-ray, the

response spectrum results only from combined effect of Compton scattering and photoelectric

absorption. For the "small" detector, only single interactions take place.

Real detectors of the sizes in common use are neither small nor large. Normal detector

' response functions therefore combine some of the properties of large and small detectors. The
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spectrum for low to medium gamma-ray energies again consists of a Compton continuum and a

photopeak. Examples of the response function for the BGO detector are presented in figure

III. 14. To characterize such a spectrum, two important parameters are introduced: energy

resolution and photofraction.

The energy resolution, RE, is defined as a ratio of the full width at half maximum

(FWHM) of the photopeak to the location of the peak centroid. In many practical cases, the

statistical broadening of the peak predominates over other potential sources of resolution loss

(drift of the operating characteristics of the detector during the course of the measurements,

random noise within the detector and instrumentation system and others). The statistical noise

arises from the discrete nature of the measured signal itself, that is, from the fact that the charge

generated within detector by a quantum of radiation is not a continuous variable but instead

represents a discrete number of charge carriers, for example, the number of electrons collected

from the photocathode of the PM tube. The discrete number of carriers subject to random

fluctuations from event to event. Assuming that the formation of each charge carrier is a

Poisson process, one would expect that a standard deviation of N events is -JFf. Note that N

events do not represent N scintillation photons produced per pulse in the crystal but N

photoelectrons produced by the PM tube photocathode (the typical efficiency of the

photocathode over the scintillation spectrum is ~20%). That is why a detection system (crystal

+ PM) producing more events per pulse has a better energy resolution. Tf this were the only

statistical source of fluctuation of the signal, the response function should have a Gaussian

shape, because N is typically a large number [Knoll89]. The FWHM of the peak is then

proportional to the square root of the gamma-ray photon energy K. The average pulse height is

directly proportional to K, therefore, the energy resolution should thus be inversely

proportional to the square root of the gamma-ray energy, i.e. RE <* VK" . Figure III. 15 gives the

energy resolution the BGO detector as a function of the photon energy.
The photofraction, Fp(K), is defined as the ratio of the area under the photopeak (or

full-energy peak) to that under the entire response function. It is a direct measure of the

probability that a gamma-ray that undergoes interaction of any kind within the detector
ultimately deposits its full energy. Large values of the photofraction, F —» 1, are obviously

desirable to minimize the complicating effects of Compton continua. The photofraction of the

TORE SUPRA BGO detector calculated by a Monte Carlo code [PBH91] (see also [Pey90a]) is

presented in figure III. 15. One can see that it is rather large (> 0.8) in the energy range of

interest.
Once determined the energy resolution, RE(K), and the photofraction, Fp(K), one can

model the response function as a sum of the photopeak and Compton continuum,
g(K,Ell) = Sph(K,Ell) + gComrUin(K,Ell). The photopeak, gph(*-,£„), can be modelled a

gaussian function with the FWHM corresponding to RE(K) and total number of counts equal to
"'Fp(x) (see [Fr92] for details). The Compton continuum, 5ComPion('

c'^//) (normalized to 1 -
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Fp ( K)), can be modelled as a plateau up to £"Complon = 2 K2 / (1 + 2 tc) and beyond this energy by

a semi-gaussian with the FWHM equal to RE(ECcmplm), representing the energy resolution on

the Compton boundary. Note that such a modelization is, in fact, presented in figure III. 14.
Detection efficiency. The detection efficiency, TI(K), can be defined as a ratio of the

number of pulses recorded to the number of radiation quanta incident on detector. It m y

defined as the following

(111.49)

where AO(K") is an attenuation coefficient representing the fraction of the radiation collected

along the Iine-of-sight that is transmitted up to the detector, Xd(K) the transmission coefficient

measuring the fraction of the radiation arriving at the detector that does not interact with it. The

attenuation of the primary flux in a crystal is given by expression (111.45), so that

Xd(K) = exp(-jUd(/c).td), where xd is the detector crystal thickness (= 23 mm). If in front of

the detector there is an absorber (e.g., air), thickness xa and linear attenuation coefficient

jna(K), and a window, thickness xw and linear attenuation coefficient J1W(K) (on TORE

SUPRA, an aluminium window with x ^ l m m is normally in use), then

XS(K) = exp[-|Uw(K-)xJ x zxp[-jj.a(K)xa]. The detection efficiency given by equation (TII.49)

is plotted in figure III. 15. One can see that with 23 mm thick BGO crystals only 10% to 15 %

of the plasma X-ray emission is lost in the energy interval 30 keV < K" ~ 400 keV. Note that in

the case of perfect energy resolution, the response function of the detection system can be

expressed in terms of the detection efficiency as g(K, EH) = TJ(K)5{K- EH).

Timing characteristics. In order to obtain the time evolution of the signal coming from

the plasma, the detection system must operate in the pulse mode. The energy of the scintillation

photons emitted by the crystal depends on the composition of the crystal. For a BGO crystal,

their energy is ~ 2.5 eV which corresponds to a wavelength ~ 480 nm. It is therefore very

important that the photocathode have a high quantum efficiency for that wavelength. The energy

of these photons is emitted according to a decreasing with time exponential function, i.e.,

«̂  e~"T<. The characteristic time of fully collection of photons emitted by the crystal, TC, is a

very important parameter because it determines the choice of time constants of the PM.

In nearly all detector systems, there will be a minimum amount of time that must
separate two events in order that they be recorded as two separate pulses. In some cases the
limiting time may be set by the process in the detector itself {collection time TC), and in other

cases the limiting time may arise in the associated electronics. This minimum rime separation is

usually called the dead time of the counting system. During this time, the detection system

cannot record the incoming signal, which may give errors in the number of counts.

Another problem is the so-called pileup errors. The fact that pulses from a radiation

detector are randomly spaced in time can lead to interfering effects between pulses when

counting rates are not low. There may be a so called peak pileup, which occurs when two
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pulses are sufficiently close together so that they are treated as a single pulse by the analysis

system (see [Knoll89] for details).

On TORE SUPRA tokamak, the measured HXR spectra are recorded using a standard

multichannel analyzer, which is composed of a charge preamplifier, a pulse-shaping amplifier,

an analog-to-digital converter, and a histogramming memory unit [PBH91]. The measuring

system is not prepared to automatically correct for pileup and dead-time errors. In order to

reduce these, the pulse rise time is set to 0.587 [is, for a total pulse duration not exceeding

1.825 |J.s. The time it takes to digitalize and memorize the pulse, 3.0 \is, is independent of the

pulse height and larger than the pulse duration, so practically no distortion is introduced in the

energy dependence of the measured spectra. However, the dead-time effects have to be

seriously considered at high counting rate, since the actual number of recorded counts can be

significantly lower than the number of input pulses [BPB93]. Therefore, the measured spectra

have been corrected by the way of a Monte Carlo calculation that simulates both pileup and

dead-time effects [BPB93]. An example is presented in figure III. 16. One can see that at

counting rates lower than 60 kHz the difference between input and output signal does not

exceed 20% and so can be neglected.

Typical values of the acquisition time or integration time, Atml, during which the

electronic system is designed to count the number of pulses are chosen according to the desired

resolution time, on the one hand, and desired statistical error, on the other hand (the longer the

integration time, the higher the number of counts, the less statistical error), and they vary

between 10 ms and 100 ms.

Energy calibration and linearity. In gamma-ray spectrometry, the pulse height scale must

be calibrated in terms of absolute gamma-ray energy. A set of calibration gamma-ray sources is

conventionally used to supply peaks of known energy in the spectrum. Accurate calibration

should involve a standard source with gamma-ray energies that are not widely different from

those to be measured in the unknown spectrum. It is also useful to have multiple calibration

peaks at various points along the measured energy range. The standard sources which are in

use on TORE SUPRA tokamak are: Na22 (peaks at 511 keV and 1274 keV), Cs137 (622 keV),

Co57 (122 keV), Mn54 (835 keV). A standard way to record the signal (voltage) from the

detection system is sorting signal pulses into parallel amplitude channels, which is called

multichannel pulse height analysis. And the procedure of calibration allows one to determine the

gain of the detection system (crystal + PM), that is the relationship between the channel number

and the gamma-ray energy, gain = (photon energy [keV] / channel number), that is, £„ = gain

x (n-n0), where n is the channel number and n0 the offset. For TORE SUPRA HXR

spectrometer with 256-channel digitalisation system, typical values of the order of 4 keV are

adjusted to have the possibility of observing the X-ray photons up to 1 MeV (256 x 4 keV).

Such a linear relationship between the photon energy and the channel number can be

taken advantage of if the scintillation efficiency or amount of light dL generated per unit energy
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loss dKi (dL/ dK) would be a constant independent of gamma photon energy. The total light

yield would then be directly proponional to the incident photon energy, and the response of the

scintillator would be perfectly linear. For the TORE SUPRA detection system, it has been well

established with a very good accuracy that in the energy range of interest the relationship

photon energy-channel number is very near linear.

Effects of surrounding materials. In any practical application, a detector is surrounded

by other materials that can have a measurable influence on its response. In fact, photons

impinging the inner wall (~ 1 cm thick graphite tiles brazed on a steel structure) can emerge

back at lower energy, after going through a random walk process inside it, in which Compton

scattering and photoelectric absorption are dominant interactions. As a consequence, the

contribution of the radiation thus scattered to the HXR emission detected by a line-of-sight

intersecting the inner wall (lines-of-sight D and E, see figure IÏI.11) can be large as compared

to the direct plasma contribution. Obviously, the importance of this effect depends on the level

of the plasma HXR emission, as well as on its radial and energy distributions.

The transport equation for the radiation in the inner wall has been solved by means of a

Monte Carlo calculation is slab geometry [Pey90a]. It has been shown that a strong reflectivity

effect was observed for the more peripheral lines-of-sight when the plasma emission is peaked,

which is in a good agreement for the total number of detected photons with an energy greater

than 100 keV.

Fast neutron and gamma emission effects. The detectors installed in a tokamak are used

under conditions in which fast neutrons, ~ 2.45 MeV, may be present as a background during

additional heating such as NBI or ICRH and account must taken of their effect on the recorded

pulse height spectrum. The most obvious contribution is the appearance of spurious peaks that

arise mainly due to excitation of germanium nuclei by inelastic neutron scattering, followed by

the emission of deexcitation gamma-rays, internal conversion electrons, or X-rays. One can

diminish the effects of neutron flux by choosing the detectors with the smallest dimensions

possible which have nevertheless a good stopping efficiency to hard X-rays (50 - 700 keV).

The gamma emission produced around the tokamak comes mainly from interactions of

fast neutrons with the metallic structure. The gamma-rays have energies close to the binding

energies of nucleus, that is, about 8 MeV for the reaction of capture of a neutron by an iron

nucleus. The most probable interaction of these gamma-ray with the detector crystal is the pair

production because its cross-section increases very rapidly with gamma-ray energy. In the

energy range of interest, 8 MeV gamma-rays produce on HXR measured spectra a continuum

and a peak at 511 keV corresponding to photons produced by an electron-positron annihilation

reaction. In this case also, the use of small crystals allows to reduce to some extent the gamma-

ray flux to the detectors.

It is, however, believed that the large boxes of lead (~ 10 cm thick), in which the

detectors are set, allow to minimize these undesirable effects and the only part of emission that
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can interact with detectors comes from the narrowly collimated beamline (in other words,

integrated along the Iine-of-sight) whereas the emission produced by fast neutrons and gamma-

rays is uniformly distributed in 4JC.

Influences of external magnetic field and temperature. An important question that should

be considered is the influence of the external magnetic field on the HXR measurements. Indeed,

it is well known that the PMs are very sensitive to the external magnetic field and the fact that

the detectors are placed close to the magnetic coils necessitates to protect the PMs in order to

reduce the magnetic field level inside the detectors. The magnetic coils create the principal

magnetic field of the order of 4000 Gauss at the plasma center, so that in the vicinity of the

diagnostics its level can be of the order of several tens of Gauss and more. For normal

operation of a PM, the magnetic field around it should not exceed 0.5 Gauss [Fr92], which

requires the use of a special screening to reduce the magnetic field by a factor of 100 and more.

To prevent the detectors from the magnetic field each of them is placed inside a magnetic shield

approximately 3 cm thick which itself consists of two types of shielding: first, a special

compound of soft iron permits to reduce the external magnetic field up to some tens of Gauss,

and second, a n-metal shielding can reduce it to 0.5 Gauss level.

Not only can the external magnetic field influence the stability of the measurement setup,

but also external temperature variations can introduce a drift of the detection system parameters.

To investigate wherever or not can the external magnetic field or temperature significantly

disturb the results of measurements, the stability of the gain (energy-channel conversion

characteristic determined by energy calibration with a given set of radioactive sources) - one of

the most important parameters of the diagnostic setup, has been studied in different external

conditions (various temperatures, with and without magnetic field) [APP93] during different

time intervals. Figure III. 17 shows an example of such an observation for two time periods. It

can be concluded that within time intervals of several days, the gain is rather stable (standard

deviation is less than 0.17) but there may be a long temporal drift of the gain (standard

deviation > 0.3) probably caused by changes of magnetic shielding characteristics. These

results have demonstrated the necessity to carry out energy calibration at least one time at the

beginning of an experience day.

Note that from the point of view of the stability to the external magnetic field, the

semiconductor diode detectors are very well placed because they do not have PM blocks. In

addition to this, the use of semiconductor materials as radiation detectors can result in a much

larger number of information carriers {electron-hole pairs which are analogous to

photoelectrons in the case of scintillators) for a given incident radiation event than is possible

with any other detector type. Consequently, the best energy resolution achievable today is

realized through the use of such detectors (note that the only way to reduce the statistical limit

on energy resolution is to increase the number of information carriers per pulse). Among other

desirable features are relatively fast timing characteristics and compact size. The latter is very
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important while working in the presence of fast neutrons and high energy gamma-ray radiation

background. That is why, the new FIXR diagnostics on TORE SUPRA has been decided to be

made up of diode detectors - the work which is in progress at the time being [PeAr95].

III.C.5. HXR data analysis

Thus, the HXR diagnostic in TORE SUPRA tokamak is designed to detect X-ray

spectra emitted perpendicularly to the magnetic axis in the energy range 30 - 700 keV (see

figure III. 15 for energy resolution) with time resolution 10 - 100 ms and, since the spectra are

obtained for several radial positions viewing the plasma through five lines-of-sight, with spatial

resolution ~ a/5 = 15 cm. Summarizing results of the previous section, one can write down,

for a given line-of-sight, the relationship between the number of photons emitted with energy

K, Nx, and the number of pulses with height Ein NE, recorded by the detection system

(111.50)
o dK dt

with

dKdt { le J { dKdtdQ.

where dl is the length element along the line-of-sight and L its total length inside the plasma

[see equation (111.40)]; p and (pK are to be taken locally along the line-of-sight. As the HXR

diagnostic installed in TORE SUPRA has its lines-of-sight lying in a poloidal cross section, the

detection emission is perpendicular to the toroidal magnetic field, and so that (pK = Tt/2. In this

case, equations (111.37) and (111.50) put together give

x\dln.(p)c X Z,2n,.(p)|> +V f l (0) (111.52)
L H C 0 *•

x jJ
;=He,C n=0

An example of the time evolution of the integrated over all the energy channels counting
rate (= number of counts during the integration time Ar ,̂) is presented in figure III.18(a) for

five lines-of-sight. One can see that there is a significant increase in the counting rate when the

LH power is turn on. Figure III.18(b) shows the photon energy spectrum collected by the

central chord A. Also shown is the high-energy plasma X-ray emission during the discharge

before the LH power was turned on (ohmic phase). The emission in the ohmic phase is seen to
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integrated over all photon energies or channels) vs discharge time, (b) detected HXR energy

spectrum with LH power (LH phase) and without LH power (ohmic, OH phase). The signal is
averaged between 6 s and 9 s during the LH phase and between 45 s and 5 s during the OH

phase.
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Figure 111.20.
Computed relation between the measured photon temperature and the "plasma" photon

temperature.
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be negligible compared to the emission during the LH phase. This is a common feature of the

LH driven discharges and it shows that these is usually no preformed high-energy runaway

electron tail (or the number of runaway electrons is very small). For the plasma conditions

given, one can establish that, within the experimental error limits, the X-ray spectrum extends

out to at least 400 keV. One can also see that the emitted spectrum decays exponentially with
photon energy K and can be characterized by a "photon temperature" T. defined by

~ (IH.53)

7"ph can be determined through interpolation of the measured bremsstrahlung spectrum

between K ^ and Knax values, which would correspond to experimental energy limits of

detection (see figure III. 19).

It should be mentioned that since the photofraction of the BGO detectors is rather large

(> 0.8 when K < 400 keV) and the energy spectra are very broad, no correction has to be made

to the HXR energy distribution and so to the photon temperature too. Indeed, figure 111.20

gives a plot of the measured photon temperature [see equation (111.53)] as a function of the

"plasma" photon temperature, that is, the temperature which describes real HXR plasma

emission not the measured one. One can see that error introduced by the fact that the response

function is not a delta function is very small in the range Tph < 200 keV and since the

experimental photon temperature is always < 100 keV this error can be neglected (see [Pey92]

for details of energy spectra deconvolution techniques).

Spatial profile reconstruction. The use of the five lines-of-sight allows, in principle, to

reconstruct the spatial distribution of the HXR emission, that is, the spatial distribution of

dnJdKdtdQ.. Since the HXR diagnostic on TORE SUPRA possesses only five vertical lines-

of-sight, only a 1-D reconstruction can be made when the plasma (density, temperature,

distribution function, etc.) is described by one variable, p = p(r,8) - the coordinate of the

poloidal magnetic flux surface [Pey92]. A 2-D reconstruction would require two arrays (vertical

and horizontal) of detectors with a much bigger number of lines-of-sight [Pey92].

Since the TORE SUPRA is a rather large aspect-ratio (~ 3) tokamak with circular cross-

section, the Safranov model [Wes87] is used to determine the magnetic flux which forms a set

of circular surfaces displaced by a distance A(p) with respect to outer (or last) flux surface

whose centre is at a distance RQ from the major axis (see figure III.21). In this model,

p = r + A(p)cos# with a parabolic displacement A(p)= A 0 p 2 / a2, where Ao is the so-called

Shafranov shift which depends on many plasma parameters such as current profile, pressure

profile, magnetic field etc. (see Appendix A).

Under these conditions, the integral equation (III.40) for an i-th Hne-of-sight

• (/ = 1,2,...,/t, n is the number of lines-of-sight, n = 5) can be rewritten in a discrete form as
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dKdt dKdtdVdO.
(ni.54)

where Ly is the incremental length of an j-th line-of-sight intersecting a j-th plasma shell,

(GF)j is the geometrical factor of an i-th line-of-sight, m is the number of plasma shells.

Introducing fj=2TcR0SjXdNK(pj)/dKdtdVdQL and gt=dNK(i)ldKdt, where Sj is the y-th

shell surface, one can obtain a matrix expression

(111.55)

with

(111.56)

where {dNK/dKdt) is the total number of photons emitted with energy K in the perpendicular

to the magnetic axis direction.

•Line-of-sight

Hux surfaces

j-th shell

Last flux
surface (p - a)

-500

2000
R (mm)

3000

Figure 111.21.
Showing a set of displaced circular flux surfaces to calculate the integrated along the line-of-

I sight signal. A j-th shell is shown.

I A detailed study of different reconstruction techniques is given in [Pey92], here some
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results of this work are presented. For profile reconstruction, one has lo consider the inversion

of the matrix system (111.55), where g represents the sparse experimental data and f the

unknown quantity. The matrix system is the discrete representation of a Fredholm integral

equation of First kind, in which the matrix A is often severely ill-conditioned owing to the near

linear dependence of its adjacent rows and columns. If the vectors g and / are identical and the

matrix A is not singular ( det A & 0), one can try to directly solve the matrix equation (111.55),

e.g., by a method of Gaussian elimination, as / = Â~[ -g, where / is the unique solution of

(111.55). Since A corresponds to a completely continuous integral operator, it may be supposed

to possess a cluster of small eigenvalues, and then any attempt to solve directly the system is

likely to produce large oscillating solutions. This spurious effect is increasing rapidly with the

matrix dimensions, because oscillating solutions are much more probable than systematic ones.

There are four principal methods to resolve the Fredholm equation of first kind: Abel

inversion, the régularisation method, the maximum entropy method, and reducing the Fredholm

equation to a Volterra equation of second kind. Here, only two of them are considered, details

can be found in [Pey92].

Régularisation method. In order to dump the oscillations, it was first proposed by D.L.

Philips (1962) and A.N. Tikhonov (1963) to replace the ill-posed problem by a stable

minimisation problem, instead of attempting to solve the matrix equation (111.55) directly, one

can seek to minimize a quadratic functional ||L • 7|| (where L is an arbitrary linear operator)

which characterises the oscillating nature of the solution subject to the global restriction that

%2 =h-A~-fl ^xl' where a is a confidence level ranging from 0 to 1. For the linear

operator L, one can take L-f = f(k) corresponding to the k-ih derivative of f and that is

called the régularisation of the k-th order. Since | E - 7 | 1S a positive quadratic form, it can be

expressed as ||£-7|| = 7 T "£*7 , where 5 is a symmetric matrix of dimension (mxm),

which has positive or null eigenvalues and fr is a transpose of vector f. In other respects, the

mean square term x2 c a n b£ written in a similar matrix form

where W is the diagonal matrix of the inverse of the standard deviation due to the noise,

Wi; = \/Agf, whose dimension is nxn. In order to minimise jL-fj , one can use the

Lagrange variational method. The condition to the functional L • / be minimum is that the

vector / must satisfy the following equation
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where X is the Lagrange multiplier (X > 0), which is chosen according to the following

condition

with / satisfying the equation (111.55). After some algebra, the unique régularisation solution

f is given by the simple expression

The régularisation is a powerful method to seek a solution within a certain class. If the

criterion characterised by the operator L is suitably chosen, the effect will be that of filtering

process which prevents appearance of big oscillations in the solution. However, since the

choice of the operator L is arbitrary, the solution / may in some degree depend on L.

Another drawback of the method is the lack of any constraint concerning the solution to be

positive-valued: if the filtering process is not efficient enough, especially when large dimension

matrices with noisy data are involved, oscillations with negative values of the solution may be

obtained. For these reasons, the so called maximum entropy method is considered.

Maximum entropy method. The maximum entropy method known for a long time has

been invented by Boltzmann in 1870 to solve statistical problems. Since that this method has

been developed for various applications (spectroscopy, astrophysics, etc.). In this method, the

unknown quantities, that one wishes to restore, are described as positive and additive

distributions, which are physically relevant for photon counting. In this approach, among all

possible solutions / , one seeks for a solution which maximises the entropy S defined as

(111.60)

subject to the same constraint %z = £ - A • / ^ %\ ! Ai *s t n e normalization factor defined by
m

An = ̂ fj. The configurational entropy S is preferred to other entropy expressions because it

is not sensitive to the scaling factor. The resulting solution / is the one which contains the

smallest amount of configurational structure (information) and is yet consistent with

experimental data g. It is also the most probable in the sense of the information theory. By

definition, the solution is always positive, because each component of the solution / may be

considered as a probability.

The strategy to find the unique maximum entropy solution is similar to that in the

régularisation method and uses the same variational technique. Replacing JL • / | (see above)

by -S, one finds the non linear implicit equation for /
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where / is compatible both with experimental signal g and its errors Ag and A is such that,

like in the régularisation methru, the condition (111.58) is satisfied.

Compared to the régularisation method, the maximum entropy has several advantages:

(i) since the solution / is positive-valued, its existence is ensured if only the model represented

by the matrix A is compatible with experimental data g, e.g. if the flux surface model

(p = p(r,6)), which is contained in A, is correct. In other words, the method will reject an

experimental set g which does not satisfy the condition %2 <zl- The régularisation method in

this case will always give a solution but with some negative values. Thus, for noisy data,

maximum entropy is then a very powerful and reliable inversion method; and (ii) as all

derivatives of / are proportional to / itself, that is, V W 7 « / , and if / is small the solution

is necessarily smooth, which it very important while analyzing noisy data with small amplitudes

- data that are mainly zero should be well restored provided that the noise is not too large.

In order to find the maximum entropy solution f, one must solve the corresponding

non-linear implicit equation (111.61) for which many computational algorithms have been

developed (see [Pey92] for details). The most straightforward algorithm is the iterative

procedure which is based on a classical relaxation method where an (i+l)-th solution is given

in terms of an i-th solution as the following

7(i+1) = (1 - ar)f
(i) + ccr A { / ( 0 } (IH.62)

with ar the relaxation parameter. This technique has several advantages such as (i) the

positiveness of successive iterates and (ii) the rapid development of the solution due to the

exponential function. However, the same exponential tends to make the algorithm very

unstable, and the step must be small enough to insure convergence. In order to improve the

algorithm, it has been proposed to seek the optimum ar for each computed / ( l ) by minimising

the functional Q = -S + X |f - Â • / | | over ar so that the condition x2 ^ xlis reached as fast

as possible.
Instead of considering the maximum entropy non-linear set of equations (III.61) and

finding the root / , one can try to calculate the unique minimum of the multidimensional

functional Q. Both methods are equivalent, but it is well known that there are many efficient

techniques for finding a minimum of a function of many variables, while multidimensional root

finding is often a quite difficult task. Among multidimensional minimum searching techniques,

we consider only methods that require evaluation of the derivatives and that can be divided into

two classes: the paraboloid and the descent methods. Descent methods represent a very broad

.class of minimisation algorithms which go under the names: steepest descent method, conjugate

,. gradient method and quasi-Newton or variable method. Concerning the paraboloid method, it is
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Figure 111.22.
(a) An example of local profile reconstruction by two methods: régularisation and maximum

entropy. Shot #14412. Photon energy K=75 keV. Shafranov shift Ao = 9.1 cm
(b) Integrated profiles. Line-of-sight E is eliminated and a fictive line-of-sight F is added.
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one of the most commonly used iterative method for performing minimizations and it is based

on replacing the functional Q by a quadratic functional using the Taylor series (for details, the

reader can consult [Pey92] and the references cited therein).

An example of radial profile reconstruction by two methods, régularisation and

maximum entropy, is presented in figure IIL22(a) for the TORE SUPRA shot #14412. For the

reconstruction, the shift of magnetic surfaces is taken into account and a fictive line-of-sight F

is added to ensure that the signal be zero at the border of the plasma (p = a). The calculations

are performed until the constraint %2 jn < 1 is reached. Note that sometimes when the line-of-

sight E gives too high signal (most probably due to the fact that it intersects the inner wall), it is

not considered in inversion. From figure IIL22(a), one can see that the régularisation method

gives the local profile which is negative in the central pan of the plasma. Instead, the maximum

entropy method gives the local profile which is positive everywhere in the plasma. However,

both methods give a very well pronounced maximum of HXR emission at a normalized flux

surface pf a ~ 0.4. Figure III.22(b) presents the integrated profile of HXR emission at K =

75 keV used for inversion together with re-integrated profiles using the local profiles obtained

by two techniques. One can see that the re-integrated profiles are very close to the initial line

integrated profile, which is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for the inverted local

profile be the unique solution.

III.D. Summary

In this chapter, physical principles are given of detection of fast electron bremsstrahlung

emission which is created during lower hybrid operation and which allows one to obtain

information on the temporal evolution of spatial and energy distribution of the fast electrons. A

detailed description of the hard X-ray diagnostic installed in TORE SUPRA tokamak is

presented. Special attention is paid to problems of spatial, energy, and temporal resolution of

the present diagnostic set-up. Various techniques of HXR spectra analysis are discussed, which

are further used in comparisons between measured signals and theoretical predictions from the

developed Ray-Tracing (see Chapter IV) and Fokker-Planck (see Chapter V) codes.
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CHAPTER IV

EFFECTS OF MAGNETIC RIPPLE ON PROPAGATION AND
ABSORPTION OF THE LOWER HYBRID WAVES

IV.A. Introduction

In the design of a tokamak fusion reactor, the choice of the number of toroidal field coils

results from a compromise between the physical performances and the economical cost of the

machine. The need for a suitable access to the plasma for heating and diagnostic systems enters

also as a key criteria in the choice of the appropriate number of magnetic windings.

Consequently, a lot of theoretical and experimental studies have been carried out to estimate the

level of the ripple power losses due to particles that are toroidally trapped in local magnetic

mirrors in minimum B regions between the toroidal field coils, and lost to the wall during their

vertical drift motion [Str72], [Booz80], [G0T08I]. A serious increase of the first wall heat load

has been observed on several machines during neutral beam injection due to fast ions losses

[TuRo88] but also during lower hybrid current drive on the tokamak TORE SUPRA because of

collisionless electrons with large perpendicular energy [RGM91]. Besides these effects, which

concern the fast particles population, it has been shown in recent JET experiments that the lack

of toroidal symmetry which results from the discrete structure of the magnetic system leads also

to a severe degradation of the overall plasma performances: the stored energy in L-mode

plasmas is low, while H-modes, although still obtainable, are of poor quality [SBB92].

If it is now well-known that the fast particle dynamics is strongly affected by the

toroidal magnetic field ripple, only few studies have been devoted to the perturbation of the LH

wave propagation and absorption in tokamak plasmas caused by the lack of toroidal symmetry.

Up to now, in all LH interpretative codes based on ray-tracing and Fokker-Planck calculations,

it was assumed that toroidal magnetic field inhomogeneities - ripple, but also magnetic islands -

are negligible. However, it has been pointed out that a departure from axisymmetry could lead

to a significant broadening of the LH wave power spectrum launched into the plasma, and thus

contribute to a strong modification of the power absorption process [Weg87], [WZL89],

[Weg89]. The proposed mechanism is based on LH wave scattering along its trajectory by the

magnetic field modulations (see Chapter II for details). Although the spread of the sidebands

due to diffraction is very small, the distortion of the wavefront is expected to be significant, due

to the large ratio kx/ku, where kn and k± are respectively the parallel and the perpendicular

wave vector components, with respect to the equilibrium magnetic field direction. A strong

broadening of the launched spectrum is predicted, which exceeds in particular spectral

variations due to classical toroidal effects [BoEn86]. However, even if a gross agreement is

found for LH experiments on ASDEX tokamak [Weg89], a deeper insight of the ripple effect
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on the LH wave absorption is necessary, owing to the rough approximations used to compute

the spectral broadening. Indeed, it is well-known that an accurate determination of the LH

power deposition profiles remains a very difficult task, The uncertainty in predicting how the

power carried by the low parallel refractive index nn (high parallel velocities) launched by the

antenna is deposited lies greatly on the fact that the LH wave propagation and absorption are

non-linearly coupled, by way of the temperature and current density profiles. This is

particularly important when the LH waves make several passes in the plasma before being

completely absorbed, in which case, successive nt/ upshifts take place along the ray trajectories

and the stochastic nature of the ray propagation comes fully into play. Therefore, any small

deviations from ideal equilibrium conditions, which are often considered in LH modelling

codes, may grossly modify the ray dynamics, and consequently the power deposition profiles.

The understanding of the LH wave propagation in the multipass regime, which is essential to

modelling current drive in the present generation of tokamak experiments (see [KML93],

[ALP95], [MRS89], [BiMo93]) thus requires to get as close as possible to the real tokamak

geometry.

For this purpose, a detailed study has been carried out recently to assess the overall

effect of the lack of axisymmetry on the LH wave dynamics, by means of ray-tracing and

Fokker-Planck calculations [ABF94], [BFR95]. In contrast with previous investigations, (see

[Weg87], [WZL89], [Weg89]) LH wave diffraction is neglected, while only refraction effects

are considered. As a first step, it has been shown that the discreteness of the toroidal field

system may significantly alter the picture of LH wave propagation obtained from a straight

cylindrical geometry [BFR95] even for parameters of practical interest in present-day tokamak

experiments. As one of the results, the well-known cylindrical accessibility condition for the

LH wave to penetrate to the plasma center is no longer valid, so that predicted power deposition

profiles are expected to be greatly modified.

In the present chapter, the effect of magnetic ripple on the LH wave dynamics in a

toroidal geometry is investigated, taking account of both poloidal and toroidal inhomogeneities.

In order to have a clear insight of the local ray behaviour, in particular when the LH wave

propagates close to the plasma edge, the ray dynamics is first studied in section IV.B for a

cylindrical equilibrium periodically modulated along the axial direction, using the electrostatic

limit of the cold plasma LH dispersion relation. In this case, a special emphasis is put on the ray

propagation at cut-off layers, which plays an important role in the LH wave dynamics in the

presence of ripple. The full toroidal case is presented in section IV.C, and ray trajectories are

then calculated using the electromagnetic dispersion relation for the LH wave, including warm

plasma effects [BoEn86]. Simulations of the radial and energy dependences of the absorbed LH

power have been carried out for the tokamak TORE SUPRA, which has a large toroidal field

ripple at the plasma edge (7%), by coupling the ray-tracing with a one-dimensional relativistic

Fokkër-Planck code. Self-consistent calculations coupling the LH wave propagation and
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absorption are performed, which account for the quasi-linear modifications induced by the LH

wave in the electron distribution function. Results, which are presented in section IV.D, are

discussed in terms of their sensitivity to the total number of rays launched into the plasma. The

toroidal extent of the antenna is also considered in details, as ray trajectories become strongly

dependent on their launching toroidal angle at the plasma edge. The effect of magnetic ripple on

the LH wave dynamics is investigated in various plasma conditions, from single-pass

absorption to fully stochastic regimes. Comparison between numerical simulations and

experimental data are discussed in section IV.E. In this section, simulations of ripple power

losses, which are measured during LH current drive are also presented. The predicted LH

power deposition profiles and their respective energy dependences determined from ray-tracing

+ Fokker-Planck calculations, including magnetic ripple perturbation, are used as an input for a

kinetic model [CBA94], which allows to estimate losses due to fast particles trapped in local

magnetic mirrors during LH experiments. Finally, conclusions are given in section TV.F.

IV.B. Lower Hybrid ray propagation in a periodically modulated cylindrical

equilibrium

IV.B./. Model equilibrium

The study of ray trajectories requires a careful definition of the plasma equilibrium.
Indeed, its characteristics are crucial in determining accurately the wave dynamics. In this
section, an infinite column of plasma of circular section travelled by a current Ip is considered,

surrounded by a discrete set of magnetic field coils equally spaced by a distance L (see figure

IV.l where the cylindrical coordinate system has its origin at the vacuum vessel center). In this

model, a plasma equilibrium is assumed to be achieved, corresponding to nested circular flux

surfaces whose radii are periodically modulated in the axial direction Oz. Neglecting finite fi

effects [Shch94], the total magnetic field B is the sum of two terms, B = B,+Bp, where B, is

the vacuum magnetic field created by the magnetic coils, and Bp results from the current flow in

the plasma (in order to keep the same notation between the cylindrical and the toroidal

geometries, the axial [polar] magnetic field is defined as B,lp], where the t[p] subscript stands,

respectively, for toroidal [poloidal] ones). The ripple amplitude is considered to be small

enough to be treated in a perturbative approach [Yush90]. Therefore, Bl[p] may be expanded as

B,M = B[[p] + Bt[p], where Bl[p] = Bl[pf, h corresponding to the averaged value along the axial

direction ët, i.e. to the case of the straight cylindrical equilibrium, while Bl[p] is the field

perturbation term whose amplitude is much smaller than B,lp].

Following the usual procedure, the three components of B, are determined from the

relations
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Figure IV.l.
Showing the cylindrical geometry used in model calculations.
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, =0 (IV. la)

V x £ , = 0 (IV. lb)

which are satisfied by a static magnetic field in vacuum. The axial component of the field

perturbation, Bl=Bt-et, is first expanded as a Fourier series in the form

B) = B,<5(r,z) = £ (^5,(r)cos , where the coefficients 5,(r) are the weights of the
1*0 \ L J

harmonics numbers / of the ripple depth ô(r,z) defined as the ratio of the axial magnetic

perturbation to the averaged axial magnetic field. These coefficients can calculated by using the

above representation of the ripple depth and equations (IV.la) and (IV.lb), which gives the

following differential equation

dr r dr Is

whose solution is the modified Bessel function, 5,(r) = cdJ . The coefficient a

introduced here is the small parameter in the penurbative approach, and to find it one needs to

know a value of Bt at some radial position, which may be determined from numerical

calculations of the exact magnetic field, taking into account of the actual coils shape and the

characteristics of the windings (thickness, arrangement, etc.).

If the magnetic perturbation B, is created by a uniformly distributed set of identical

coils, only the lowest harmonics is still important inside the plasma [Yush90] provided that

2nrjL»\, a condition which is usually fulfilled at the plasma edge where ripple is large. Thus

in further (cylindrical) calculations, the ripple depth is identified to its first harmonies;

)
-> J

For numerical simulations, parameters are defined in order to get a realistic description

of the highest ripple region found on a tokamak. The distance between two consecutive coils is

thus given by L - — — —, where Ry and av are, respectively, the major and minor radius

of the tokamak vacuum vessel and N is the number of magnetic coils, while the small
parameter a is adjusted in order to recover the ripple depth amplitude 5(a) at the outer edge of

/pi . The radial
\ L> J

dependence of the ripple depth 8{r) is given in figure IV.2, for the following set of parameters
corresponding to TORE SUPRA: N = 18, Rv = 2.4 m, av = 0.9 m, a = 0.8 m, 5(a) =
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1.5%. Close to the inner wall, the ripple level reaches 12.5%. As shown in figure IV.2, the
asymptotic expression of 5(r),

S(r)
In U

(IV.4)

determined from the relation lim [AbSt72] is in a very good agreement with the

exact one, thus justifying previous assumptions.
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(a): plasma edge
(b): vacuum vessel
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Figure IV.2.
Radial dependence of the "cylindrical" ripple depth ô(r)for the periodically modulated

cylindrical equilibrium model, using TORE SUPRA parameters. The full curve corresponds to
the exact expression, and dots to the approximate one given by expression (IV.4).

Taking into account that the ripple is only important at the plasma edge, r~a, one can

further simplify expression (IV.4) and write

5(r)»50c
2""/x- (IV J )

where <50 = {aj2n)^l[à.

From the relation V x Bt = 0, it is straightforward to determine the radial component,

B[ = B,-ër, and the polar component, 5f
fl = B, • ë9, of Br In the geometry adopted here, êr and

e9 are the unit vectors along the radial and polar directions. Using the definition

I^x) = dlo(x)/dx [AbSt72] the vacuum magnetic field that results from the current flow in the

coils is finally

B =* \ Bf = Bf = 0 (IV.6)
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For the ray-tracing calculations, it is important to define flux surfaces, on which plasma
parameters like the electron temperature or the electron density are constant. In the geometry
adopted here, the magnetic field lines (and so the flux surfaces) are defined by the magnetic-
field-line equation —- = —, where B' = B • er and Bl = B-er As any polar current flow in the

B B

plasma is neglected, the radial and axial field components Br and Bz may be identified to B\

and B', respectively. Indeed, the field term Bp which results from the current flow in the

plasma has only a polar component. Therefore, magnetic filed lines are defined as follows

— « al,\ sin (IV.7)

provided the condition aloi ] « 1 is fulfilled, which is usually the case even close to the

vacuum vessel. The flux coordinate y/{r,z) is then determined from the relation Vy/- Bt = 0,

which is equivalent to the following equation

B-ÉLa -a l
dzdz J dr dz \ L J \ L

Equation (IV.8) can be solved by expanding f(r,z) as a perturbative series

y/(r,z) ~ y/(r)+ \f/(r,z), where ÏJ7 is the flux coordinate averaged along the axial direction et,

and therefore it may be identified to the flux coordinate r in the straight cylindrical equilibrium,

while f is the perturbation term. Keeping only first order terms in a, y is then given by the

following equation

L

and after a straightforward integration, the flux coordinate \[f takes the form

. . L J2nr\ (2nz\ • ,TV i n >

\ir(r,z) « r + « - - / , (— Jcos^—J (IV.10)

Finally, using the Ampere's theorem

/xo/ = VxB (IV. 11)

and equation (IV.lb), the polar component of Bp, Be
p=Bp-ee, may be calculated by the

following integral relation
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where j \ - j • et is the axial component of the current density j and fA0 the vacuum magnetic

permeability.

As the current density vector j has to be tangent to the flux surface i/, i.e. Vi//" • j = 0,

the radial component jr = j • er of j is linked to jz by the relation — = -7-. Using the relation
Jr Ji

V • j ~ 0, which results from V • B = 0 and V x B = jUoy, J2 may be calculated as follows

J s i n ( 2 ^ | (IV.13)
dz r dr \ L

Just in the same way as for the flux coordinate yr, this equation may be solved by

expanding jt in a perturbative series jz(r,z)~ jt(r) + jt(r,z), where J, is the axial current

density averaged along the axial direction et, which corresponds to the case of the straight

cylindrical equilibrium, and j \ is the perturbation term. Reporting the expression of jt into

relation (TV. 12), one gets

where

r o

is the unperturbed term of Bp corresponding to the straight cylindrical equilibrium and

-g, , L .(2nr\ (2nz\-. .
BB

p{r,z) = fioa—1^—Jcos|^—jjt(r)

is the ripple perturbation.

From relations (IV.15) and (IV.16), it is very important to note that the perturbation

term Be
p is usually very small throughout the plasma as compared to the term corresponding to

the straight cylindrical equilibrium, except if the current density profile is flat (which is never

r2( r Y
realized). In fact, for a profile dependence ./,(/•)<* 1 — - , an upper bound for the

V a~)
normalized to the ripple amplitude ratio B^j Bp may be found as

£
Sir) l7/ hna1 I r n f , - f l )

l - l - 7 H l J
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and it is usually very small. As expected, the ratio
S(r)

plotted in figure IV.3 for a

parabolic current density profile, yt = 1 , is far lower than 1 in the high ripple region, thus

indicating that in most realistic plasma conditions, B8
p may be neglected throughout the whole

plasma section. This result being very important will allow us to neglect the perturbation of the

poloidal magnetic field in the toroidal geometry (see below).

via
Figure IV.3.

Radial dependence of the ratio RB =•
S{r)

- for a parabolic current density profile.

IV.B.2. Ray trajectories.

Here, the ray dynamics in the axially modulated cylindrical equilibrium is studied using

the electrostatic limit of the cold plasma LH dispersion relation (see Chapter II). The goal of this

simple consideration is to assess how the magnetic ripple perturbation alone may modify the

LH dynamics, in view to distinguish ripple effects from poloidal ones when the LH

propagation will be considered in a full rippled toroidal geometry. Even if the assumption of the

cold plasma dispersion relation restricts the study to the condition nu » 1 [EsPi92], it is still

possible to get the basic aspects of the ripple perturbation effect on ray trajectories, without

handling the complexity of more realistic dispersion relations (see Chapter II).

The local slow (or electrostatic) wave dispersion relation in the limit of cold plasma is

given by D(co,k,r) = 0, with D(co,Jk,r)« e^kfj + e^l. Here, CO/2K is the LH frequency,

Je = krër +—ëg + ktët the LH wave momentum canonically conjugate to the position vector

r = (r,0,z), with m the polar wave number, kr and kt respectively the radial and axial

components of k. The parallel and perpendicular components of k with respect to the

.•equilibrium magnetic field direction are defined respectively by kn=k- B/B and k]_ = k2 -kfn

while the elements of the cold plasma dielectric tensor, as given by Srix [Sti62], are
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(IV.18)

neglecting the ion contribution. In (IV.18), Cûpe/27t and £lcj27C are, respectively, the electron

plasma frequency and the electron gyro-frequency, with the condition Q2
ci « CO2 « ££..

Following the usual procedure (see Chapter II), the ray trajectories are described by the

set of ray equations

dr = dD/dk

dt dDI dû)
die dD/dr
— = +

(IV. 19)

L dt dD/dœ

To obtain a ray trajectory in the (r,k) space, one can numerically integrate the set of ray

equations (TV. 19) with an initial condition (r,k) = (Fo,£o) at t = r0 (see Chapter II). Due to the

polar symmetry, the polar wave number m remains a constant of the ray motion, while the time

evolution of kt along the ray trajectory must be fully considered, in contrast to the case of the

straight cylindrical equilibrium.

A numerical integration of the ray equations (IV. 19) is first carried out, using a standard

fifth-order Runge-Kutta procedure with an adaptable integration step size [PFTV86]. The

integration accuracy is checked at each step following the usual technique [BoEn86], that is, by

calculating the variation of D(û),£,r] from zero, normalized to the larger component of D:

,k,ri /max(l£///:/
2

/l,l£x^l). The maximum deviation at a cut-off was found to be typically

In the simulations, electron density and current density profiles are defined by

(IV.20)

a<y/<av

and

(IV.21)

a<y/<ay

where nt0 and nia are respectively the central and the edge electron densities, and yn *s giv e n

by the relation nt0/(nt) = (1 +1 / Yn)/(nta/ntQ +1 / yn) from the volume-averaged density (nt),
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for a fixed ratio ntafnt0. A scrape-off layer is defined between the limiter and the vacuum

vessel, and the electron density is taken to be zero at the chamber wall radius. The central
current density averaged along the axial direction jtQ and yi are determined by specifying the

total plasma current Ip and the ratio between the central and the edge safety factors qa/q0,

using the relations qa=2nal '•—, J,0=—£T— and y. = - ^ - - 1 . Calculations are
}1ORPIP na2q0 q0

performed for the following set of parameters describing usual plasma conditions on the TORE
SUPRA tokamak: B, = 3.9T, Ip = 1.5 MA, q0 = 1, ne0 = 3.0xl019rrf3, nJne0 = 5%, (ne)

= 0.93xl019rrf3 and helium gas. The LH frequency is co/2n = 3.7 GHz, and the parallel

refractive index nll0 at the antenna is set to 2.0, far above the accessibility limit. Calculations

are carried out for m = 0, which represents a very good approximation to an exact antenna

value of m because in the toroidal geometry m increases very rapidly and its evolution is not

sensitive to its initial value (see Chapter II).
In figure IV.4, a ray trajectory and its corresponding nu evolution are presented as a

function of the normalized axial coordinate z/L. The variation of the parallel refractive index
ntl along the ray path is characterized by a fast oscillation with a period L fixed by the coils

arrangement, and a slow one, well-known in LH ray-tracing simulations, which results from

the periodic radial motion of the ray throughout the plasma. As far as the ray propagates

towards the edge, in the high ripple region, the amplitude of the fast oscillations grows up, but

tijj deviations from the averaged level remains of the order of the magnetic ripple perturbation

S. While k, evolution is nearly not modified by the magnetic ripple, large oscillations of kt are

observed around its constant cylindrical value, as shown in figure IV.4(b), with a relative

amplitude up to four times the magnetic ripple one.

The overall features of the ray dynamics as it is given by the numerical integration of the

ray equations (IV. 19) may be well recovered by observing that the ray motion is characterized

by a slow evolution in the radial direction (r,kr) and a fast evolution in the axial one (z,^).

Therefore, starting from an arbitrary initial condition, it is possible to some extent to perform

analytically a local integration of the ray equations as a function of the fast component.

From the set of ray equations (IV. 19), it is straightforward to calculate all the full time

derivatives along the ray trajectory

dk,

dt
- ~-co

2nedy/
1+ al[\ cos \ + a — /, -—- sin ——- \—

dy/{ V L J { L ) L \ L ) \ L )k,,

Es.
dt

dne

2/i, diff \ L J \ L

(IV.22a)

(IV.22b)
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Figure IV.4.
Code-predicted ray behaviour and its semianalytical estimate for an axially

• modulated cylindrical equilibrium, which are obtained using the electrostatic limit
of the cold dispersion relation.
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dr __ œ
dt kn

J2nr\ . (2ni\ 1 kr

al,\ sin + -
\ L J { L ) En-Ik,,

(IV.22c)

dt -k. e,,-\
l-a/,1 sin

L Jk,
(IV.22d)

where
dlAx)

In the calculations, it is assumed that the electron density is constant on a flux surface,
i.e. ne(r,z) = ne(i(r), and only terms up to the first order in the ripple perturbation are

considered. In addition, it is assumed that eL = 1, which is usually well fulfilled in standard

tokamak plasma conditions. Combining equations (IV.22b) and (IV.22d), one gets

dz

dnt . (2nz\ In (2itz\'sin — \k,, ——cos \k.
2ne dyr v L L V L •f

(IV.23)

To perform further simplifications, let us consider a cut-off layer. It follows from the

cold electrostatic limit of the dispersion relation, s,,kf, + EJC\ = 0, that almost everywhere in

the plasma, the radial component, kr (kr ~ kx), of the wave vector exceeds significantly the

parallel component, kln i.e. kr » kn, since \e,,\ » 1, except in narrow cut-off layers where en

and so kr vanish. It is then seems evident to take a region where \sn\ < 1 for a cut-off region

with a cut-off characteristic length, lc. Taking a linear density dependence in the vicinity of a

cut-off, nI(r) = (av-r)/(<2v-a)«M, one gets that lc « ( a . - a ) — , here nt(rc) = ne with rc

being the cut-off radial position where £,, = 0 or copt = 0), from which it follows that lc « a

since typically av -a ~ 0.1 a and nc « nta. From the expression for the dispersion relation and

equation (IV.22a), it can be also obtained that in the vicinity of a cut-off kr decreases as follows

M r ) ^ Vrt*(r)' so that it may be then also concluded that this decrease is very localized over a

short cut-off length lc.

Thus, considering the plasma volume except narrow cut-off layers (r < rc- lc), one can

well use the limits kr »(k,,kn), £„ » 1 and , what is more, consider that ~ is usually
" ne dy/

small. Therefore relation (IV.23) may be replaced by

dkJL__ . (lîtrXln
dz~ a \ L ) L

(IV.24)

Since the ray motion is such that the modulation in the axial direction is much faster than

that in the radial direction, one can perform a straightforward integration of dkjdz over the
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axial coordinate z taking all terms such as r,kr,nt,£/f etc. to be locally constant over the

period L, which gives

- a (IV.25)

where &j0 =A,(r = f0).

From the expression for kn with m = 0

(IV.26)

one gets that its time derivative considered along the ray trajectory is given by the sum of four

terms

dk,, T(2nr\ . (2nz\dk dk,
—--alA sin —'- +—'-
dt X L ) \ L ) dt dt

^ , 2n\JlKr\. (2nz\dr^T(2nr\ (2m\dz\
+ akr— /, sin — + /. cos —

r L l X L ) \ L J d t X L ) { L ) d t \

(F/.27 )

Combining then expressions (IV.22a)-(IV.22d), and keeping only terms up to the first
order in the ripple perturbation, there is an exact cancellation of all derivative terms of the
electron density in the expression for the full time derivative of ktl

dk.

dt
LL ~ a

a kr 2n
—

£„-!*„ L

j2nr\ . (2nz\kr r(2nr\ (2nz
/.I — sin — H-+A cos —
XL) \L )k,. XL \L

(IV.28)

After integration over z and in the limit kr » kJf, one can obtain this equation in the form

\-a
k,

——
(2m\

cos (IV.29)

0 /

where k,/Q =k,,{f = f0).

Next, one can continue some simplifications taking into account that k\ = -£//&// with

kx - kr and using equation (IV.29), from which one gets

(IV.30)
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k,~kjl-a 1 l~zrJsi (IV.31)

Taking into account the approximate expression (IV.5) for the ripple depth, one can

finally obtain

(IV.32)

(IV.33)

Now, we are ready to compare the obtained analytical formulas with numerical
calculations. As expected from expression (IV.33), oscillations of nu = ck/t/œ with a period

L are observed, and their mean amplitude is of the order of the local level of the magnetic ripple

perturbation, While kr evolution is poorly affected by ripple, large oscillations of kt are

observed, as shown in figure IV.4(a). This result may be deduced from expressions (IV,22a)

and (TV.32), taking into account that dkjdt is mainly determined by the density gradient alone,

while kt is modulated with -^-eu8(r) amplitude (recall that \EU\»\). For plasma parameters

under investigation, the product ^-eu8{r) has a maximum of about 0.4 at r[a ~ 0.9, so that

modulations of kt by about 40% (about four times of ripple amplitude) can be predicted.

Semianalytical calculations of kt according to relation (IV.32) in a region where kr does

not vary much show a good agreement with numerical results obtained by the RT code, except

in the regions where the ripple is weak and where the poloidal component Bg is compared with

the radial one Br and so one has to take into account also evolution kt due to the dependence of

Bg on r (magnetic shear effects). However, even without taking into account the shear effects,

in the regions where the ripple is weak the relative evolution of k, is very well described (both

amplitude and phase) by the semianalytical expression (IV.32) [see figure lV.4(b)],

Note that such analytical calculations cannot be considered as being fully independent

from the code computations since the ray trajectory can be calculated only numerically, but they

can give a clear insight on the problem and predict many interesting features. One of such

predictions, which is very important for us, is that such a strong modulation of kt (several

times of ripple amplitude) does not introduce a similar oscillation of kn. Indeed, from relation

(IV.33), it follows that ku is modulated with a local ripple amplitude 8(r) - the result which is

well proved by numerical calculations [see figure IV.4(a)]. Here again, a good agreement is

observed between numerical results and predictions by relation (IV.33), except in the region

.where the ripple is weak and where the ray dynamics is governed by the poloidal field BB.

Finally, comparison between dkujdt given by equation (IV.28) (which is the starting
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equation to calculate kn) and its numerical estimate is displayed in figure IY.4(c). A very good

agreement is found, far but also close to the edge cut-off, thus justifying the fact that

simplifications being made are correct. Another important result which may be deduced from

the expression for dkn/dt is the influence of the axial launch point z0 on the ray behaviour,

especially in the vicinity of z0 = L/2, which corresponds to usual case of an antenna centered

between two coils. Hence, for zo = L/4, dkn/dt<0, as eu - 1 < 0, while for z0 = 3L/4,

dkn/dt>0. As dz/dt>0 from equation (IV.22d), dku/dz reverses sign as dku/dt, and kfl

starts to decrease when z0 = L/4 and conversely starts to increase when z0 = 3L/4. The case

z0 = L/2 requires to consider the full expression (IV.28) of dkn/dt, as sin(27rzo/L)= 0, and

if the ray is launched at an equal distance between two consecutive coils, dkujdz > 0. In the

light of this result, realistic toroidal simulations including magnetic ripple require to take into

account not only of the poloidal extent of the antenna [BiMo93] but also of its toroidal width

{see below).

Variations of nu due to the ripple are able to modify the wave absorption process based

on the Landau wave-particle kinetic resonance [Fis87]. In particular, a significant coupling with

faster electrons may be expected when LH power deposition is off-center. Such an effect is

illustrated in figure IV.5,'by considering the relative variation AE^/is,, as a function of

|A/î//J//n//, deduced from the resonance condition CÙ = ï>nktl, where vN is the parallel velocity

of resonant electrons, and Eu their kinetic energy. For JAny,]//^ = 10%, JAE ĵ/Zi,, is nearly

constant above nu = 2.0 and close to 30%, while for lower values of %, a rapid increase of it

is observed.

=, 1000

<

1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0

Figure IV.5.
Relative variation AEJ/E/, of the fast electrons energy which are interacting resonantly with
the LH wave as a function of n,,,for a dispersion \Ann\/n,, of 10% due to the magnetic ripple
perturbation (full line). The dotted line corresponds to the usual relation between nn and En

based on the resonance condition co = vnkn.
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It is well known that in the description of the ray dynamics, cut-offs and caustics are of

particular importance (see [BrCa82] and Chapter II). When the ripple perturbation is

considered, a careful attention must be paid to the edge cut-off, which lies in the region where

ripple predominates. At a cut-off, the ray is expected to suffer a reflection, since the wave is

evanescent on the other side. In the presence of the ripple modulation, the cut-off condition is

no longer dr/dt ~ 0 [or k, = 0, see equation (IV.22c)] but it is rather dy/dt ~ 0, which readily

gives a relationship between kr and kt at a cut-off

^ « a / . l —Isinl — I (Iv-34)
K \ I ) \ L )

provided that kr « kz. It is worth noting that this expression may be recovered from geometrical

arguments, considering that the wave undergoes a specular reflection at the cut-off layer, which

corresponds to a wave vector condition k • Vy/ = 0. Refined numerical calculations have been

performed in the vicinity of the cut-off in order to check the above relation between kt and kz,

and an excellent agreement has been found. This point is especially important for the ray-tracing

reliability, when the local curvature of the flux surfaces due to the ripple must be considered.

Indeed, if the condition Vy/' B = 0 is not properly fulfilled up to the order considered here in

the perturbative approach, that is, if Vy/-B/(N\j/\\B\) = O(S2) is not satisfied, a spurious jump

of kn occurs when the ray undergoes a reflection, and numerical simulations may be therefore

completely corrupted. A careful attention will be paid to this detail in the toroidal case.

At the end of this section, an brief analysis of a long time scale evolution of a ray

trajectory in the (r,k) space is presented (see [BFR95] for details). To start with, it must be

pointed out that despite all simplifying assumptions being made in this section, it is not possible

to give analytically the long scale time evolution of k/f from the knowledge of its initial value.

The formulas which have been derived below and which give an estimation of the /^-spread

are only locally valid when only ripple inhomogeneities are considered. Really, the dependence
Bg(r) (the so-called magnetic shear effect) can also lead to non-conservation of ku and so both

ripple and magnetic shear effects must be considered, which is only possible by numerical

calculations.

As it has been mentioned, in a straight cylindrical geometry kn remains essentially

constant since in such a case Br = 0 and kt = 0 the only cause which may lead to the kn

-spread is the dependence of Bg on r. Indeed, from kn(r)~k:BJB = kz0[\-0.5 Bl(r)/'£„]

(where Bt = 50) it follows that a weak modification of kn is possible with an amplitude -

0.5kIIQ[B]{a) - B](r))/Bo. Calculations of nn evolution in a long time scale are presented in

figure IV.6(a) for the following set of plasma parameters: Bt = 3.9 T, lp = 1.6 MA, qQ = 0.7,

nt0 = 5.3xl019nT\ nta = 0.35xl019rrf\ yn = 0.75, the LH frequency œ/2n = 3.7 GHz,

.and helium gas. The initial parallel refractive index n/l0 = 1.64 which is below the accessibility

index [the accessibility parameter to the plasma center is nllacc - (l + ̂ o / ^ o ) = 1-72]. The
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Figure IV.6.
motion in a cylindrical geometry for nl!0 = 1.64 and m= 0

with and without ripple modulation,
(a) nu evolution, (b) (kr,r) surface of section.
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Figure IV.6.
Ray penetration for nIIQ = 1.64 and m = 0at launch:

(c) without ripple effects, (d) with ripple effects.
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ray equations (IV. 19) have been integrated with a local electromagnetic dispersion relation for

the LH wave taken in the cold plasma approximation. One can see that when evolution of nn

without ripple is followed, the nu is almost unchanged. In contrast, in the presence of ripple, a

significant variation of nu is observed, from 1.55 to 1.75, which results from both ripple and

magnetic shear effects.

The analysis of the integrability of the ray equations is also of great interest, as the

conditions for the LH wave to be accessible to the plasma interior can be drastically modified in

the non-integrable case, when the Hamiltonian chaos develops [BFR95] (see also [BoOtSl] and

[BiMo93]). The best way to study this issue is to use the Poincaré surfaces of section

[BoOt8l]. Considering the periodicity of the problem and choosing a particular z = zP, a

surface of section for a given ray can be constructed by plotting kr vs r each time the ray

crosses a plane zmodL = zp. If the ray trajectory is integrable, a regular curve appears in the

(kr,r) surface of section, meaning that there is a third constant of ray motion besides a and

m. In the opposite case where this third constant does not exist and the ray follows a stochastic

motion, the intersection points of the ray with the (kr,r) surface of section no longer lie on a

regular curve but, instead, they are distributed over an area.

The surfaces of section are presented in figure IV.6(b), which are made for the plasma

parameters corresponding to figure IV.6(a) and zp - 0. In the straight cylindrical case, kt is an

invariant of the ray motion, together with (û and m, so the ray follows regular trajectories and

intersects the (kr,r) surface of section along regular curves. In figure IV.6(b), one can clearly

observe that the ripple modulation can change the ray propagation from a regular to a stochastic

process, as seen by the appearance of dot-filled areas in the (kr,r) surface of section. This leads

to significant variations of nn along the ray trajectories and to a modification in the accessibility

of the LH wave to the plasma center. For a given ripple amplitude 8{a), it is evident that the

magnitude of these effects depends on the particular set of initial conditions for the ray motion.

Hence, the ray launched with nll0 = 1.64 < nllaa = 1.72, which is confined to the outer half of

the plasma for 8{a) = 0, ends by fully propagating to the plasma center when 5(a) = 7.5%.

(Note that an opposite situation is also possible when the ray launched with nf/0 > n//aa: has

difficulties in reaching the plasma center for 6(a) # 0, when it does so for 5(a) = 0 [BFR95]).

Therefore the magnetic ripple can enhance or hinder the penetration of the LH wave to the inner

region of the plasma, a point that is further illustrated in figures IV.6(c) and IV.6(d). It may be

somewhat concluded that the penetration to the plasma center becomes possible due to the fact

that the n,n initially inaccessible, during its evolution at some time moment ends up by

exceeding the limit of accessibility, i.e. nu > nllocc. In an opposite situation, nu, initially

accessible, during its evolution may never reach the accessibility limit, and so never reach the

plasma center being confined in the outer plasma pan (see [BFR95]).

• Thus, as it has been pointed out [BFR95], all these situations, when the inaccessible

wave may become accessible or contrariwise, are determined by the initial conditions and no
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prediction can be given on the character of ray evolution without performing numerical

simulations, because in the presence of ripple the ray equations are no longer integrable in the

sense of existing of constants of motion.

IV.C. LH wave propagation in a rippled toroidal equilibrium

IV.C.I. Model equilibrium

The determination of a three dimensional toroidal equilibrium including ripple is a fairly

complicated problem which has not yet received a complete answer, even if several detailed

investigations have been recently considered towards this goal (see, for example, [Shch94]).

Therefore, simplifying assumptions have to be made, in order to be able to perform calculations

for the purpose of the present study. Following the usual perturbative approach [Yush90], we

present the magnetic field as B = B + B, where B is deduced from the Shafranov aspect ratio

expansion in conjunction with the lowest order straight cylindrical equilibrium, and B is the

magnetic ripple perturbation caused by the discreteness of the magnetic system in a tokamak.

The perturbed field in turn is considered to be a sum of two terms, B~B,+Bp, where Bt is the

toroidal field perturbation, while Bp is the poloidal one that results mainly from the distortion of

the flux surfaces. In the equilibrium model used here, Bt is determined in the vacuum

approximation, thus neglecting finite f5 corrections, which are of the order (35 [Shch94]. In

addition, the contribution of Bp is neglected, assuming that the condition BpJBp « 5 obtained

for an axially modulated cylindrical equilibrium still holds in toroidal geometry.

For coils of circular shape, exact expressions of B, may be obtained up to the first order

in the ripple perturbation ô [Yush90], by solving the equation B, = VF with the condition

AF = 0 satisfied by a static magnetic field in vacuum, where F is the perturbed magnetic

potential. The toroidal coordinate system (r,6, <p) with the origin at the vacuum vessel center

and <p = 0 at a toroidal position of one of the magnetic coils is used in calculations of the

magnetic ripple depth (see figure IV.7).

Iso-ripple contours are circles of radius ar, whose centers are shifted towards the

principal axis of the torus by a distance A, from the center of the coils. In contrast with the

cylindrical case, the ripple depth 5 has now a poloidal dependence 8, and

(IV.35)

y where Ar0 = àr(ar = 0), a] = à) + r2 + 2rA,cos0, N is the number of coils, Rv the vacuum

vessel major radius and ]0 the modified Bessel function. To a good accuracy, Ar is given by

the following relation [Yush90]
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Figure IV.7.
' toroidal coordinate system (r, 6, (p) used in calculations of the ripple amplitude. The

toroidal coordinate system (r', 6', (pr) with the origin at the magnetic axis and which is used in
ray tracing calculations is also shown.

For TORE SUPRA, the following fit can also be used (see [Grua89])

(IV.37)

Here, r is in m, a, =2.2xlO~4, a2 = 5 m~\ a, = 1.6 irf\ bx = / ^ - 2 . 0 4 m = 0.32 m,

S(r, 0) = a, expfa/'
where r'2 = r2 + 2r cos 6Ar + à) with A, = b{ - b/1

In the high ripple zone, a much simpler expression for the ripple depth may be also
used, which is the limit of expression (IV.35) when r»ArQ and flv»(r,A,0) (which are

always satisfied)

~ (IV.38)

where SQ is determined by the ripple depth at the plasma edge [<5(a,0) = 7.5% for TORE

SUPRA].
/, In figure IV.8, iso-ripple contours are shown for the tokamak TORE SUPRA. The

parameter a, which is here the small parameter in the ripple perturbative approach as defined in
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the previous section, is set in order to recover a ripple depth level 5(a,0) = 1.5% at the outer

edge of the plasma, taking ArQ = 0.32 m from a fit of the exact magnetic field topology given

by a three dimensional magnetostatic code which calculates the sum of the contributions of all

the magnetic coils. The ripple amplitude falls off very rapidly towards the center of the

chamber, and is less than 1% in the inner half of the plasma.

The knowledge of the functional dependence of iso-ripple contours makes it possible to

determine the three components of Bt from V • B, = 0 and V x B, = 0 which take the form

B,=

Dr_~D«cr + A,oCos0_ ar

(IV.39)

— N }cos{N(p)
à JRv~àrQ

where 5,ViC = —-Bo is the toroidal field created by the coils in vacuum averaged over the
R

toroidal angle <p, and R = R^ + rcosd. In figure IV.9 are reported the radial dependences of

B\, Bf and Bf, together with three components of the equilibrium magnetic field B as

determined from the Shafranov expansion (see Appendix A) for standard plasma conditions in

TORE SUPRA (/ , = 1.5 MA, nl0 = 3.0xl019 rrf\ nJnM =5% and (nt) = 0.93xl019m"3).

While Bf « Be and B? « B*, B[ strongly predominates over Br in the high ripple region.

However, at very low plasma current, Bf may be non negligible as compared to Be, and thus

the adequate ripple correction must be fully considered.

As it has been pointed out in section IV.B.2, it is necessary to specify flux surfaces in a

consistent manner with the ripple perturbation. The flux coordinate Y *s defined by the usual

local condition Vy/ • B = 0, which corresponds to the relation

drr r'38' Rdy'

in the toroidal coordinate system (r',9\(p') defined by the geometrical center at the magnetic
axis, where R = Rm + r'cos9' (see figure IV.7). It is not difficult to find the relationship

between these two coordinate systems

(p'=cp

Since it always true that (Rm ~Rw)«a, the above expressions can be simplified to the
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Figure IV.8.
Iso-ripplc (iso-modulation of the toroidal field B^j contour

plot for TORE SUPRA.
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Figure IV.9.
Radial evolution of three components of the toroidal field perturbation:

! ' radial (a), poloidal (b), and toroidal (c). Dotted lines correspond to components
of the equilibrium magnetic field as determined from the Shafranov expansion.

In figures, poloidal and toroidal angles are chosen so that the composants of the
magnetic field are maximum at these angles.
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following ones

r>~r + (Rm~Rv)cos6

which are correct to order of O[(Rn - Rv)
z/az] and which are used in RT calculations.

Equation (IV.40) can be solved by expanding y/(r\6',(p) as a perturbative series

y{r\d\(p) = y/(r',6')+ \j/{rr,d',(p), where the averaged over the toroidal angle cp term f is

corresponding to the usual result obtained from the Shafranov expansion up to the first order in
the tokamak inverse aspect ratio, e = a/R0: ïp(r',9') = p(r',8')~r' + A(rf)cos9' (see

Appendix A). Here, the parameter A(r') is the Shafranov shift of the flux surfaces for an

axisymmetric toroidal equilibrium. By neglecting all the terms of the order of <52 and 8- (à/a),

and using the relation Vy7 - 5 = 0 , equation (IV.40) becomes

| + | 0 dv.43)
'B* Rd(p

Taking into account the fact that Bs « B p , a further simplification may be carried out, and Y is

then given by the following relation

D l , - • „ . - — . , - (IV.44)
R d<p

— — R
where B9 = Bt

VK = - ^ S Q . After a straightforward integration, the flux coordinate y can be
R

written as

( I V - 4 5 )

which can also be simplified if one takes into account the approximate formula for the rippl

amplitude given by equation (IV.38)

y(r\ 6',(p) = r' + A(r') cos 9' + ̂  8(r, 6)(l + ̂ —^cos 8')cos{N<p) (IV.46)
N \ or J

Calculations according to expression (IV.46) show that the toroidal modulation of the

magnetic surfaces reaches ± 3% level, i.e. ± 2.7 cm. Magnetic surfaces calculated according to

expression (IV.46) are presented in three dimensional space in figure IV. 10. One can see that

the ripple is only important at the plasma edge, and it drops off npidly toward the plasma

center. A schematic picture of magnetic ripple between two adjacent magnetic coils is presented

in figure IV. 11, where the amplitude of ripple is increased several times. A TORE SUPRA LH
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antenna toroidal position is also schematically presented in figure IV.ll.

Once determined the magnetic surfaces, one can verify a posteriori the assumption being

made that the poloidal magnetic field created by the currents flowing in the plasma is not

significantly disturbed by magnetic ripple. (Note that in the cylindrical case it was possible to

demonstrate this fact a priory.) To see that, one can suppose that the major modulation of the

poloidal magnetic field comes from the disturbance of the flux surfaces and use thus the

following expressions (which are valid to the first order in the ripple perturbation)

(IV.47)

where Cp is a constant determined by the magnetic flux available from the coils. Calculations

according to these equations have shown that with a very good accuracy, B'p « Br
p and

B9
p « Bp, the result which is similar to that in the cylindrical case and which is somewhat

evident since the modulation of the magnetic surfaces is much lower than that of the toroidal

magnetic field. Indeed, the toroidal field is modulated with 8 and the magnetic surfaces with

- 8 x Rf(Na) « 5 (see equation IV.46).

Cp ld\

2nRr
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dB

dr :+K
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Figure IV.10.
Showing ripple modulated flux surfaces for TORE SUPRA parameters.

Three flux surfaces are drawn: \\r= 85 cm, 70 cm, and 40 cm.
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magnetic field line
(no ripple)

magnetic field lines
(with ripple)

(p = 2TC//V

(p = 37I/2/V

magnetic coils -9 = TC/N-

Figure IV.ll .
Showing the toroidal geometry between two adjacent magnetic field coils together with

modulated magnetic flux surfaces. (Note in this presentation, the_ amplitude of modulation is
increased to about several times of the real ripple level.) A toroidal extension of the TORE

SUPRA LH antenna is also schematically shown.

IV.C.2. Ray trajectories

The results presented here are obtained by integrating numerically the ray equations
dr dP/dîc , dk dP/dr , . . . , . . . ,.
— = and — = +\-' , which m the toroidal coordinate system are
dt dP/dû) dt dP/dct)

dr' = dPjdk, dd' dPjdm dip _ dP/dn
dt dP/dco' dt " dP/dœ' dt dPJdùù
dkr _ dP/dr' dm _ dP/dd' dn _ dP/d$
dt ~ dD/da' dt ~ dP/da' dt " dP/dœ

(IV.48)

where P(û),r,k) = 0 is the local electromagnetic dispersion relation for the LH wave including

warm plasma effects (see Chapter II):

D(O),r,k) = P6n
6
x P2n\ + PQ (IV.49)

Recall from Chapter II that k = (/:r,m,n) is the wave momentum canonically conjugate

to the toroidal coordinate vector r = {r\ 8', <p). Due to the breaking in axisymmetry, the toroidal

:' mode number n is no longer a constant of the ray motion, dPjd(p ï 0, and its evolution must
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be followed along the ray trajectories, much in the same way as the poloidal mode number m

which varies as the consequence of the poloidal inhomogeneities. The description of the wave

propagation includes the consistent treatment of the toroidal equilibrium in the presence of

ripple, as discussed in section IV.B.2. Hence, in all toroidal simulations, the local magnetic

field is thus given by B = B + B,, where B is determined both in the plasma (current carrying)

and the region outside the limiter (see Appendix A), while the electron and ion densities nt[i]

and temperatures Tt[!] are taken to be constant on a flux surface y(r',6\(p) [see equation

(IV.46)], and to be given in the interval 0<y/<a by the relation

X{y/) = [X0-Xa) -q— + Xa, with X = {neU],Te[n}. Here, Xo and Xa correspond,

respectively, to central and limiter values of X, while parameter Çx *s determined by

specifying the volume averaged (X). Between the limiter and the vacuum vessel, the

temperatures and densities are supposed to decrease linearly with the flux position.

The ray equations (IV.48) are integrated using the predictor-corrector algorithm

described in [ShGo75]. In the ray tracing code, all the derivatives are calculated analytically to

avoid problems when numerical differentiation is performed. The integration accuracy is

checked at each step following the usual technique [BoEn86], that is, by calculating the

variation of D\(û,k,r\ from zero, normalized to the largest component of D:

D(û)J,r|/max(l/'é^l,IP4n|l,IP2n]l,l/3
0l). The maximum deviation was found to be typically

<1<T\

In figure IV.12 is presented a typical ray evolution as a function of the toroidal angle (p,

with and without considering the ripple effect for TORE SUPRA. A zoom of this ray evolution

near a cut-off is given in figure IV. 13. For a comprehensive comparison, ray conditions at

launch are similar, and the parallel refractive index at the antenna is set to nl/0 = 2.0. The initial

launching point for the ripple case is (p0 = njN in the equatorial mid-plane, which corresponds

to the center of an antenna, at an equal distance between two toroidal magnetic field coils (see

figure IV. 11). Calculations are carried out here for a high density plasma, a case which has

been experimentally studied on TORE SUPRA (shot #8966). The parameters used are Bo = 3.9
1 9m-3T, Ip = 1.6 MA, Te0 = 2.78 keV, TM = 0 . 1 7 keV, &. = 1.9, n.o = 7 .3x l0 1 9 m nta =

2.42xl0I9rrf3, çn = 0.45, and the ion temperature is 7J(^) = 7;(^) /2 . In addition, the

effective charge of the plasma is set to ZeJf - 1.95 for 0 < y < (1 -5Zf )a, and to Ztff - 2.95

for y/" > (1 - <5Z )a, with ôz =0.1.

As expected from simulations corresponding to the axially-modulated equilibrium

discussed in section IV.B., a high frequency modulation of the toroidal wave number n is

observed, whose periodicity matches the magnetic ripple one (27T//V, N - 18). This

modulation takes place only in the high ripple region close to the plasma edge, and due to the

poloidal inhomogeneity of the ripple perturbation that results from the toroidal curvature, its
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Figure IV. 12.
' Code-predicted ray behaviour - parallel refractive index ntl, normalized flux position I//,

/ toroidal n and poloidal m wave numbers, normalized radial wave vector kr,flux surface
/ condition- for an axisymmetric (thick line) and a modulated toroidal equilibrium (fine line)

as a function of the toroidal angle, using the electromagnetic dispersion relation including
warm plasma effects. Initial conditions at launch for these cases are similar.
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3.0

2.5 — no ripple .
— with ripple-

1.30 1.50

Figure IV.13.
.••' Code-predicted ray behaviour in the vicinity of a cut-off layer, for an axisymmetric

;' (thick line) and a modulated toroidal equilibrium (fine line) as a function of the toroidal angle,
using the electromagnetic dispersion relation including warm plasma effects.

Parameters and initial conditions are similar to those corresponding to figure FV.12.
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amplitude is not only a function of the radial position of the ray, but also of its poloidal one

(see figures IV.12 and IV. 13). Even if variations of the toroidal wave number n oscillations

may be large (± 100%), its averaged value over the followed ray trajectory remains roughly

constant, at a level determined by conditions at launch. Despite the large variations n with (p

when the ray propagates in the high ripple region, the parallel refractive index nn exhibits only

very weak oscillations, of the order of the ripple amplitude 5, as shown for the axially-

modulated cylindrical equilibrium (see figures IV.12 and IV. 13). Thus, the global ray evolution

remains mainly governed by the poloidal inhomogeneity, as shown in figure IV.12.

It is very important to note that even if the amplitude of the toroidal perturbation is much

smaller than the poloidal one, the resulting effect on the ray dynamics may be large, and the

whole ray history may be modified when the wave go round the torus several times before it is

damped. In figure IV.12 such a behaviour is well observed when the ray evolution is

completely changed by ripple effects. The modification of the nn evolution along the ray path

because of the toroidal ripple can strongly modify the wave absorption rate, and therefore the

expected power deposition profile.

It must be noted that the condition Vyf-B/(lVy/\-\B\) = O[(&/ci)2,A5/a,52] is well

fulfilled numerically, both for the axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric cases (see figures IV. 12

and IV.13, where Vi//-B/(lVi//l-l5!)<5xlO~3). If one does not take into account the

modulation of flux surfaces and "switches-off ' this modulation keeping the modulation of the

magnetic field, in other words, if one considers that reflection at a cut-off is not specular then

very localized (on the length of about of a cut-off length, le, see section IV.B.2) and violent

jumps of nn occur leading thus to dramatic variations of nn at a cut-off, which has no physical

sense and corrupt any further calculation of ray evolution. In figure IV.13, such jumps but of a

very small amplitude can be well observed at a cut-off, which do not influence the ray dynamics

and which result from the fact that Vy/--fl/(IVy/HBI) is never exactly zero (even in the

axisymmetric case since a first order in e model of the magnetic equilibrium is used).

As for the cylindrical case, in the toroidal geometry some analytical predictions are also
possible. Here, some results are presented. The effect of the toroidal launch point, cp0, on the

ray evolution has been investigated. In real toroidal simulations, this issue becomes of great

importance because the LH antenna is placed the highest ripple region . As discussed in section

IV.B, the l.iitial ray conditions may strongly affect the ray evolution in the plasma. Using the

prescription - > N(p in expression (IV.28) to get the local ray behaviour at launch for the

toroidal equilibrium, the parallel refractive index nu is expected to decrease when <p0 = JC/2N ,

and to increase when (p0 > n[N. In the toroidal calculations, d(p/dt> 0, as for dz/dt in the

cylindrical case. Numerical simulations have been carried out for three toroidal launching
points, (p0 = n/N corresponding to the center of the antenna between two consecutive coils,

•and <p0 = nJ2N,1nj2N corresponding to approximate antenna edges of the LH system on

' TORE SUPRA (see figure IV. 11). All plasma and wave parameters are kept constant as
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compared to the previous calculations (see figure IV. 12), and in particular, rays are launched in

the equatorial mid-plane. As shown in figure IV.14(a), njt starts to increase as expected when

(pQ = n/N, while it decreases for (p0 = K/2N. When the initial launching point is at an equal

distance between two consecutive coils, dnujd(p is much higher than for the axisymmetric

case, and a more rapid up-shift of the parallel refractive index is observed. For neighbouring

initial conditions, ray trajectories diverge rapidly, a well-known behaviour which can be

explained by the onset of ray stochasticity in toroidal geometry (see, for example, [MRS89],

[KuMo92], [BiMo93]). Hence, a detailed description of the LH power deposition requires to

take into account not only the poloidal extend of the antenna [BiMo93] but also its toroidal

width.

The periodically angular tilt of the specular plane at the plasma edge with respect to the

axisymmetric case which are due to the toroidal modulation of the flux surfaces close to the

plasma edge induces a divergence of the ray evolution especially sensitive at a cut-off layer.

This behaviour is similar to that described for ray propagation in a waveguide with periodically

corrugated reflecting walls [AbZa91]. It must be thus noted, that in the ripple presence not only

the initial conditions which are changed at launch [as shown in figure IV.14(a)] are the only

cause of ray divergence. Also, each time when rays pass through a high ripple region and

undergo reflection there (which can be considered as a new set of initial condition at that cut-

off), these rays having close characteristics before reflection will diverge rapidly after

reflection. This effect has been observed by launching two rays with close initial conditions

from the plasma center (where the ripple effects is negligible). A more rapid divergence of these

rays has been then observed after some reflections as compared to the case without ripple.

Evolution of the toroidal wave number can be predicted analytically as in the cylindrical

case. Indeed, using the cold electrostatic limit of the dispersion relation (IV.49) and performing

the same calculations as in the cylindrical case, one can obtain after a "local" integration over (p

(IV.50)

where na = n(t = t0). Calculations according to equation (IV.50) are presented in figure

IV.14(b). One can see that there is a good agreement between the analytical prediction and

numerical computations. It is easy now to explain the amplitude of n modulations. In fact,

since, at the plasma edge, Rkjn - ±10 (see figure IV. 12) and 8 = 0.1 then oscillations of

about ±100% are predicted by equation (IV.50), which has been very well observed.

It is not evident to obtain such a simple relation for nn as it has been done in the

cylindrical case because the nn is now strongly influenced by the poloidal inhomogeneity (or

m variation). But since the contribution of the poloidal wave number m to nu, which is

1 ( m\approximately given by the relation nu°*—\n-\— , is in fact significantly reduced by the
/ R \ i J

quite large value of the safety factor qa {qa =4 for the case discussed here) at the plasma edge
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Figure IV.14.
(a) Evolution of the parallel refractive index for different toroidal launching angles:
thick line (no ripple), full line (ripple case, antenna center), dashed line (ripple case,
left antenna edge), dot-dashed line (ripple case, right antenna edge). In the insert,

details of ray behaviour at launch are presented; (b) evolution of the toroidal
number n for parameters corresponding to figure IV.]3 and its

semi-analytical estimate.
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where the ripple is important, then it may be assumed that it is the n evolution that governs nu

dynamics in high ripple regions. Moreover, the poloidal wave number m varies weakly over

the ripple period In/N and can be taken to be constant over this period. It is then

straightforward to perform similar to cylindrical case integration (see equation IV.29) and
obtain that, locally, in high ripple regions the k,, is modulated as follows

From this approximate relation, it may be readily concluded that the n,, is modulated

with a local ripple amplitude 5{r, 8) since kr = kx = -J^£^k/f - the behaviour which has been

well proved by numerical integration (see figure IV. 13).

IV.D. Magnetic ripple effects on LH power absorption

Full simulations of LH experiments have been carried out by coupling the ray-tracing
code which follows the ray dynamics in six dimensional space (r',6',(p,kr,rn,n) and allows
one to calculate the quasi-linear diffusion coefficient, D^, needed then to compute the electron

energy distribution function on each magnetic surface \j/ = y/(r',6',<p) [see Chapter II for

details of the procedure of the quasi-linear diffusion coefficient formulation]. The DF is

calculated by a one dimensional (1-D) relativisu'c Fokker-Planck equation [Fis87]

df{pin\j/) t dS(f,plft\r) = Q

dt dp,,

( I V < 5 2 )
aPu

Dc{Pll, yr) = Ae(p,,, VOypJ,1, ^(p , , , y) = (Ztjr + l

where the relativistic momentum p,, is normalized to the thermal momentum pt = mtve with

ve=(TJmt)
in; the quasi-linear diffusion coefficient is D^ is normalized to Do = vp], and

the toroidal (ohmic) electric field l£l/; = Vloop/(27r/?0) - to £„ = Vpje. The thermal collision

frequency is given by v = n/ log A/(m? \)]Anel). Also Zeff is the effective ion charge state

and 7 = (1 + pf, v*/c2)m. The steady-state solution (d/dt = 0) on each magnetic surface y/ is

obtained by setting the flux S{f,pn, y) = constant. In particular, we take the constant (equal to

the runaway flux) equal to zero. For all p,, > pllc, where plle is the critical momentum, when

Ac{p//C)=\Ê\,, we set off/dp,, = 0. That is to say, we suppose that for p,, > p,,c, there an

instability which replaces the collisional momentum loss rate by an effective momentum loss

rate, to maintain a flat tail on distribution function. The solution to equation (IV.52) is then

given-by
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where the normalization constant C can be found from the following relation

= l (IV.54)

[Note that when there is neither an electric field nor a LH source, equation (IV.53) yields a
Maxwellian distribution, / = /M = Ctx^-p^jl)].

It should be mentioned that the distribution function obtained this way is only used to

calculate the LH wave absorption

Jll

and that it yields poor results when used to calculate the RF-driven current. Instead, the

response function is used [EhKa91], which represents a tabulation of coefficients fitting simple

algebraic terms to the solution of the complete FP equation in two velocity dimensions [see

Chapter II, equation (11.61)].
In the calculations, the number of rays Nny launched into the plasma is large enough so

that the final result is independent of this parameter [BiMo93]. Considering Nny = 400 and

dividing the antenna into four equally spaced poloidal angles, and eight toroidal angles between
Pmin - 1-09X10"1 rad. and <pmiX = 1.96x10""'rad. (seefigureIV.il), reliable power deposition
profiles are obtained. A finer antenna mesh, as well as an increase of Nny up to 1600 do not

lead to a significant modification of the predicted power absorption pattern. For all calculations,

only the positive part of the spectrum is considered. The launched spectrum dP(nl/0)ldnll0 is

approximated by a gaussian function centered on the main peak nf/puSe, which is determined by

the phasing between the waveguides from a full wave coupling code (see Appendix B). The

fraction of the power in the main lobe is approximately 70% of the whole power available at the

launcher and coupled to the plasma.

IV.D.7. Detailed study of the dynamics of the launched power spectrum

The influence of magnetic ripple on the LH wave dynamics has been investigated in
various plasma conditions. A detailed analysis is presented for a typical case where the
predicted effect of the ripple on power deposition profile and energy spectrum is large. Plasma
parameters (shot #13550) are Bo = 3.9 T, Ip = 0.8 MA, Tt0 = 3.29 keV, Tea = 0.18 keV, £r<

L 4,46, nt0 = 4.5xlO'9m-3, nta = 1.51x 10I9rrf3, £n< = 4.83, Ztff = 3.25 for
: 0 < \ff < (1 - 5 Z a ) a , l,s = 4.25 for y> ( 1 - 5^)a, with 5ZJ = 0.1. Vloop = 0.25 V and the
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Figure IV.15.
(a) power deposition profile for TORE SUPRA shot #13550 ; simulations for different ripple
amplitudes, thick line: N = 18 (TORE SUPRA case), dashed line: N ~ 24, dot-dashed line:

Nj= 30, no ripple: thin line, full square: Abel inverted hard X-ray brightness at a photon energy
window 75±25 keV, (b) absorbed LH power energy spectrum for different ripple amplitudes.
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ion temperature i$Ti(y/)~Tl(\{/)/2. The launched spectrum is peaked at «/ype)k = 1.8 with a

full width ~ 0.4 (see Appendix B). The sharp off-axis energy averaged power deposition

profile —~L=f— l JLdE which is observed in figure IV.l5(a) for an axisymmetric
aV J dvdE

equilibrium at i//a ~ 0.38 is replaced by a broad and centered profile when the ripple

perturbation is considered. Such a broad absorption profile correlates well with an Abel

inverted radial HXR profile for an energy window 75±25 keV obtained for this shot, thus

proving the fact that the power deposition on suprathermal electrons is rather peaked at the

plasma center.

The modification of the profile suggests that the absorption process becomes weaker,

and therefore waves make more passes through the plasma than in the axisymmetric case,

undergoing numerous reflections before all the launched LH power is absorbed. The ensemble

averaged number of passes N over all rays launched in the simulation [KML93], defined by

where t0 is the time it takes for the ray's increment of power to damp to 1% of its initial value

and the dot means differentiation over time, allows to give a global estimate of the absorption

rate of the wave. The physical picture deduced from figure IV.15(a) is confirmed by the fact

that N increases from 5.16 for the axisymmetric case, to 6.8 for the ripple one. A deeper

insight of this effect may be also obtained by following an evolution a test-ray taken among the

full set of rays considered in the simulation, between 0 and r0, as shown in figure IV. 16. Here,

nJ/0 = 1.75, close to the peak value of the launched power spectrum (nJlpta:k - 1.8). For an

axisymmetric equilibrium, after one pass, the full absorption of the ray process occurs on a

very short time scale (and thus in a very localized plasma layer, close to the main LH absorption

peak at y//a = 0.38 displayed in figure IV.15(a)], when the well-known condition for the

wave quasi-linear Landau damping on resonant thermal electrons nn > n//(J) = -^=4==» is
JT^keV)

fulfilled [IVJ94]. This is clearly illustrated in figure IV.17(a), where time evolution of ntl is

reported together with n,/lh calculated from the local electron temperature at each radial position

of the ray. Conversely, as shown in figure IV.17(b), when magnetic ripple is considered, this

event is never reached before the full absorption of the ray. In this case, the sharp absorption

process on thermal electrons is replaced by a weak and more regular power absorption rate,

except when nn upshifts are large enough and occur in a high temperature region of the plasma.

It should be mentioned that not every ray manifests such a behaviour and there are rays that

,even in the ripple presence are absorbed rather rapidly. The fraction of such rays is smaller

• when ripple effects are considered but they are necessary to create electrons fast enough for the
rays for which the condition nn > n//lh is never fulfilled and which are more numerous in the
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no ripple
with ripple \ / —

1000 2000 3000 4000

Figure IV.16.
trajectory for an initial value at launch nll0 = 1.75 and plasma conditions corresponding to

! TORE SUPRA shot U13550. (a) radial position as a function of the time normalized to the LH
wave frequency Q)/2n = 3.7 GHz, (b) variation of the parallel refractive index, (c) normalized

'' power absorption along the ray path. The vertical arrow indicates the radial position of the ray
at which full absorption occurs for the case of an axisymmetric equilibrium.
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Figure IV.17.
Ray dynamics for an initial value at launch nll0 = 1.75 and plasma conditions corresponding to

TORE SUPRA shot #13550. The grey area shows, the region where a strong quasi-linear
Landau damping on resonant subtermal thermal electron occurs: it is plotted from the local

electron temperature determined at flux positions along the ray path. Corresponding flux
positions are given in figure IV. 16. (a) no ripple case, the arrow indicates the time when the

condition nri > nIHh is fulfilled, (b) ripple case.
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presence of ripple can be efficiently absorbed. (Note that without rays that undergo significant

upshifts, absorption by fast electrons is not possible. This is because such rays start to

accelerate bulk electrons creating thus pre-accelerated electrons on which further absorption

becomes possible. The problem of existence of significantly upshifted rays is the so called

spectral gap problem discussed in Chapter II). In such a situation, more favourable conditions

are created for a large fraction of the LH power to be absorbed mainly by fast electrons. Indeed,

the power lost by non-resonant collisional damping, even much higher in this case, remains at a

low and fairly negligible level (< 1 %). The study of a test-ray thus confirms that ripple

broadening and shift towards the plasma center of the LH power deposition profile results of an

increase of the number of bounces made by rays between caustics and cut-offs before their full

absorption. In addition, it provides an explanation why a more efficient coupling of the LH

wave to fast electrons is found, when the magnetic ripple perturbation is taken into account. As

shown in figure IV.15(b), an increase of an order of magnitude of the volume averaged energy

spectrum —— = J—^-dV is found above £ = 50 keV, while the fraction of LH power

coupled to low energy electrons ( £ < 30 keV) is reduced, so that the total absorbed power level

is kept constant. These characteristics are typical in a stochastic regime, and power deposition

in that case turns out to be the outcome of a probabilistic process in the wave phase space (see

[KuMo92], [KML93], [ALP95]).

The effect of the ripple amplitude on the wave absorption dynamics has been

investigated by increasing the number of toroidal field coils N, keeping, on the other hand, the

TORE SUPRA geometry. For N = 24, the ripple level in the equatorial mid-plane at the

outboard edge of the plasma is 6(a,0) ~ 2.8 %, and for N = 30, it decreases to 1%. Variations

of dPUi/dV and dPLii/dE are presented in figures IV.17(a) and IV.17(b). If the ripple

amplitude is reduced by a factor 2.7 {N = 18 -* N = 24), the energy dependence of dPmjdE

remains still modified as compared to the axisymmetric case, while dP^/dV corresponding to

no ripple case is nearly recovered.

IV.D.2. Global study of ripple effects on power deposition characteristics.

A systematic study of ripple effects has been carried out for different TORE SUPRA

shots. Simulated with and without ripple power deposition radial profiles, dPw(y)/dV

(integrated over energy), have been principally compared. Study of ripple effects on absorbed

power energy spectra has been carried out by observation the current drive efficiency

modification (see below). To characterize ripple effects on dPul(y/)/dV, two moments of this

radial distribution have been introduced: (i) (y/) being the average radial position of the

absorbed power, and (ii) J\{v~{¥)f) being the average width of the absorbed power

profile:
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< iff) = ] dyr y2 dPul/dV Pm (IV.57)
/

() ]{ dPw/dV / P ^ (IV.58)
o /

where

] ^ dV.59)

is the total absorbed power.

Once introduced these two moments, we can then study difference between these

quantities obtained with and without ripple

., ÂMÎ) ., ov.60
npple V > ' nonppls

It is not so obvious to choose a single parameter to make a scan with, since the LH

power absorption process strongly depends on many parameters, such as density, temperature

and safety factor profiles, magnetic field, etc. One of such parameters may be the ensemble

averaged over all rays launched in a simulation number of passes, N, given by equation

(IV.56). It determines the number of passes through the plasma column which make rays

launched by the antenna before they are completely absorbed and, to some extent, the number

of times rays pass through a high ripple zone. It is understood that not every reflection happens

in a high ripple zone but it is clear that the more passes the more frequently rays pass though a

high ripple region, so that one may expect that this parameter is a good one to characterize the

ripple effects and that when rays make many passes there would be no significant effects.
Here, a global scan of TORE SUPRA shots with a fixed plasma current value Ip (so the

same edge safety factor value, qa ~ 8) and fixed n//pak = 1.8 is presented in figure IV.18 as

function of N. The shots, which are discussed in details in the text, are marked by arrows.
In figure IV.18(a), a difference between N simulated with and without ripple is

presented as a function of the average number of passes obtained without ripple, Ns=0. One can

see that when rays make many passes through the plasma, N5=Qt8, (the so called multipass

regime) in the absence of ripple, the ripple effects diminish N by about a factor of 2 (still

/remaining however in the multipass branch). This may be explained by the fact in the multipass

• regime (low electron temperatures or magnetic fields, or high densities), there are no sufficient
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Figure IV.18.

Global effect of the ripple perturbation on power deposition radial profiles as a function of the
ensemble averaged number of passes </V> over all rays launched in the simulations in the

axisymmetric case, (a) variation of <N>, (b) radial shift ofLH power deposition profiles, (c) radial
broadening of LH power deposition profiles, (d) relative variation of the current drive efficiency.

Open circles correspond to values deduced from simulations of TORE SUPRA shots.
Arrows indicate the shots which are discussed in details in the text.
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«^-upshifts for these rays to be absorbed (the spectral gap is large), and when the ripple

perturbation is added to the poloidal one, the nn spectrum becomes much broader and faster

absorption is then predicted. In the intermediate regime, when rays make several passes

through the plasma, i.e. 3 5 NS_Q ~ 6 , one can observe that the number of passes increases

when ripple is taken into account, thus justifying that too rapid /^-upshifts (leading to rapid

wave absorption) become less frequent in the ripple presence. In the single-pass regime, when
wave make one or two passes, NS=Q <2, ripple effects do not significantly change NS=Q,

because of a very rapid absorption.

In figure IV.18(b), a shift of the average radial position of power absorption profile is

presented. Here, again three regimes can be distinguished. In the multipass regime, rays make

so many passes through the plasma that the ripple effects are cancelled by averaging over many

periods of ripple perturbation. In the intermediate regime, shifts towards the plasma center of

power deposition radial profiles are observed, that is, more centered depositions are predicted.

In the single-pass regime, an inverse situation is observed, which can be explained by the fact

that in such a regime, very peaked at some radial position (rather at the outer half of the plasma)

power absorption profiles are obtained due to very localized and rapid absorption, and any

small shift leads to big values of à(y/). Such small shifts may be due to the initial conditions

which are changed in the presence of ripple.

In figure IV.18(c), ripple effects on radial width of power absorption profiles are

presented. One can see, that in the multipass regime, no effects are observed, justifying the

cancellation of the effect in such a regime. In contrast, in the intermediate regime a significant

broadening of the power deposition profiles is predicted, thus proving the fact that in the ripple

presence the nu spectrum on each flux surface becomes larger, which creates better conditions

for the LH power to be absorbed. In the single-pass regime, no significant broadening is

observed and profiles being initially very peaked without ripple conserve their shape.

A similar to figure IV.18(c) behaviour is observed for the relative variation of the

current drive efficiency, rj<* / L H /P U I . Observation of such a variation is a good way to

characterize ripple effects on power deposition energy spectra. Here again, no effect is

predicted in the multipass regime. A significant improving of the CD efficiency is predicted in

the intermediate regime, which results from a better coupling of the LH power to fast electrons

(so broader nn spectra) when ripple effects are considered. (Note that since the CD efficiency

are rather low, any experimental validation of the results is difficult). A weak.decrease of the

current drive efficiency in the single-pass regime may be explained by the fact that the power

deposition profiles in this case are slightly shifted toward the plasma edge (where the plasma is

colder) when the ripple is considered.

Finally, it should be pointed out that a certain dispersion of points which can be

observed in figure IV. 18 reflects the fact such a complex phenomena as the process of wave

absorption cannot be fully described by a single parameter, such as the average number of
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passes or another. Nevertheless, as shown in figu;.̂  IV. 18, principal ingredients of ripple

effects are rather well explained.

IV.E. Comparison between numerical simulations and experimental results

The effect of magnetic ripple on the LH wave dynamics has been investigated in various

plasma conditions and simulations of different TORE SUPRA shots have been compared with

various experimental data. Note that two types of ripple effects have be°n well distinguished,

which are (i) the modification of the radial profiles and (ii) the modification of the energy

spectra.

IV.E.i. Comparison with HXR andRF current density profiles.

High density case. It is well known that at a high density (or a low magnetic field), the

LH wave becomes poor accessible to the plasma center, since the accessibility parameter
niiacc ^ V" ! / 5 becomes bigger at a higher density (or a lower magnetic field) and the LH wave

cannot penetrate plasma center unless nn >n//acc. For such a case corresponding to a TORE

SUPRA shot #8966, a power deposition profile dPul(y/)/dV is given in figure IV.19. The

plasma and LH parameters are: Bo = 3.9 T, Ip = 1.6 MA, TtQ = 2.8 keV, ntQ = 7.3xl0l9m"3,

ZeJT = 2.5, V;Mp = 0.25 V, Pw = 4 MW and nt/pak = 2.0 (45° phasing).

It is seen that, without ripple, simulated dP^i^/dV is strongly localized around y/a

~ 0.45, whereas in the presence of ripple it is much broader. There is also a better coupling of

the LH wave with the fast electrons in the plasma with a significant modification in the energy

dependence of the nonthermal part of the electron distribution function, as shown in figure

IV.19. In this case, an increase by about 60% is predicted in the current drive figure of merit

(Iw = 0.45 MA with ripple), since the LH wave interacts more efficiently with high-energy

electrons. The CD efficiency remains however low since at a higher density the collision

frequency of electrons with bulk electrons and ions becomes bigger thus leading to a lower CD

efficiency ( r\ « \/nc, see Chapter II). The broad profile of an Abel inverted HXR spectrum (see

Chapter III for details of the radial profile inversion techniques) for an energy window 75±25

keV (see figure IV.19) proves to some extent that the absorbed power profile is rather large

(note that because of a very high density, HXR signal was quite weak and some errors of

inversion may be present which do not however significantly change the broad shape of the

profile).
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Figure IV.19.
Power deposition profile for a high-density TORE SUPRA shot #8966. In the insert, power
absorption energy spectra calculated with and without ripple effects are shown. Experimental
Abel inverted hard X-ray brightness is also plotted for the photon energy range 75±25 keV.

Full current drive experiment. Let us consider a TORE SUPRA shot with a lower

density, when the LH wave CD efficiency is high enough to drive full current with of LH
power available on TORE SUPRA. The parameters used are (shot #10558): So = 3.9 T, lf =

0.8 MA, Tt0 = 6.0 keV, nt0 = 3.0xl019 m"3, Zlff = 2.5, V ^ = 0.07 V, Pm = 3.4 MW and
n//pok = 1-8 (0° phasing). One can see in figure IV. 20 that such a shot corresponds to a much

deeper penetration of LH power to the plasma center compared to the high density case. The

ripple effect on the energy dependence on power absorption energy spectra disappears [see

figure IV.18(d) where the variation of the CD efficiency is plotted], but a modification of

dPw(\if)/dV is well observed. As shown in figure IV.20, the power deposition radial profile,

which is much more centrally peaked when magnetic ripple is considered, is not only in

agreement with the hard X-ray emission, but also with the current density profile deduced from

polarimetry measurements. Moreover, a power deposition profile calculated by the so called

wave diffusion/Fokker-Planck (WD/FP) model [KML93] is plotted in figure IV.20. This model

allows one to calculate power deposition profiles in multipass regimes when the LH wave

absorption is weak and it is based on a statistical treatment of wave propagation when ray

/s'tochasticity is large. It is not a case at all for the shot under consideration and a very rapid

.. absorpdon occurs over about 3-4 passes through the plasma. But it is interesting to note that the
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more centrally peaked profile (as predicts the WD/FP) calculated with ripple may be somewhat

explained by the fact that stochasricity becomes larger in the presence of ripple effects.

For this shot, it is worth noting that, if ripple is neglected, a radial diffusion coefficient

for fast electrons of about 2.0 m2/s must be introduced to link the power deposition profile to

the non-inductive current density profile, while nearly no radial transport is necessary when the

full magnetic topology is considered. This result proves to some extent the fact that collisional

slowing down seems to prevail over radial diffusion of fast electrons in LH experiments on

TORE SUPRA [Pey93].
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Figure IV.20.

Power deposition profile for full current-drive TORE SUPRA shot #10558. In the insert are
presented the normalized Abel inverted hard X-ray brightness in the photon energy range

75 ±25 keV and the normalized experimental current density profile determined from magnetic
measurements. A power deposition profile deduced from the wave diffusion!F okker-Planck

model[KML93] is also plotted.

Effect of plasma current. An interesting verification of ripple effects has been made

while simulating the TORE SUPRA shot #15375. During this shot, the plasma current has been

changed to investigate effects of plasma current on power deposition profiles. Changing the

plasma current during one shot made it possible to observe the pure effect of plasma current

because all the other plasma parameters did not vary significantly. The plasma parameters were:

Bo = 3.9 T, TtQ = 3.7 keV, nt0 = 4.1xl0 I9m-3 , Ztff = 2.5, P m = 2.5 MW and nn^ = 1.8

(0° phasing).
Simulations have been carried out for two plasma current levels lp = 0.7 MA ( Vloo? =

0.2 V) and Ip = 1.5 MA (Vloop = 0.5 V). In figure IV.21, results of these simulations are

presented. One can see that the simulations with ripple [figure IV.21 (a)] manifest the clear

displacement of the pov/ir deposition towards the plasma edge when the current is increased
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Figure IV.21.
Simulations of power deposition profiles for TORE SUPRA shot 815375 corresponding to

! '• two plasma current levels, (a) ripple case, (b) no ripple case, (c) normalized Abel inverted hard
X-ray brightness in two photon energy ranges 75±25 keV and 125±25 keV.
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from 0.7 MA to 1.5 MA. In contrast, no remarkable difference is observed in the power

deposition profiles calculated without taking into account the ripple effects [figure IV.21(b)]

and both profiles are peaked at yf/a ~ 0.35, which is in a disagreement with the fact that the

inverted (local) HXR profiles, which are plotted in figure IV.21(c) for three energy windows

75+25 keV, 125+25 keV, 175±25 keV (not shown), significantly shift when the plasma

current increases. It is also worth noting that some increase of the CD efficiency has been
observed for Ip = 0.7 MA phase [ lRF = 0.37 MA without ripple and IRF = 0.50 MA with

ripple, see figure IV.18(d)] and no effect for l? ~ 1.5 MA phase was observed. Moreover,

there was no change in the predicted RF current level between these two phases (IRF ~ 0.5

MA).

IV.E.2. Comparison with fast electron ripple losses measurements.

Fast electron ripple losses also provide a useful tool to investigate both spatial and

spectral characteristics of the absorbed power during LHCD experiments. Pitch angle scattered

fast electrons with a large perpendicular momentum may be toroidally trapped in the local

magnetic mirrors, and thus be lost to the vacuum vessel during their vertical drift motion along

iso-B surfaces if no collisional detrapping occurs [RGM91].

Let us briefly consider the physics of fast ripple electron losses. It is well known that

any variation of magnetic field strength along a field line can cause trapping of the plasma

particles [Dav76]. In the absence of ripple, particles may be divided into the class that is trapped

in the well of depth ~ 2E(r)B0 (where e(r) = r/R is the local inverse aspect ratio) caused by

the rotational transform (banana particles, 6 < dbinini °= -\je(r), see figure IV.22) and those

particles which are not trapped. When the amplitude of ripple is high enough as compared to the

\jR dependence of the toroidal field, local minima can develop along field lines and the

particles trapped in the rotational transform well may become trapped in the many wells of

depth = 28B. It has been shown [Str72] the condition for a ripple well to occur and so these

minima to exist is given by a' = e|sin 6\/(qN5) < 1 (the so called bad confinement zone) The

condition for particles to be trapped within these local magnetic mirrors is given by
V/JvA < V<5. Once being in such a local magnetic mirror, particles drift vertically toward the

tokamak wall along iso- B surfaces (ions up and electrons down), which results from the

toroidal variation in magnetic field strength. The effect of the magnetic trapping can be modelled

by the loss cone in the momentum space (p,fi) (see figure IV.22). The half width of this

cone, 6C, is determined by the local ripple amplitude and so it is different for each magnetic

surface. Due to collisions, the particles which enter this loss cone may gain a parallel

momentum and be detrapped. If it does not happen, they continue to drift towards the plasma

edge and finally quit the plasma. This detrapping effect can be modelled by the threshold

detrapping energy, £, (corresponding momentum is p,), below which electrons can be

considered as being rapidly detrapped due to collisions and above which they can be assumed
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to be completely lost to the vacuum vessel. Thus the electron loss can be modelled by applying

for the electron distribution function a zero boundary condition at the loss cone for those

electrons with £ > Er The electrons which are in the bad confinement zone, Q < 9C, but with

£ < £, (so rapidly detrapped) are the so called super-banana electrons (see figure FV.22).

P/f
Figure IV.22.

Momentum phase space ( pinpL) diagram. The following four regions are shown: (I) the
region where the electrons are passing, (2) the region of banana electrons trapped in toroidal

magnetic field mirror (angular half-width is 6^^, ), (3) the loss cone (angular half-width is GJ
where the banana electrons are trapped and lost in local magnetic mirrors, (4) the region of

super-banana electrons.

Therefore, measuring at the plasma edge the current density carried by these trapped

collisionless electrons one can obtain a local estimate of the absorbed LH power level in the

plasma where an iso- B surface is tangent to an iso-ripple surface. In addition, rough spectral

information may be obtained from a quantitative analysis, as below the threshold energy

collisional detrapping prevents non-thermal electrons to be lost in the magnetic mirrors.

An array of twelve electric collectors has been installed inside a bottom vertical port of

TORE SUPRA to measure the current carrying by ripple trapped electrons (a similar array but

inside a top vertical port is used to measure the ionic current) [CBA94]. Each given bottom

collector is related to a known vertical chord across the plasma by the drift trajectory of the fast

electrons, and therefore the array gives a profile of the absolute current (which is integrated

along vertical chords) of non-thermal electrons entering the port. After an inversion procedure

of the signal obtained from these twelve collectors, one can obtain a local current profile.

To link the fast electron losses to the spatial and spectral dependences of the LH

absorbed power, a kinetic model has been developed, based on the resolution of a steady state
• Fokker-Planck equation V-fcoU = V-ful using a Green's function technique, where feoU and
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fUl are the electronic fluxes in momentum space that result respectively from collisions

(slowing-down + pitch-angle scattering), and from the resonant wave-particle interaction. The

ripple effect is modelled by a loss cone in velocity space (see figure IV.22), which represents

the domain where fast electrons whose banana tips are outside the good confinement zone

defined by the condition a > 1. Electrons entering this cone are assumed to be lost when their

energy is above a threshold related to the collisional detrapping. A consistent calculation of the

local electronic flux O through the loss cone is carried out to estimate die total current collected
/rip by the ripple diagnostic (see Appendix IV.A).

A detailed experimental study has been carried out in TORE SUPRA on fast electrons
ripple losses [CBA94], The total electronic current 7rip and its profile were measured in various

plasma conditions (electron density, plasma current, etc.) and at different LH power levels.

Scaling laws of the total current collected current as a function of density and LH power have
been found. Here, a study of the scaling of /rip with the plasma current Ip at a fixed electron

density and launched LH power level P^ is presented. It is clear that by increasing the plasma
current Ip (at fixed density and power), one increases the size of the good confinement zone

since a °= l/q. So one may expect that /rip would decrease with Ip, but as shown in figure

IV.23(a) an opposite situation is observed when /rip increases with Ip. Such a situation can be

explained by a shift (and/or broadening) of the LH power deposition radial profile toward the

plasma edge when the plasma current increases, so that the fraction of the LH power in the bad

confinement zone increases more rapidly than does so the good confinement zone (a* £ 1). In

addition, the increase the LH power fraction in the bad confinement zone (where the density is
lower) may also contribute to an increase of 7rip with Ip through the process the global

reduction of the detrapping process since the threshold detrapping energy E, « nt{r). Also, a

slightly better coupling to fast electrons may be obtained when the plasma current is increased.

It is interesting to note that a similar modification of the LH absorbed power radial profile with
the plasma current / has been observed by measuring the hard X-ray emission profiles in

similar experimental conditions (see the discussion of shot #15375 in section IV.E.i).
Simulations of /rip have been carried out, which take into account the actual geometry of

the good confinement area, in particular for the determination of the local angular width of the

loss cone in momentum space [CBA94]. The absorbed LH power is estimated from ray-tracing

calculations coupled with a 1-D Fokker-Planck module, in which the ripple perturbation is

incorporated in the ray dynamics, as discussed in previous sections. Without considering the

magnetic ripple perturbation in the ray dynamics (in the ray tracing code), the increase of /rip

with Ip can be well reproduced, as shown in figure IV.23(a), which results from the

modification of the power profiles. However, for the lowest current (lp = 0.7 MA), no loss

current is predicted, which is in a contradiction with the experimental observation. This

discrepancy disappears when ripple effects are taken into account in calculations of the power

deposition radial and energy profiles. One can see in figure IV.23(b) and IV.23(c) that in these
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(a) Evolution of the ripple current levellrip as a function of the plasma current Ip at fixed LH
power level (PUI « 1 MW), and fixed electron density for TORE SUPRA shots. Full squares:

experimental data, dashed line: from simulations without including the ripple perturbation in the
ray dynamics, full line: from simulations including the ripple perturbation in the ray dynamics.
1 Errors bars correspond to an uncertainty of ±20% on the level of the detrapping threshold

I energy, (b) Power deposition profile for the case Ip = 0.7 MA (TORE SUPRA shot #13496).
The thick vertical line indicates the limit below which the good confinement condition cc* >1

is fulfilled, (c) Absorbed power spectrum for the case of figure (b). The thick vertical line indicates
the threshold detrapping energy level.
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both cases, the power deposition profiles lie mainly in the bad confinement domain and that the

major effect comes from the modification of the power absorption energy profile - a much better

coupling to fast electrons with energies above the threshold detrapping energy is predicted.

Calculations with such an absorption spectrum are in a good agreement with the measured

electronic current for Ip = 0.7 MA [see figure IV.23(a)], which again can be somewhat

considered as a confirmation of the developed model.

VI.F. Summary and conclusions

Using ray-tracing, a detailed investigation of the lower hybrid wave propagation in the

presence of toroidal field ripple is presented. The local ray behaviour is first depicted for a

cylindrical equilibrium periodically modulated along the axial direction. Variations along ray

trajectories in the component of the wave vector parallel to the equilibrium magnetic field are

observed, with a maximum relative amplitude of the order of the ripple level. For the full

rippled toroidal equilibrium, a similar local behaviour is found when the ray trajectory crosses a

high ripple region at the outboard edge of the plasma. Analytical calculations are carried out and

compared to numerical computations. A good agreement is found. However, despite the rather

modest amplitude of the ray perturbation that results from the magnetic ripple, its global

influence on ray trajectories may be strong, as a consequence of combining effects of the

toroidal and the large poloidal inhomogeneities. A large sensitivity to the launching toroidal

angles is also found, which necessitates to consider both poloidal and toroidal extents of the

antenna in realistic calculations. By coupling ray-tracing with a one-dimensional relativistic

Fokker-Planck code, simulations of LH experiments have been performed for the TORE

SUPRA tokamak, which has a large magnetic ripple (7% at the plasma edge and 12% at the

vacuum vessel). It is shown that the magnetic ripple induces a significant modification of the

LH power deposition profiles mainly in "intermediate" regimes, when single-pass absorption

does not occur and when the wave makes some, but not many, passes through the plasma

before being absorbed. In this case, the effect of magnetic ripple leads usually to a broadening

of the power deposition profile and a shift towards the plasma center corresponding to a better

penetration of the LH wave, which may be attributed to an increase of the ray stochasticity. It

has been then shown that without taking account of the process of radial diffusion of fast

electrons it is possible to reproduce rather well the observed current density profiles.

Besides the radial effect, a large modification of the energy dependence of absorbed LH

power is found as compared to the case without ripple, especially in the high energy range. A

significant increase of the CD efficiency is therefore predicted which is a consequence of a

better coupling of the LH power to fast electrons. This effect still remains if the ripple amplitude

is reduced by a factor four, while the power deposition profile corresponding to no ripple is

nearly recovered. However, in fully stochastic regimes, the very large number of passes ends

up by cancelling any effects due to the ripple perturbation.
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By considering the magnetic ripple in LH simulations, a better agreement is found with

experimental results, in particular the hard X-ray bremsstrahlung emission and the ripple power

losses in local magnetic mirrors at low density and low plasma current, as well as with

measured current density profiles. It should, however, be mentioned that some discrepancies

which are still observed between experimental data and numerical predictions necessitate to

consider additional processes in the simulation model such as the process of radial diffusion of

fast electrons (which seems to be not very important on TORE SUPRA), the process of wave

scattering by low-frequency density fluctuations, etc. (see Chapter II for the description of such

possible processes).
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Appendix IV.A. Calculation of the electron flux through the loss cone.

The total electronic flux f in momentum space is a sum of three contributions,
f = f, + fM + fu,, where Ts, fM, fLH being resulting, respectively, from collisional slowing-

down, pitch-angle scattering and quasi-linear diffusion. In the polar coordinate system defined

by unitary vectors ep and es (see figure IV.A.l), f,, f̂ , fLH may be expressed as the

following

Ts; slowing-down
f̂ .- pitch-angle scattering
rLH: quasi-linear diffusion

Figure IV.A.l.
Showing the momentum space geometry (,p,H) used in the calculations. Three fluxes due to

slowing-down, pitch-angle scattering, and quasi-linear diffusion processes are also
schematically presented. Note that the direction of the pitch-angle diffusion process at a point in

the {p,fX) space is determined by the sign of dfjd\i at this point.

T^-A^lë, (IV.A.1)

(IV.A.2)

(IV.A.3)

where ^ = cos#p, y = -y/l + p2 and A =4^cn,rt
2logA, with rt the classical electron radius,

log A the Coulomb logarithm. All quantities are expressed in relativistic units, except for the

parameter A. The electronic flux through the loss cone O is then given by the simple relation

•dà (IV.A.4)
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where da = 27qpdp^l - y.] êQf, and fj.e = c o s — 6C ] with 6C the half angular width of the

loss cone (see figure IV.A.l). Reporting equations (IV.A.l), (IV.A.2), and (IV.A.3) into

equation (IV.A.4), one obtains

dp (IV.A.5)

As the LH wave interacts mainly with high p n electrons, it may be well assumed that

rLH(p,^u = fic) = 0 above the detrapping momentum threshold p r Therefore only pitch-angle

scattering can be considered to lead to ripple losses and

,,p

To determine the electron distribution function, a widely used Green's function

technique is applied. Once found the appropriate to the problem Green's function, the DF is

given by

fL H(p' , / i ' ) (IV.A.7)

where G(pf,{i/,p,fi) is the Green's function of the relativistic collisiohal operator

[p2 dp p2 2 d^ >d\i\

which satisfies the boundary conditions on the loss cone G(p"> pc,fi
f = ^ic,p,fJ.) = 0 and the

usual condition G{p' < p , / i ' ,p ,^) = 0 ensuring that an electron with momentum p results only

from diffusion in momentum space of higher energy electrons {p' > p). The determination of

G{p',ii',p,iï) is based on a standard procedure (see, for example, [RaMo89]), which has been

generalized for the case with the loss cone [CBA94].

<IV-A-9>

with y ' = ^ l + p ' 2 . In expression (IV.A.9), H(x) is the Heaviside function,

where Pa°_,(,u) is the associated Legendre function of the first kind

[AbSt72] and the parameter /l, = a((a, -1 ) is determined numerically from the boundary
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condition T, = 0 which must be satisfied on the loss cone, ji = }ic. As expected, ^ ( / i ) may

be identified to the odd order Legendre polynomials, J 2 / + — P1M{n) with a, = 2 /+ 2, to

satisfy the boundary condition on the loss cone in the limit flc —» 0.

The determination of <D requires the knowledge of the electron flux in the momentum

space that results from fast electrons interaction with the narrow spectrum of LH waves. It is

given by the usual relation V-fU)(p1,p/.) = - ^ - | — ^mfo'f l / ) ) w h e r e # k i s t h e L H

dpn{Pll dp,, ) dpn

wave energy per unit time, per unit volume and per unit parallel momentum going into electrons

and out of the wave from the quasi-linear point of view. Since the loss cone is rather far from

the ji = 1 axis, where most of the LH power is absorbed, the electronic flux $ entering the

loss cone is not significantly influenced by the details of the fu{ shape, and it can be well

assumed that LH power deposition occurs only on the axis pL = 0, and V • f^ may be then

roughly approximated by ^ ^ % -1), where S(pu, y,) = J-(±^S^mïï\ In the
2Kp2 ^ yy" rj dPll{pu dp,, )

simulations, —LH Pl'-^— is estimated on each magnetic surface y/ from ray-tracing

calculations coupled with a one dimensional relativistic Fokker-Planck code (see section IV.D).
If S{pu) 9t 0 in the interval /?, < p,, < p2, and using the relation Y,(l) = 1, the electronic flux

through the loss cone is given by

7
(IV. A. 10)
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CHAPTER V

TWO-DIMENSIONAL FOKKER-PLANCK MODELLING OF THE
FAST ELECTRON DYNAMICS

V.A. Introduction

The Lower Hybrid (LH) Current Drive (CD) scheme still remains one of the promising

methods for noninductive CD in tokamaks with a view to achieving continuous operation of

fusion devices and to control the current density profile. For the last fifteen years, a great

experimental and theoretical effort has been made in this field in order to have a deeper

understanding of the physical mechanisms that govern the processes of LH wave propagation

and absorption. From the experimental point of view, large CD efficiencies have been obtained,

up to 0.4 xlO20 Am"2 W"1, and various LHCD performances have been reported on different

machines (for recent TORE SUPRA results, see [Mor95]). From the theoretical side, a great

number of models has been developed to determine the LH power both spatial and energy

absorption profiles.

It is well known that during LHCD very energetic electrons are generated, which can

carry all the plasma current provided that the efficiency of CD is high and enough amounts of

RF power are available. So in order to have a possibility to control the plasma current profile,

reliable techniques of detecting such fast electrons are needed. From this point of view, the

non-thermal bremsstrahlung emission (BE) is a powerful method for diagnosing fast electrons

in both configuration and momentum spaces. It is therefore a stringent test on the validity of

models describing the LH wave propagation and absorption in tokamak plasmas, an important

assessment in order to achieve reliable current profile control and stationary enhanced

performance regimes. For accurate simulations of the BE, it is well-known (see, for example,

[GSB86]) that a careful description of the full two-dimensional (in the momentum space)

electron dynamics plays an important role. However, up to now, in most self-consistent

predictions of the LH power deposition, only one-dimensional (in parallel momentum) Fokker-

Planck calculations have been carried out, in order to keep computer time consumption at an

acceptable level. To account for the perpendicular electron dynamics, the suprathermal electron

distribution function is usually assumed to be Maxwellian in perpendicular momentum, with an

effective perpendicular temperature Tx estimated in the plateau region from a non-relativistic

theory [FCS85]. Despite rather satisfactory results obtained within this conventional approach,

some quantitative discrepancies have been reported, especially when both the BE and the non-

inductive current level have to be predicted from the same distribution function [BPB93]. In

this chapter, calculations of the BE are reported, in which the two-dimensional fast electron
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dynamics is modelled in the momentum space by a fast full two-dimensional relativistic Fokker-

Planck solver coupled self-consistently with ray tracing calculations. Such simulations of the

BE detected on TORE SUPRA are of particular importance because the BE is measured at such

photon energies that it is mostly due to very fast electrons with energies above the plateau

region. And since such fast electrons are generated in this region due to pitch-angle scattering,

their dynamics can be correctly described only by a full 2-D relativistic treatment.

This chapter is composed as follows. In section V.B, the two-dimensional (2-D)

Fokker-Planck equation is introduced, in which the relativistic Beliaev-Budker collision

operator is used, including the first Legendre harmonic reaction term, which plays an important

role for an accurate determination of the shape of the fast electron tail. Electron trapping and

bounce averaging are not considered (see Chapter II for details). A numerical procedure to

solve this equation is described in section V.C and some aspects are briefly discussed such as

boundary conditions and conditions for stable solutions. In order to have a deeper insight to the

dynamics of fast electrons, a simple analytical approach is proposed in section V.D, which is

based on the resolution of the Langevin equations. This approach allows us to understand some

interesting features of fast electron dynamics in the region above the plateau, which are very

important in describing the fast electron BE. In section V.E, a numerical procedure of coupling

the 2-D FP module with ray tracing calculations is described and stability conditions are

discussed. In section V.F, numerical results and, in particular, simulations of the fast electron

BE by the developed RT/FP-2D code are presented for different TORE SUPRA shots.

Comparisons between different FP modules are given. Finally, conclusions are given in section

V.G.

V.B. Theoretical model

The kinetic evolution of the electron distribution function / in the momentum phase-

space during RF current drive can usually be described by the Fokker-Planck equation

of ( df\ , ( df~\ c <tf r\i n
-r-= -r~ + H r -E,,~— (V.I)

The first term on the right side describes the contribution of lower hybrid waves, the

second one that of collisions. The third term gives the contribution of a constant electric field.

Note that terms due to diffusion of fast electrons in the configurational space and terms due to

effects of trapping in the global magnetic walls have been neglected (see the discussion in

Chapter II).
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Figure V.I.
Momentum phase-space. Four electronflitxes are schematically shown: Fsd is the slowing

downfliLx, Tpas pitch-angle scattering flia, f^ the flux due to LH waves, and ftf is the flux
due to a constant electric field.

The following normalized variables are used for time, electron velocity and momentum

t -» rv, v -» v/ vt, p-* p/p, (V.2)

where the thermal velocity unit is defined by the Maxwellian average

(V.3)

where fM(p) denotes the normalized relativistic Maxwellian distribution

(2ff)
3/2

(V.4)

with

and

(V.5)

(V.6)

/ We will restrict ourselves to cases where 0 « 1 (even for Te =5.11 keV, 0 = 0.01 «
; 1). The thermal velocity is v, = [TJnt)

il2. The thermal momentum is given by
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pt=mtv, (V.7)

and the thermal collision frequency is given by

/ ( 3 ) (V.8)

The toroidal electric field, En, is normalized to Eo = p,v/e. Note also that nc = Znr

The following normalization is used for the DF

\fdp = \ (V.9)

Different contributions to the relativistic 2-D Fokker-Planck equation can be written in

the following form

where vloss is the phenomenological collision loss term (Krook type loss term, see Chapter II),

which introduces the effect of losses on the solution and is included for the sake of generality; it

is not used in the present work; 5 is a flux due to different contributions (see below) and
o Jt - +1 '

I(fM,fi/i) is the collision integral [where fi(p) = - \ f sin 8 pP^cos 6 p)d9p = —^ f/idfJ. is the
2 o * - - t

first spherical harmonic of the distribution function] which represents the complete first

Legendre harmonic term for electron-electron collisions part of which is usually neglected and

the inclusion of which can lead to important differences in the values of the calculated current.

Note that, as it has been pointed out in [ShSh93], the addition of the collision term / leads also

to an electrical conductivity corresponding to the full Spitzer conductivity.

One can calculate the contribution of the LH waves to the flux term from the LH wave

quasi-linear term

L] =JLDQLJL (v.ii)
f
 AH dp I I fa 11

where the quasi-linear diffusion coefficient due to the LH waves, D^, is normalized to

In the spherical coordinates p,\i- p,,/p = cos6p (see figure V.I) we have

where '
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5 = ( l -M

B{p)df
p djl

(V.14)

In equation (V.13), the first term represents an electron flux due to the toroidal electric

field, the second term - due to the quasi-linear interaction between the electrons and the LH

waves, and the third term - due to the slowing down process (diffusion plus friction). In

equation (V.14), the third term represents the pitch-angle scattering electron flux.

To calculate the coefficients A(p), B(p), and F(p) [and the collision integral

/(j^p/j/i)], the results obtained in [BrKa89] are used, which are based on the generalisation of

the Landau collision operator to a relativistic plasma made by Beliaev and Budker [BeBu56].

The collision operator in both relativistic and non-relativistic cases involves the distribution

function of the background species. This makes the operators difficult to evaluate, numerically

or analytically. In the non-relativistic case, this difficulty was removed by writing it in terms of

derivatives of two scalar potentials [Trub58]. The potentials in turn satisfy a pair of elliptic

partial differential equations, which allows numerical evaluation of the collision operator by

solving the potential equations. The relativistic collision operator of Beliaev and Budker has

been formulated in terms of five scalar potentials [BrKa89], which obey elliptic partial

differential equations, which are solved in terms of an expansion in spherical harmonics.

The distributions of the background particles, electrons and ions, are assumed to be
nonevolving Maxwellian distributions. Since mi/me » 1 and TJTt = 0(1), the ions are much

slower than the electrons so that the exact shape of the ion DF is not important to calculate the

electron DF and in the FP we set 7] = 0.5Tt. For a plasma of few keV, the integrals

A(p), B(p), and F(p), which contain the DF of bulk panicles, can be obtained in their well-

known forms with error functions. Moreover, for large values of the electron momentum,

p > 3p,, the following simplification can be used

-L

which sometimes allows analytical solutions to be made (e.g., one can calculate the Green's

function see Chapter II and Chapter IV).

Once all the terms in the FP equation are determined, one can choose a numerical

procedure to .solve this equation, which is discussed in the next section.
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V.C. Numerical procedure

The numerical procedure to solve the FP is described in details in [ShSh93J. Here some

results of this work are presented. The momentum space domain in which the FP equation is
solved is 0 < p < pmiX and - 1 <ji < 1. The condition S^ = 0 at fi = ±1 (no pitch-angel flux at

these points) follows from equation (V.14) and represents an axisymmetric situation. In the

numerical code, this symmetry is enforced at boundaries fi = -1 and p. = 1 by adding by an

extra grid point at j = 1 (^, = ^ 3 ) and at ; = N2 (/iWi = fiSl.2) (see below). At p = pmlx, no

boundary condition is set, since as it has been shown in [Karn86] the FP equation becomes

hyperbolic for high p and no specific boundary condition is needed in this case.

Also, the distribution function at p = 0 is fixed at every iteration. This is equivalent of

having at p = 0 a source term which provides the excess density necessary to pull a tail to the

distribution, which afterwards is renonmalized to 1. It has been shown, however, that using

such a boundary condition at p - 0 may lead to a significant distortion of the solution (even in

the high- p region) when many iterations are needed to obtain a solution of the FP equation due

to error propagation from low- p region to the high- p region. The condition which is more

appropriate in such a case is the following = • - with Ap is the grid spacing in

the momentum (see below) and fM(p) is a Maxwellian distribution given in equation (V.4).

This boundary condition naturally gives a Maxwellian distribution in the vicinity of p = 0 while

solving the FP numerically and allows to improve significantly the stability of the solution. It is

understood, however, that in the presence of an LH source and an electric field, the DF is no

longer Maxwellian but this condition can still be used since the distortion of the DF from a

Maxwellian in the vicinity of p = 0 remains negligible.

Equation (V.10) is discretized using the grid positions

= P m "

A y U = z (V.19)
( / V 2 l )

The electron distribution function is represented by its value at the grid points
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Equation (V.10) is translated onto the numerical grid in a conservative form by
evaluating the DF at grid points (i,j) and the fluxes Sp and S^ at half grid points as the

following

(V.21)

• 1 ^

where /.*;. is the new value of the distribution function.

The time differencing assumes an implicit discretization for the DF / , with the

exception of / and vloss/, and the values of the DF / at the grid points fMiM, Ĵ +u+p fi-u~v

fi-ij+i which are treated explicitly. A five-point stencil is derived for the discretized equation,

and the NAG library subroutine D03UAF is used to solve the five diagonal matrix of /

where the coefficients a, b, c, d, e, and q are the evaluations of the terms in equation (V.10) at

the grid points (for details see [ShSh94]). The D03UAF subroutine performs at each call one

interaction of the strongly implicit procedure using an approximate LU factorization technique.

(Note, in a complete LU technique, a matrix to be inverted is factorized as a product of a lower

triangular matrix and an upper triangular matrix, which allows to reduce significantly the

required CPU time.) It is used to calculate on successive calls a sequence of approximate

corrections to the current estimate of the solution when solving a system of simultaneous

algebraic equations for which the iterative up-date matrix is of the five-point stencil form of

equation (V.22) on the two-dimensional topologically-rectangular domain.

Note that a necessary and sufficient condition for the solution to be stable while using

the technique of D03UAF is that the sum of the absolute values of elements on the main

diagonal of the five-diagonal matrix contained in equation (V.22) be greater than the sum of the

absolute values of other elements (since an approximate LU method is used). If it is not the

case, other techniques must be used to inverse this five-diagonal matrix, e.g. a direct inversion

by Gaussian elimination or a complete LU technique, which are slower than that used in the

D03UAF subroutine but they ensure the stability of the solution (if the matrix is well

conditioned).

The values of / in equation (V.22) are those from the previous iterations. Instead of the

simple averaging in the calculations of / at half-grid points fM/2J = -(fMJ + f;j) (which

result from the flux terms), a method is used which favours the upwind side of the average in

equation (V.22). In fact, if one writes equations (V.10) and (V.12) in the model form
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a— + Pf, then (see [Karn86])
dp

where

8M/2.j = g(-ApA+Vz.;/«.+,/2,;) (V-24)

and

£(") = - - i — (V.25)
tv exp(vv) - 1

This weighting (so called Chang-Cooper weighting) is such that a Maxwellian DF is an exact

steady-state solution when there is no RF and no electric field, and the DF of background

electrons is kept Maxwellian.

The Fokker-Planck equation has been solved numerically with a typical set of

parameters: a 200x100 grid, pmK = 35, the relaxation parameter Ar = 1. At each iteration the

current density j (normalized to enevt) and absorbed RF power (normalized to vneTe) are

calculated according to the following expressions

^ ) (V.26)

( V ' 2 7 )

Calculations are performed until the relative difference between successive estimations

of the current density is less than an imposed precision, i.e., |(/.+I - j ,) / /- | < £,•• Typical values

of the relative current density precision, e., have been taken to be in the range 10"* * 10"3. To

obtain such a precision, 30-^150 iterations are usually needed which takes 30 -̂150 sec on an

ALPHA DEC workstation.

In the D03UAF subroutine, the convergence of the solution is controlled by a parameter

APARAM which represents an iteration acceleration parameter factor typically set to 1. If

convergence is slow, it can be decreased. If divergence is obtained it should be increased. In

the calculations presented here, this parameter has been set to 30 to ensure the stability of the

solution.

.' Once the two-dimensional DF f(pinpx) is obtained, one can introduce the one-

dimensional DF as an average over the perpendicular momentum
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] (V.2S)

(normalized to unity) and the so-called perpendicular temperature (PT) which characterizes the
mean perpendicular energy gained by electrons with a parallel momentum pu

where Tx is normalized to Tt.

For the lower-hybrid current drive problem» the following model form of the quasi-

linear diffusion coefficient can be well used (see Chapter II)

^ " [0 otherwise

where u, and i>2 (normalized to u() determine the region of quasi-linear interaction between

electrons and LH waves, based on the Cherenkov resonance co/k,, - vf, • vr DQ^ can be well

taken to be a constant (equal to D) inside the resonant domain since typically its value is so
large that its precise form becomes immaterial in the calculations of theDF. The dependence of
DQL °n P± can be also omitted in most cases (see Chapter II).

A typical result of a two-dimensional DF calculation by the numerical code described

above for a quasi-linear diffusion coefficient of practical interest D - 1, with a spectrum lying

within the bounds 3 < pujy < 6, Te = 5.11 keV, Etl ~ 0 is shown in figures V.2 and V.3. We

have obtained that ; = 0.19 and Pths = 0.0097. One can see in figure V.3(a) that the parallel

distribution function consists of three distinct parts: the thermal bulk, the quasi-linear plateau,

and a tail of hot electrons pitch-angle scattered out of the plateau region. As far as the PT is

concerned, it is equal to the thermal one (Tx ~ 1) in the region where the thermal bulk

dominates the fast population and it rapidly increases just below the plateau to some level of

about 12. There is then a second rapid increase of the PT above the higher bound of the plateau,

pn > yv2. It increases up to a level ~ 70 and then further rapidly vanishes at pn ~ 22 which

corresponds to a kinetic energy E of about 730 keV, where E (normalized to ft) is given by

CV.31)

The reason of this decrease has not been welL understood and, in our opinion, it probably

•'results from numerical errors (see the discussion, below).
Similar enhancement of the PT is observed for pu <~yvy which results from the pitch-
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Figure V.2.
An example of a 2-0 distribution function calculated with U, = 3,v2 =6 ,D = 1, Eu ~0,Te- 5.11 keV

(a) a two-dimensional representation, (b) contour plot.
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Figure V.3.
(a) Parallel distribution function and perpendicular temperature for the

distribution function of figure V.2. (b) The distribution function as a function ofp±
for perpendicular cuts atp,, = 6 (in the plateau) andp,, = 8 (above the plateau).

A local perpendicular temperature is also plotted.
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angle scattering of the fast electrons generated in the plateau region, although there are far fewer
electrons there than in the region pn > yv{.

V.D. Analytical approaches

In this section some analytical approaches will be described, which allow us derive

some interesting features of the fast electron dynamics. Two regions in the momentum phase-

space are considered separately: the plateau region where the LH source is located and the

region above the plateau where relaxation in momentum and angle of fast electrons generated in

the plateau region takes place. The region of negative parallel momenta (fJ. < 0) is not

considered here since there are only few fast electrons there. (Note that the negative part of the
injected /j^-spectrum is neglected here, which would generate some more fast electrons in the

region )i < 0.)

V.D.7. Fast electron dynamics inside the plateau region.

In the plateau region, yui < pn < yv2, the dynamic of fast electrons, which are drawn

into the resonant region from the thermal bulk by waves, is determined by three processes (in

the absence of the electric field, see figure V.I): diffusion due to LH waves, slowing down in

momentum (or energy) dragging electrons to the bulk and pitch-angle scattering acting in the

counter clockwise direction (i.e. in the direction of decreasing of the DF at p = constant).

Effects of such competing processes on the electron DF are described by the FP equation.

Some results, however, can be obtained by using the so-called slowing down equations.

Note that the well-known Green's function technique can also be used to describe the

fast electron dynamics analytically (see, for example, [Rax87]). This technique is based on

using the eigenfunctions of the collision operator, which are expressed in terms of the Legendre

polynomials. The source term is supposed to have a known form, which is not the case since it

depends implicitly on the DF. Another difficulty in using such a Green's function is that since

the source term has a step form (or almost a step form) in the momentum phase-space, a great

number of the Legendre polynomials is needed to describe correctly the DF, which makes such

calculations very consuming from the computer time point of view.
Let us consider electrons with initial energies substantially suprathermal (p > 3p,). In

this case, the diffusion in energy of such electrons described by the term —r— p2A(p)-r- in
p dpi dp]

the FP equation (V.10) can be neglected and the dynamics of such electrons can be described

by the slowing down equations of energy and parallel momentum which can be obtained from a

relativistic treatment of the FP equation [Fis81], Such a treatment is presented, for example, in

[SFS91] (see also [Mosh75] and [Trub65]). The linearized relativistic Fokker-Planck equation

for electron-ion and electron-electron collisions can be approximated to the following form in
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the spherical coordinates p,ji

( v - 3 3 '

where approximate expressions (V.15) have been used.

One can calculate the time variations of two moments of the FP equation, namely

(V.34a)

These relations describe how on a collisional time scale, electrons slow down in p and p/f.

Considering in equations (V.34a) and (V.34b) a localized group of test electrons,
/ = 5(V~V')5(^-/J.')/(2KV2), one can obtain

^Pn___JJ: 1 + Z _

(V.35a)

( V - 3 5 b )

The obtained equations are, respectively, the energy and momentum slowing-down

equations. The set of equations (V.35) is also called the set of Langevin equations - ordinary

differential equations that track the trajectory of a single test electron [Fis81] and describe the

action upon fast electrons of drag (dynamical friction) by background electrons and pitch-angle

scattering due to collisions with both electrons and ions (term with 1 + Z). Note that

acceleration by a toroidal electric field can be also easily taken into account (see, for example,

[Fis81]) and the set of Langevin equations can be then solved numerically to obtain a trajectory

of a test electron in the momentum phase-space p = p(t,po,pJ/o), ptl = p,i(t,po,pno).

If there is no electric field the Langevin approach becomes particularly simple and

analytical solutions (even in the relativistic cû^e) to this set of equations are possible. Indeed,

taking into account that ydy = filpdp and that equation (V.35a) is an ordinary differential

.equation for p (or y), one obtains
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The solution of this equation is

(V.37)
Puo {.7+1 ) {pj

where subscript 0 indicates initial values. The dynamics of px can be determined from

Thus, the obtained equation (V.37) allows one to determine the trajectory of a test

electron in the momentum phase-space with any initial pair (Pf,,px) = (p/IO'Pio)- ^ h a s bten

used to calculate the PT of the plateau electrons in the relativistic case [SFS91] (non-relativistic

calculations are presented in [FCS85]). It is not so evident to use the set of Langevin equations

in the presence of the LH source, because the RF diffusion is superimposed by the collisional

slowing down and both these processes should be taken into account. Nevertheless, as it has

been pointed out in [FCS85], the physical picture is such that a fast random motion of an

electron in pn (caused by strong diffusion within the RF range vl<p///y<v2) is

superimposed by a systematic slowing down of the electron on the collisional time scale while

this electron is in the plateau region and so it can be supposed that the average time spent in the

plateau region is determined by the collision slowing down.

Perpendicular temperature. In order to simplify the 2-D analysis, it has been proposed in

[FCS85] to approximate the two-dimensional Fokker-Planck equation by its perpendicular

moments hierarchy closed in the second moment equation. It has been done by supposing that

the DF of suprathermal electrons can represented by two moments with respect to the

perpendicular velocity: F(pl>) = 2K^pJ(p/np1)dp1 and F1{pll)~2K^plf(pn,px)dpL

(called 1-D1/2 approach later on).

An important parameter in this analysis is the perpendicular temperature

Tx(pu) = F2/2F which characterizes the broadening in the perpendicular direction resulting

from an influx of electrons (into the resonant region) at low px and their collisional scattering

to larger px inside the resonant region. If one knows the PT Tx then the DF of suprathermal

electrons can be approximated by

fslh IKTJjp,,)

A method to estimate the PT (TL(pu) = Tx = constant) in the plateau region has been

proposed in [FCS85] for the non-relativistic case, which is based on the resolution of the

slowing-down equations. Later, such an analysis has been extended in [HBFC86] to the
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relativistic case (see also [SFS91]). Let us consider this analysis in more details. It is clear that

the dynamics perpendicular to the current drive direction is determined by collisional effects.

Due to strong diffusion (large quasi-linear diffusion coefficients, say D > 1, which is usually

always satisfied), it may be assumed that particles taken from the bulk are spread more or less

uniformly over the plateau region. It can be then also supposed that the average time taken by

them to escape from this region is determined by their slowing down so that to determine the

average perpendicular energy gained by the electrons one can follow the slowing down

equations for each electron in the resonant region with (p0!p//0) up to the left boundary

Pin ~ v\7\- From equation (V.37), it easy to obtain the functional dependence of p\ on the

initial pl/0 from the following relations

where p = 2-a s2/(2 + Z).

The plateau PT can be derived by supposing that the distribution of electrons in p±

corresponds to a uniform distribution of p//0 over (yIu1,y2v2), and so by averaging pli(pl/0)

overall p / / 0 , i.e.

where Tx is normalized to Tt. The limits of the integral correspond to the limits of the flat DF

and can be given by P/n2 = t>u[(l + 2j3,*T i)/(l-i^u^)]"2 (where the value of p]_ within y is

approximated by 2TL). The value of the initial spread p2
l0 is then approximated by

Pxo = 1 + 7^, which gives an equation that has to be iterated to obtain a self-consistent solution

for T±. In the non-relativistic case when plh = 0, a simple expression for it can be obtained

^ " ' " ^ " ( V 40)

Non-relativistic calculations of the PT inside the plateau region according to this

equation for the case presented in figure V.3 give 7x(non-rel.) = 7.3, and relativistic

calculations according to equation (V.39) give ^(relativ.) = 12.0, which is very close to the

value deduced from the 2-D FP code presented in section V.B, 7̂  (numerical) = 11.8. Similar

increase of T± from 12.3 (non-rel.) to 21.2 (relativ.), that is, by a factor of about of 2, has been

obtained in [SFS91].
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V.D.2. Fast electron dynamics in the region above the plateau.

In the region above the plateau the situation is changed dramatically since the pitch-angle

scattering determined by the local sign of dfjdji acts now in the opposite direction compared to

that in the plateau region (since these is no longer the LH source there) and using the Langevin

equation becomes more justifiable in this region since there is no strong diffusion in this region.

So taking into account that the direction of the pitch-angle scattering changes the sign in the

region above the plateau, one should replace (1 + Z) by -(1 + Z) in equation (V.37), which

gives a relationship (pn,Pi)-^{p//0,p10) in this region. This relation can be obtained

numerically in the relativistic case and an analytical solution is possible in the non-relativistic
limit when y, y0 —» 1. Indeed, taking such a limit in equation (V.37) yields

\-Z/2

+ Plo.
(V.41)

or

(V.42)

resonant
' region :
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= 5.11keV
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Figure V.4.

Showing the resonant region and electron trajectories in the region above the plateau calculated
, : according to the Langevin equations. Parameters are the same as in figure V.2.

There are many interesting predictions which can be made from this eçration. One can
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Vîgure V.5.

A comparison between numerical calculations and analytical predictions
according to the Langcvin equations, (a) contour plot of the distribution function,
(b) perpendicular temperature obtained numerically and analytically (both from

a numerical DF atpn = yv2 and from the model of local PT). In the insert numerical
calculations of the perpendicular temperature are shown for prnax = 35 and 55.
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calculate the DF in the region above the plateau with a given DF at the pn = yu2 surface (the

surface above which there is no longer the LH source, see figure V.4). Such a calculation is

presented in figure V.5(a) where the DF obtained numerically is taken as an initial condition at a

Pn - y^i surface. One can see that using the Langevin equation reproduces rather well the

numerical DF.

Another important result which can be obtained from the Langevin analysis is that the

PT can never increase in the region above the plateau if the DF inside die plateau is Maxwellian.

Indeed, assuming that the DF at the boundary p,,= p,/0 = v2 is a Maxwellian

MP/IO ~ v2'P±o) - Co
txP(~P±o/~T±)< a n d u s i ng !>ie relationship (V.42), one obtains that the

DF, / + (p / / , p i ) , in the region above the plateau is given by

(V.43)
2TL

where p/l0 = u2. From this equation, it readily follows that, in such a case, the PT in the above

plateau region decreases with pn as follows

, -2 /Z

PuoJ
(V.44)

which is in a disagreement with the numerical computations [see figure V.3(a)]. Thus assuming

that the DF in the plateau region is Maxwellian in the perpendicular direction with a constant

temperature is not valid when one would like to find the DF above the plateau region. Note that

in the limit Z -»°o (strong pitch-angle scattering), T±
+ =T V i.e., the PT in the above the

plateau region is equal to the PT in the plateau region since the lines of iso-DF in the momentum

phase-space are circles in this case.
To explain the phenomenon of the rapid increase of the PT just above pu = yv2, a

deeper insight on the perpendicular distribution function in the plateau region is needed. To do

so one can introduce the local perpendicular temperature determined as a local slope of the DF

in the perpendicular direction

(V.45)

Indeed, one can see in figure V.3(b) that it is not a constant at all as it would be if the DF had a

form,.bf a Maxwellian distribution f o<tKp(~pl/2Tx), which gives T^ =TL ^constant.

Really, the local PT depenih rather strongly on p\ [see figure V.3(b)] and it can be
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approximated as being a linear function of p\ in the region where it increases

(V.46)

Such a increase of the numerically obtained local PT (or the slope of the DF) can be

explained, in our opinion, by two facts. First, it is much easier to accelerate higher p\ electrons

since they are iess collisional than electrons with low perpendicular momenta. Second, because

of relativistic effects, the wave power is deposited in more and more energetic electrons when

p\ increases (due to the factor 7 in yux < plf < yv2). It is, however, understood that smaller

and smaller amounts of the wave power is deposited into higher pi electrons, but until this

amount is sufficient to form a uniform distribution in the p,,-direction [which is the case for

almost all pL, see figure V.2(b)], the exact value of quasi-linear diffusion coefficient does not

influence the perpendicular dynamics. (That is why the PT calculated above does not depend on

this parameter, see, for example, [FCS85]). Also, this increase somewhat follows from the

calculation of the PT in the plateau region. Indeed, in [FCS85] the following non-relativistic

formula for the PT (averaged over the plateau) has been obtained

7",= u
t-a o+l cc+1 ) " - 1 )«->'

2(u.-u)l oc + l v'10

where v\0 is the initial spread of the DF in the perpendicular direction. To find a "global" PT,

that is a PT averaged over all perpendicular velocities v± from 0 to «, one can take for this

initial spread, u10 = 1 + 7^ (the bulk plus the plateau), which gives expression (V.40). It is

however clear that the initial spread of electrons with higher vL is larger than that of'electrons

with low ux, which would give an increase of the local PT with ux. A similar conclusion can

be made in the relativistic case where the PT is also determined through the initial spread p\0,

but in this case, the functional dependence TL - Ti{p\0) must be followed numerically.

Taking the dependence of the PT from equation (V.46) and integrating equation (V.45)

with this 7^°"' gives the DF inside the plateau region in the following form

-\12a

(V.47)

where
Using then the relationship p2

XQ -> {ptnp
2
L,pUQ) (V.42) prescribed by the Langevin

equations, one can calculate the PT in the region above the plateau taking the DF in equation
(V,47) as an initial condition at plia = pin:

1 i. ~
l-2fl

,-2/Z'

Pi I ~ Plio\ *
\Piro.

\-2/Z

\P110.

(V.48)
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with a = a(pfl2) and b = b(pll2)- One can see the PT in the region above the plateau increases

now with p l t , as 7^ « pff and that if one takes a = 0 and b = Tx, one gets the result obtained

above, T* = Tx(pn/pll0) ' . Calculations of the PT according to equation (V.48) are

presented in figure V.5(b), together with a PT calculated from a DF obtained as an analytical

prolongation into the region above the plateau of the numerical DF in the plateau region. One

can see that a good agreement is observed between the numerical PT and that obtained from the

local PT and from the DF, which proves the fact the enhancement of the perpendicular

temperature in the region above the plateau can only be explained by the increase of the slope of

the DF in the perpendicular direction when p \ increases. Note that a linear increase of the local

PT with px can also be considered and a similar to equation (V.48) analytical expression be

obtained, which would also give an increase of the PT in the region above the plateau.

As it has been also mentioned above, the decrease of the PT, which is well observed

from some value of the parallel momentum, has not been clearly understood. It is clear that it

happens due to a rapid decrease of the local PT in the resonant region [see figure V.3(b)]. This

decrease itself, in our opinion, is due numerical errors while calculating of the DF at high

values of p x . This can be somewhat proved by increasing the domain of calculating the DF. In

figure V.5(b), calculations of the PT with two values of p m i l , 35 and 55, are plotted (all other

parameters are the same as in figure V.2). One can see that, in the case of a larger p-domain,

the PT starts to decrease at a higher value of p n ~ 35 remaining unchanged at plt £ 20. And

since the energy domain of our interest is E < 700 keV ( p < 20 in this case), errors which may

arise for higher energies are not important and reliable results can be obtained with pmi% = 35.

However, this problem still requires more refined calculations (both analytical and numerical) to

be made to resolve it. (Note that relativistic effects can also lead to a saturation or a decrease of

the local PT at high energies, which may be similar to the effect observed in [HBFC86]).

It is also worth mentioning that it is easy to expand the proposed analysis into the region

of negative parallel momenta (fi < 0) where a similar enhancement of the PT is observed [see

figure V.3(a)], which, as in the region above the plateau, is due to the pitch-angle scattering out

of the plateau region. But since, as it has been mentioned above, there are only few fast

electrons there, this region is not specially considered. Note that in the model considered here, a

part of the LH power coupled to electrons with negative parallel momenta is neglected (see

Chapter IV and Appendix B for details).

Finally, in figure V.6, a distribution function is presented which is calculated for the

same set of parameters as in figure V.2, but with a non-zero dc electric field En = 0.01 which

corresponds to a loop voltage of 0.3 V at ne = 3x 1019 m"3..Calculations with an electric field

give j = 0.36, that is about two times higher than in the case without electric field ( ; = 0.19),

and about the same absorbed RF power, Pabs = 0.012. One can see in figure V.6(a) that

contours of iso-DF at high-p are not closed, thus justifying the fact that there exists an
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Figure V.6.
An example of a distribution function in the presence of an electric field. Parameters are

the same as in figure V.I, but Elt = 0.01. (a) contour plot, (b) parallel distribution
function and perpendicular temperature with and witliout an electric field.
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outcoming flux (runaway flux). One can also see that, when an electric filed is added, there is a

significant increase in the number of fast electrons especially in the region above the plateau.

There is also an increase of the plateau PT from T±(no electric field) = 11.8 to T^with electric

field) ~ 15.3, although its shape remains the same (so the analysis on the PT remains somewhat

valid even when there is an electric field). In the electric field presence, a similar technique of

Langevin equations can be used but these equations have now to be solved numerically to

obtain a trajectory of a test electron (see, for example, [Fis87]).

V.E. Self-consistent calculat ions of the electron dis t r ibut ion function from the

ray tracing code coupled with the 2-D Fokker-Planck module

The procedure of formulation of the quasi-linear diffusion coefficient is described in

Chapter II. One of the main points of this procedure is the calculation of the damping decrement

coefficient due to Landau resonant absorption, which is itself determined by the form of the

electron DF.

To calculate the electron absorption coefficient due to the Landau (non-collisional)

resonance, antiHermitian parts to the dielectric tensor, (7tcs, should be added, which results

from resonant currents, ] m = ô(a-É. The starting point is the Vlasov equation where the

collision term is set to zero (cold plasma model, see [Bek66]). Consider one charged species of

the plasma. Assuming that there is no dc electric field, linearisation of the Vlasov equation, i.e.

writing the distribution function in form f(p) = fm(p) + f{1)(p,0 with / ( O ) (p) is the

unperturbed momentum distribution and fm(p,t) is the small perturbation, leads to a zero-

order term of the form

jL(pXBoy%-l = o (V.49a)
M dp

and a first-order term is

df p df e .~ 5 . of , ? P * " \ vf _ n r\i 4Qh')
dt M dr M ° dp M dp

tr

Here £ and B are the RF fields, and Bo is the static magnetic'field, M = m,y is the relativistic

mass.
The implication of (V.49a) is that fm(p) is azimuthally symmetric about 5 0 . All RF

quantities are assumed to vary as expfi(ù)l-k-r)]. The propagation vector k is assumed to lie

in the x-z plane of the Cartesian frame, with Bo along the z-axis: k.=ê1kl + ëIkll. The

components of the panicle momentum are p = êtpn +ëxplcosx¥ + ëyp1s\nxV (where ¥ is the

angle between ez and the projection of p on the (x-y) plane). One can find then that
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, . , , u - ._ i - . , (V.50)

where (y0 = -eB0JM is the cyclotron frequency defined as positive for electrons and negative

for ions. The last terms of (V.50) are the result of eliminating B from (V.49) by use of the

Maxwell equation k x £ = coB. Evaluating then different products between vectors k and p

leads to a first-order, linear, homogeneous equation for / (1) of the form

After lengthy manipulations, integration over ¥ gives a set of integrals whose solution is given
in terms of the Bessel functions. Once / ( l ) is found, one can obtain the RF (resonant)
conductivity tensor alas, which is related to the plasma dielectric tensor e (see Chapter IT) as

ë = 1 + —— (see [Bek66] for details). The antiHermitian pans of the dielectric tensor elements
icos0

in the lower hybrid frequency region œ « Qce can be then calculated as

A (V.52a)
Ktl 0 "P110

= _2^X j ^ x)WmhmEA (V.52C)
K it*UK «Pi

where / = / ( 0 ) and the argument of the J Bessel function is x=klp1/me£ïce and equals

(within a factor of 2it) the ration of the Larmor radius of an electron to the wavelength of the
oscillation; p/IQ = mey(ûjku is a value of the momentum at which a resonance occurs.

It has been pointed out [KaFi79] that, for plasma parameters of interest, it always can be

supposed that x « 1 and so the Bessel dependence in equations can be neglected {J0{x) = 1

and J'0(x) = 0). Note that it can be done even if x > 1 (see [KaFi79] for details). To find then

the damping decrement, yt, which results from resonant electron Landau damping, one can

expand the dispersion relation for small ye (see Chapter II and [BoEn86] for details) and obtain

ne2 coa,, r ,~ of ~, . . , , , M ,
Y, = r1) dv-J-8{œ - k,,vn) (V.53)

m,e0 k,, J d\),,

I •
where a,, = dDldeH{(ùdD[dcù)^ follows from the plasma dispersion relation. From this
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expression it results that the damping decrement yt is determined by the parallel distribution

function only [BoEn86], F{plf), (integrated over the perpendicular direction)

(V54}

where F(pu) is given in equation (V.28). It also results from the analysis of formulation of

quasi-liner diffusion coefficient, DQL, (see, for example, [BoEn86]) that D^ depends, in this

case, on p u only and the dependence on pL disappears.

Thus, the coupling of the 2-D Fokker-Planck module with the ray tracing code consists
in the following (see also [KuBe91]). An ensemble of rays is launched at the edge of the
plasma with specified initial values of the injected power Prf. Then, at each magnetic surface, a

zero approximation to the DF, f(0)(Pn,Pi),is calculated by the described 2-D FP module with

no LH source and with an electric field (if any). The power associated with each ray is damped
according to dPrffdt = ~2yePrf with the electron resonant damping decrement, y^0), calculated

according to equation (V.54) with the parallel DF, Fm(p,,) (note, the resonant ion Landau

damping and non-resonant damping that results from electron-ion Coulomb collisions are also
taken into account). The zero-approximation to the quasi-linear diffusion coefficient, D^(pn),

is then computed according to the procedure described in Chapter II. With this coefficient, a
first approximation to the 2-D DF, f l \ p , n p L ) t is calculated using the 2-D FP module. The
procedure then is iterated until consecutive calculations of DQL are in good agreement.

Generally convergence is obtained in the least number of iterations by starting with relatively

low input power, so that the first few iterates are not strong departures from a Maxwellian.

Gradually the power is brought up to its full value and several more iteration are needed to

obtain good results. Typically, about ten to fifteen graduate steps are made and five additional

steps are then followed at a full power level. Convergence is checked by comparing consecutive

values of the absorbed power Pibs and current density j [calculated from a 2-D DF according to

equations (V.26) and (V.27)], which should change by less than 10%, with no increasing or

decreasing trends. The amount of the damped power is then also compared to that injected at the

plasma edge and if its final value is not smaller than approximately one percent of its initial

value, the code is re-run and the rays are followed for a longer time. Note that usually we take

the time during which the rays are followed being long enough for all the injected power be

absorbed (< 1%) and no additional runs are needed in this case.

Typical runs to simulate TORE SUPRA shots are made in the following conditions: 400

rays are launched and 2000 radial passes with a radial step Ap ~ 0.01a are stored together with

all the necessary quanti t ies to calculate the quasi-linear diffusion coefficient:

(p,t,hn,nltdDld(û). Ray tracing calculations (which take into account the ripple effects, see

Chapter IV) in such conditions take usually 3CH-40 min on an ALPHA DEC workstation
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(calculations without ripple take about 75% of the time needed when ripple effects are

considered). The obtained matrix is passed then to the FP code at each magnetic surface (30

magnetic surfaces are considered) which iterates until self-consistent DFs are obtained, which

takes 90+120 min. The result of such calculations is a DF on each magnetic surface,

In about 20% cases of runs, the code was unstable and convergence of, the solution was

not obtained- Such instabilities have been observed for runs at low electron temperatures and

zero (or almost zero) electric fields. A special analysis of these cases has shown that it happens
when a too big (and sometimes very localized) quasi-linear diffusion coefficients, DQL(pn)t

develops in the subthermal region p n = (3 + 4)pt during consecutive iterations. (The 2-D FP

code becomes unstable when, for example, D > 5, Ar = 1, ut = 3, u2 = 6, Tt = 5.11 keV,

and En = 0.) In most cases, we could damp such instabilities by using, at each iteration step, a

three point parabolic smoothing of DQL(pu): DQ U = 0.25(Z?elji_1 + 2DQ£ii + DGt|.+1), which can

be justified physically since D^ should be a smooth function of p u . By analysing the five-

diagonal matrix which is inverted by the D03UAF subroutine at each call step, we could

establish that in the cases when D^ is large, the matrix has no longer elements on the main

diagonal which dominate all other elements. It this case, the approximate LU technique used in

the D03UAF subroutine becomes very unstable and a technique of complete LU factorization

should be applied to invert such a matrix, which is much more stable (and more time

consuming) and always gives a solution provided that the matrix is well conditioned. As far as
the inversion technique is concerned, we could also establish that when the smoothing of D^

is used, the matrix to be inverted becomes better conditioned from the point of view of main

diagonal dominance and stable solutions can be obtained. To summarize, in about 90% of

cases, very good convergence has been obtained, however the question of stability still requires

some additional investigations to be made.

V.F. Numerical results and comparison with experiment

A great number of TORE SUPRA shots have been simulated to check the reliability of

the developed RT/FP-2D code in different plasma conditions. Results have been compared to

other numerical schemes and to experimental measurements, especially to suprathermal BE.

Comparison with a 1-D FP module. First, we present a comparison of the developed

code with a conventional ray tracing calculations coupled with the one-dimensional Fokker-

Planck (1-D FP, Tx = 0) module described in Chapter IV. It seems to be very useful to make

such a comparison since the 1-D FP module does not have problems of stability (since the DF

is represented in an analytical form). It is well known that using a 1-D FP module gives poor

results from the point of view of the DF and but it gives rather reliable results to calculate the

RF power absorption profiles. To calculate the non-inductive current density profile from a
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known power deposition profile, a response function are then used [EhKa91], which

represents a fit of numerically obtained 2-D results and takes into account trapping effects.

Such a comparison is presented in figure V.7 for TORE SUPRA shot #10558 (full

current drive experiment, ripple effects are taken into account, see Chapter IV), corresponding
to the following set of parameters: Bo = 3.9 T, lp ~ 0.8 MA, Tt0 = 6.0 keV, ne0 =

3.0xl019 rrf3, Zeff = 2.5, V ^ = 0.07 V, Pu] = 3.4 MW and rc//pcak = 1.8 (0° phasing). One

can see that the power absorption profiles obtained by these two FP modules are very close.

Current density profiles are rather similar but the 2-D FP calculations give a higher value of the

total current IRF = 0.78 MA as compared to that obtained by the 1-D FP module (+ a 2-D

response function) IRF = 0.54 MA and the value from 2-D FP computations corresponds better

to the value of the total current (or almost RF current since Vloop = 0) observed in experiment.

It is also very interesting to compare the quasi-linear diffusion coefficients obtained by
these FP modules. It turned out that (see figure V.7(a)], even if smaller values of D^ for lower

energies are predicted by the 2-D module as compared to those obtained by the 1-D FP, the
quasi-linear diffusion coefficients are practically the same (within 20%). This result being not
so evident can be explained by the fact that in the resonance region the process of quasi-linear
diffusion due to LH waves is so strong (DQL ~ 20) that it dominates all other processes and

even a 1-D description is sufficient to obtain reliable values of D^. Also, since the expression

of DQ^ contains a first derivative of the parallel DF (which can be correctly calculated by a 1-D

FP), the absolute value of the DF is not so important (which can only be correctly described
taking into account the perpendicular dynamics). A 2-D DF obtained with a D^ as a result of

the 1-D FP calculations [presented in figure V.7(c)] is compared to a 2-D DF obtained self-

consistently with ray tracing calculations. One can see that, within 20%, they correspond to

each other, which somewhat proves the validity of using a 1-D FP module (or a 1-D 1/2 FP

module, as it has been done in [BBE93]) to calculate self-consistent 1-D (or 1-D 1/2) quasi-

linear diffusion coefficients, which can be then injected to a 2-D FP module to recover a 2-D

DF. Such a numerical scheme seems to be very attractive since a result can be obtained much

faster than when a 2-D FP is used to iterate with RT, but no general conclusion can be made on

this subject until this scheme has been tested in a wide range of plasma conditions and, at the

present time, the developed RT/FP-2D code gives the most self-consistent results.

Comparison with a 1-D 112 FP module and modelling of the fast electron BE. As it has

been pointed out, in the 1-D 1/2 FP module used in the Bonoli-Englade code [BoEn86] (which

we dispose on TORE SUPRA) the following model is used. The 2-D FP equation is averaged

over the perpendicular momentum to derive the one-dimensional relation for the electron DF in

the parallel direction. The DF is assumed to be Maxwellian in perpendicular momentum, with

an effective perpendicular temperature 7^ estimated in the plateau region from a non-relativistic

theory [FCS851
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(V.55)

Later, a relativistic theory has been proposed to find the PT Tt (see [SFS91] and the

discussion above) and a different procedure to calculate the values of the relativistic PT has

been inserted to the code. As far as the dependence of the PT on the parallel momentum pn is

concerned, in this code, it is taken to be constant for all pu > p, where p, is the minimum value

of parallel momentum for which DQL ̂  0 (similar procedure is applied in the negative parallel

momentum region). For thermal electrons, it is assumed that T± = 1.

Here, we compare our RT/TP-2D code with the Bonoli-Englade RT/FP-1D1/2 code,

where a non-relativistic PT is used because we have realized that using a relativistic PT gives

too high values of the generated RF current (see the discussion below). DFs calculated by these

codes for TORE SUPRA shot #10558 are presented in figure V.8 for a radial position where

the predicted current densities by the two methods are the same. One can see that the DFs are

almost the same in the plateau region and differ strongly in the region above the plateau, where

a more rapid decrease is predicted by the l-Dl/2 FP module. This is a consequence of the

strong enhancement of the PT above the plateau region predicted by the 2-D FP module and so

of a stronger pitch-angle scattering out of the plateau region. In the plateau region, the PT

deduced from 2-D calculation is almost constant, as predicted by the theory, but the level is

much higher and close to 2TX, that is, to a relativistic PT.

-200 0

Energy (keV)

0
400

Figure V.8.
Comparison between parallel distribution functions and perpendicular temperatures obtained by

two FP modules, 2-D and l-Dl/2, at p/a « 0.4 for TORE SUPRA shot #10558.
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Above the plateau region, (£ > 100 keV), it is well-known that the constant TL

approximation used for 1-D1/2 FP simulations is worse, and that a full two-dimensional

description of the fast electron dynamics is required to take account of the pitch-angle

scattering. Such a behaviour should strongly influence the energy behaviour of the simulated

BE energy spectra in the region above the plateau, which is of a great interest here since the BE

is measured principally in this energy range ( E > 100 keV).

The BE is calculated using the relativistic Born approximation corrected by the Elwert

factor of the electron-ion cross-section (see Chapter II for details). Fully stripped carbon is

considered to be the only relevant impurity in all simulations. The local cylindrical symmetry of

the problem along the parallel direction is taken advantage of by expanding both bremsstrahlung

cross-section and electron distribution function in a series of Legendre polynomials [PFB92].

Such a method allows to determine accurately the BE along any direction of observation, and

thus to investigate possible angular anisotropy due to relativistic effects.

In figure V.9, a simulation of the BE for TORE SUPRA discharge #10558 is reported.

While the increase of the predicted current level is of the order of 20%, from a 1-D1/2 to a full

2-D calculation, a factor 2.5 is observed for the BE detected at a photon energy ~ 100 keV, thus

leading to a better agreement with experimental observations [see figure V.9(a)]. In addition,

with the 2-D simulation, it is possible to reproduce the energy dependence of the BE over a

wide energy range, while a too rapid decrease of the emission with the photon energy is

predicted with the 1-D1/2 FP calculation, as shown in figure V.9(b), and the difference

between the simulated by the RT/FP-1D1/2 BE and the detected one reaches about two orders

of magnitude at hv - 200 keV. As far as the photon temperature Tph is concerned, 7*ph (exp.) ~

75 keV, 7ph(RT/FP-2D) « 80 keV, and Tph(RT/FP-lDl/2) » 25 keV. It is worth noting that 1-

Dl/2 simulations in which Tx is multiplied by a factor 2 give a little better agreement with the
energy dependence of the measured spectra [Tph (RT/FP-1D1/2) = 45 keV]. However, in that

case, the predicted current level is generally much too high, while the BE is still lower than

experimental values. Only full two-dimensional calculations allow to recover both the BE and

the non-inductive current level from the same distribution function.

It is interesting to note that the small discrepancy between measured BE and that

predicted by the RT/FP-2D code almost disappears when an artificial diffusion is added [see

figure V.9(a)], i.e. when the simulated power deposition profile is taken to have a form of the

measured plasma current density radial profile (see figure IV.20). This means that our RT/FP-

2D predicts well the total number of photons detected by the five lines-of-sight, but there is still

a small discrepancy in their radial distribution, which would disappear when some additional

processes are considered such as radial diffusion of fast electrons, scattering on low frequency

density (and/or magnetic field) fluctuations (see [BBE93J and Chapter II).

It is worthwhile noting that a different numerical scheme has been considered in the

JET's code [BBE93]. In that case, the electron distribution function, averaged over the
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Simulation of HXR spectra for TORE SUPRA shot #70555 by two FP modules.

(a) HXR radial profiles for a photon energy 100 keV: simulations by different FP modules
are plotted. A result when an artificial radial diffusion on the absorbed power profile is added

is also shown, (b) detected and simulated HXR energy spectra for line-of-sight A.
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perpendicular direction, is determined self-consistently from a 1-D 1/2 in parallel momentum

and 1-D in configuration space relativistic Fokker-Planck equation which so incorporates radial

transport of fast electrons. The perpendicular electron dynamics in momentum space is

described by a phenomenological PT, whose dependence upon pt/ is adjusted to reproduce the

measured BE in a large range of JET plasma parameters. It is set to 27L[(p// - Pi)/(p2 - Pi)}'

in the plateau region, and to 2TL at higher energy. Here, T± is the non-relativistic PT

determined from the Fuchs's et al. model [FCS85]. Also, a factor is introduced to the

collisional frequency v to reproduce the CD efficiency and observed BE. Even with such a

value of the PT, some discrepancies have been reported between simulated and detected BE

spectra on JET. A much better agreement has been obtained when from the self-consistent

determination of the quasi-linear diffusion coefficient by a RT/FP-1D1/2 (+ radial diffusion)

code, the two-dimensional electron distribution in momentum space has been calculated at a

ultimate iteration step using the same 2-D FP solver as for TORE SUPRA simulations. Though

this procedure does not ensure a full self-consistency between the power deposition profile and

the distribution function, it is shown, by comparison with TORE SUPRA simulations, that

only minor errors may be expected.

RTIFP 2-D simulations of multipass absorption regimes. Our RT/FP-2D code has been

applied to study regimes of multipass absorption in TORE SUPRA [ALP95] when the spectral

gap is large (see Chapter II) and LH waves make many passes through the plasma column

before they are absorbed. Results have been compared to those obtained from a statistical

theory and to experiment. Let us consider briefly why such a statistical theory has been

developed. It is well known that in a RT/FP approach the excited wave spectrum is divided into

some number of rays and, in order to fill uniformly the phase-space domain accessible to the

wave when the spectral gap is large, a sufficiently big number of rays must be followed for

many passes through the plasma [BiMo93]. This is not only rather costly from the point of

view of the CPU time consumption but also the results of the predictions become sensitive to

the details of the individual ray trajectories which are rather complicated. It has seemed natural

to develop a statistical description of the wave dynamics instead of following a large number of

rays for many passes through the plasma when any perturbation (poloidal inhomogeneity,

density and magnetic field fluctuations, different types of instabilities induced by LH waves,

magnetic ripple, etc.) can lead to «^-spectrum broadening. Such an approach (so called wave

diffusion/Fokker-Planck theory or WD/FP) describing stochastic wave propagation in the

multipass regimes has been proposed in [KML93] and it permits to calculate power deposition

profiles in a simple and fast manner.

Multipass regimes take place (i) when the absorption due to electron Landau damping is

weak (moderate electron temperatures) or/and (ii) when the plasma core (where the plasma is

/hottest) is inaccessible to the initial wave packet (high density or low magnetic field). In both

, cases, the waves make many passes through the plasma and undergo numerous reflections
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before the initial /i^-spectrum is upshifted to sufficiently high values: nu > 7.0/-y/Tf(keV) [in

case (i)] and n/f > n//acc = cope/QCi + ̂  + (®pjQj2 [in case (ii)].

In order to have an access to multipass regimes, a set of LHCD experiments has been
performed on TORE SUPRA at low toroidal magnetic fields (Bo < 2T) and low electron

temperatures. Here, shots at low magnetic fields are analyzed, when the plasma core is
inaccessible to the initial wave packet, i.e. when ^ ( launched spectrum) < nljacc, and the LH

waves propagate many times back and forth through the mode conversion boundary until the
«//-spectrum is broadened (and upshifted) and so that completely absorbed.

An example of such a shot (#14386, 0.4MA/2T, Tt0 = 3.5 keV, ne0 = 3 .0x l0 1 9 m" 3 ,

Pw = 3.0 MW, 0° phasing) is presented in figure V.10. A fully non-inductive discharge ( Vloop

= 0) has been obtained with an improved confinement regime. The LH power deposition profile

deduced from the WD/FP theory is presented in figure V.10(a), which reveals the same profile

as that obtained by our RT/FP-2D code. Also, a result of Abel inversion of a measured BE

spectrum presents a hollow shape, which is in good agreement with the power deposition radial

profiles and with polarimetry measurements indicating that the ç-profile is hollow within the

surface p/a < 0.3 (i.e. the magnetic shear is negative there).

RT/FP-2D simulations have been then carried out to calculate the non-thermal BE.
Results have been compared to experimental BE spectra. One can see in figure V.10(b) that
both the slope of the BE energy spectrum (described by a photon temperature Tph) and the

absolute level of the detected signal in a wide photon energy range are well reproduced.

A systematic study of such shots (at low magnetic fields) has been carried out and

results are presented in figure V.I 1. Photon temperatures, measured [in the photon energy

range between 15 keV and 175 keV, see figure V.10(b)] and predicted by the RT/FP-2D code,

are reported in figure V.I l(a) as a function of the central accessibility parameter n/lace0 (which

is a function of the ratio ne0/B
2 ) for a set of TORE SUPRA shots at different magnetic fields

with the same power input, Pw ~ 3 MW, and the same injected nn -spectrum. One can see that

a very good agreement is found between predicted and measured quantities. Note that
simulations by the RT/FP-1D1/2 give values of Tph, which are from about 2 (when a relativistic

PT is used) to 3 (when a non-relativistic PT is used) times lower than those measured in
experiment. It is seen in figure. V.I l(a) that Tph decreases when n//aee0 increases (and so the LH

waves become less accessible to the plasma core), i.e. when B decreases. It can be explained
by the following facts. At lower magnetic fields, LH waves have to make more passes through
the plasma before they become accessible to the plasma center, the «//-spectrum degrades and

so less energetic electrons are accelerated by LH waves. Indeed, the maximum energy of

plateau electrons at some radial position in the plasma can be roughly estimated as

EmJteV) = 5U[nllmm/(nlmin-\)
U2-\], where /i//railI is a minimum value of the «,,-spectrum

at this position. In a case where the all launched n/y-spectrum is accessible to the plasma center,

nf/min is simply its minimum value (when downshifts are not important). If the launched
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spectrum is not accessible (low magnetic field or high density), n/ymin would correspond to an

accessible to this radial position nn index. Since the accessibility parameter increases when

magnetic field decreases, only high- n/f waves become accessible and so lower energy electrons

are accelerated by LH waves. As a consequence, Tx decreases and the CD efficiency degrades.

And since the photon temperature Tph being determined for electron energies substantially

above the plateau region ( E > 75 - 100 keV) is a signature of the fast electron perpendicular

dynamics (and so Tx, see also [GSB86]), it necessarily decreases with Tx. This can be clearly

seen in figure V. l l (b) where DFs are presented for two shots at a low and high magnetic field

at a radial position corresponding to a maximum of absorbed power. One can see that in the

case of a high magnetic field the plateau extends up to Emax ~ 100 keV, which corresponds to a

minimum n)S value in the launched spectrum (« / /min ~ 1.6) since all the launched spectrum is

accessible. At a low magnetic field the maximum energy of accelerated electrons £max = 50

keV, which most probably corresponds to a minimum nn value accessible to this radial

position. It is also seen that the PT in the case at low magnetic field is lower than that at a high

magnetic field. It should be mentioned that lower electron temperatures are observed for shots

with lower magnetic fields, which a consequence of a worse heating (and CD) efficiency by LH

waves and worse confinement at lower magnetic fields (and lower plasma currents). But since

the value of E does not depend on Te, the presented rather crude analysis remains valid.

V.G. Conclus ions

Thus, in this chapter, a full two-dimensional relativistic Fokker-Planck code is

presented and a numerical procedure used in this code is described. A simple analytical model is

proposed, which allows to describe many interesting phenomena of the fast electron dynamics

in these regions. In particular, the perpendicular dynamics is considered in two regions: the

plateau region and the region above the plateau. It has been shown that the perpendicular

electron dynamics plays an important role in the quantitative prediction of the various moments

of the fast electron tail. The presented Fokker-Planck solver has been coupled to a ray tracing

code (which takes into account the ripple effects, see Chapter IV), and reliable electron

distribution functions have been obtained in a self-consistent manner. Electron distribution

functions obtained by three different Fokker-Planck modules have been compared and

importance of using a full 2-D modelling has been pointed out. A great number of TORE

SUPRA shots have been simulated and results have been compared to different measurements.

A special attention has been paid to simulations of the fast electron Bremsstrahlung emission

detected on TORE SUPRA by a hard X-ray spectrometer (see Chapter III). For the first time,

using the proposed technique, it has become possible to reproduce both energy and radial

spectra of the detected HXR in a wide photon energy range without any adjustments being
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made. A little disagreement has still been observed between the absolute amplitudes of a

detected and predicted signal, which would disappear when radial diffusion (or magnetic field

and density fluctuations) are taken into account. The stability of the developed code has been

briefly discussed and a method to improve it has been proposed. A set of TORE SUPRA shots

when multipass absorption of LH power takes place has been analysed by the developed

RT/FP-2D code. An excellent agreement was observed in a wide range of experimental

conditions (different magnetic fields, plasma densities, etc.) between simulated HXR energy

spectra (in particular photon temperatures) and those measured in the experiment.
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CONCLUSIONS

The study of the fast electron dynamics by means of the hard X-ray diagnostic installed

in TORE SUPRA and numerical simulations has been the goal of this work. These fast

electrons are generated in the plasma in the presence of the lower hybrid waves injected by a

waveguide system at the wall of a tokamak device. Two important aspects of the lower hybrid

waves propagation and absorption have been studied in details: (i) study of lower hybrid wave

propagation and absorption in a periodically perturbated media and (ii) two dimensional

Fokker-Planck modelling of the fast electron dynamics in the presence of the LH power.

Ripple effects on lower hybrid wave propagation and absorption have been investigated

using the ray tracing technique. A cylindrical equilibrium was first studied and a strong

modification of the ray dynamics has been predicted. It has been shown that even if a weak

modulation (of the order of the ripple amplitude 8) of the wave parallel index, nn, is observed

when the ray passes through a high ripple region, the accessibility conditions can be

significantly modified and the cylindrical accessibility condition is no longer valid in the

presence of ripple. Simple analytical calculations have been carried out in the cylindrical

equilibrium, which predict a modulation of nn with an amplitude of 5 and a much stronger

modulation of the toroidal wave number, kt. Such a behaviour has been well observed by

numerical integration of the ray equations, which proves a validity of the proposed analytical

approach. Calculations have then been carried out in a real toroidal geometry corresponding to

TORE SUPRA. It has been shown that the lack of the toroidal axisymmetry of the magnetic

field may result in a modification of the ray evolution even if the global ray evolution is

governed by the larger poloidal inhomogeneity. To study ripple effects on lower hybrid wave

absorption, the developed ray tracing code, which computes ray trajectories in the configuration

and phase spaces in a three dimensional magnetic equilibrium, has been coupled with a one-

dimensional relativistic Fokker-Planck module. Using this code, simulations of LH

experiments have been performed for the TORE SUPRA tokamak, which has a large magnetic

ripple (7% at the plasma edge). It has been shown that the magnetic ripple induces a significant

modification of the LH power deposition profiles mainly in "intermediate" regimes, when the

LH wave makes some, but not many, passes through the plasma column before being

absorbed. In this case, the effect of magnetic ripple leads usually to a broadening of the power

deposition profiles and a shift towards the plasma center corresponding to a better penetration

of the LH wave, which may result from a global reduction of the wave absorption rate. Power

deposition in this case turns out to be the outcome of a probabilistic process in the wave phase

space, corresponding to a stochastic regime. Besides the radial effect, a large modification of

the energy dependence of absorbed LH power has been found in the "intermediate" regime and

a better coupling of the LH power with high energy electrons has then been predicted as
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compared to the case without ripple. As a consequence, an increase of the current drive

efficiency is predicted (= 30-40%). In fully stochastic regimes, the very large number of passes

ends up by cancelling any effects due to the ripple perturbation.

By considering ripple perturbation in LHCD simulations, a better agreement is found

with experimental results, in particular with the hard X-ray spectra and also with the measured

current density profiles. It is interesting to mention that because of the ripple induced

broadening of the power deposition profiles, it is not necessary to invoke a large radial

diffusion rate of fast electrons for TORE SUPRA to reproduce the observed current density and

HXR spectra profiles.

Though a much better agreement has been found between experimental results and

numerical predictions when magnetic ripple is considered, there are still remaining

discrepancies in some plasma conditions. In order to give a better description of the

experimental phenomenology, it is likely that additional processes are to be considered in the

simulation model, such as scattering by low-frequency density or/and magnetic field

fluctuations, and radial transport of fast electrons. However, before considering such physical

mechanisms, it was important to take into account of all structural effect like magnetic ripple,

which are independent on the plasma state, and may affect the overall ray dynamics.

In the second part of this thesis, a two dimensional (2-D) modelling of the fast electron

dynamics in the velocity phase space has been considered. A theoretical model to calculate the

electron velocity distribution function has been presented, which is based on the 2-D relativistic

electron Fokker-Planck equation, and a fast solver to resolve this equation has been described.

A new code has been developed which incorporates a ray tracing code calculating wave

propagation and a self-consistently coupled fast 2-D relativistic Fokker-Planck solver

calculating wave absorption at each magnetic surface. This code gives a two dimensional (in the

velocity space) electron distribution function at each magnetic surface, from which plasma

current density and RF power absorption profiles can be computed. Results obtained by this

code have been compared with other numerical schemes where different Fokker-Planck

modules are used. It has been shown that it is necessary to use a full 2-D modelling to describe

correctly the dynamics of fast electrons with energies above the quasilinear plateau. Electron

distribution functions obtained by the developed code have then been used to calculate non-

thermal Bremssrrahlung emission for different TORE SUPRA shots in a wide range of

experimental conditions and results have been compared with detected signals. It has been

shown that, for the first time, it has become possible to reproduce very well detected HXR both

spatial and energy spectra and non-inductive current from the same electron distribution

function without any adjustments being made, which has demonstrated a significant progress in

this field.
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CONCLUSIONS

L'objectif principal de cette thèse était d'étudier la dynamique des électrons rapides sur

la base des simulations numériques et des mesures de rayonnement X effectuées à haute énergie

à l'aide du diagnostic installé sur TORE SUPRA. Ces électrons sont produits par interaction

résonnante avec l'onde hybride qui est injectée depuis le bord du plasma par une antenne

composée d'un ensemble de guides d'onde. Deux aspects importants de la propagation et de

l'absorption de l'onde hybride ont été abordés: (i) étude de l'effet de la modulation périodique

du champ magnétique résultant du nombre discret de bobines ("ripple"), (ii) modélisation

bidimensionnelle dans l'espace des vitesses de la dynamique des électrons rapides.

Les effets du ripple sur la propagation et l'absorption de l'onde hybride ont été étudiés

sur la base du tracé de rayon. On a d'abord abordé le cas d'un équilibre cylindrique, permettant

d'identifier sans équivoque le rôle de la corrugation du champ axial. On montre que la

dynamique de l'onde est significativement affectée, même si l'amplitude de la perturbation sur

l'indice de réfraction parallèle nu est faible, de l'ordre de la perturbation magnétique. La

condition d'accessibilité cylindrique n'est ainsi plus valable. Sur la base d'une approche

analytique simple, on retrouve la plupart des.résultats numériques, notamment le fait que

l'amplitude relative de la modulation de la composante axiale du vecteur d'onde soit beaucoup

plus grande que celle de n,,. Les calculs ont été étendus au cas d'un équilibre torique modulé

toroidalement correspondant au cas de TORE SUPRA. On montre que l'absence d'axisymétrie

de la structure magnétique induit une modification importante de l'évolution des rayons dans le

plasma, même si celle-ci est globalement gouvernée par l'inhomogénéité poloidale. Pour étudier

l'impact de la modification de la trajectoire des rayons sur le dépôt global de la puissance, le

code de tracé de rayon a été couplé à un code de Fokker-Planck relariviste unidimensionnel. On

a pu ainsi simuler les expériences de chauffage hybride sur TORE SUPRA, ce tokamak ayant

un fort niveau de ripple au bord du plasma (1%). On montre que la corrugation du champ

magnétique toroïdal induit une modification importante du profil de dépôt de puissance dans le

régime dit "intermédiaire", lorsque l'onde effectue quelques passages seulement dans le plasma

avant d'être complètement absorbée. Dans ce régime, l'effet du ripple se traduit essentiellement

par un élargissement du profil de dépôt, celui-ci étant d'autre part plus centré dans la décharge.

On montre que l'absorption de l'onde est globalement plus faible, ce qui explique pourquoi un

bon accord est obtenu pour une large part de la puissance couplée au plasma avec les

prédictions issues d'un code de diffusion d'onde dans l'espace de phase des ondes, basé sur

une description stochastique de l'onde hybride. En plus de cet effet, une modification

importante du spectre en énergie de la puissance absorbée est constatée, correspondant à un

couplage renforcé de l'onde avec les électrons rapides. En conséquence, une augmentation de

30-40% de la génération de courant est prédite dans ce régime. Lorsque l'absorption de l'onde
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est très faible, l'effet du ripple disparaît, en raison du grand nombre de passages effectué.

En prenant en compte le ripple dans le tracé de rayon, un meilleur accord est trouvé avec

les résultats expérimentaux, en particulier les spectres X non-thermiques résultant du

rayonnement de freinage émis par les électrons rapides sur le plasma, et le courant non-inductif

tel qu'il est déduit des mesures de polarimétrie. Il est intéressant de noter qu'en prenant en

compte le ripple, pour les chocs tests considérés pour l'étude du transport radial des électrons

rapides, il n'est plus nécessaire d'invoquer un coefficient de diffusion élevé pour relier le profil

de puissance absorbée telle qu'il est prédit au profil de courant non-inductif tel qu'il est mesuré.

Bien qu'un meilleur accord soit trouvé entre les prédiction numériques et les mesures

expérimentales lorsque le ripple est considéré, il subsiste toujours certaines différences. Pour

avoir une description plus satisfaisante, il sera probablement nécessaire de prendre en compte

d'autres mécanismes physiques, tels que les fluctuations de densité, de champ magnétique.

Cependant, avant de prendre en compte de tels phénomènes, il était indispensable de tenir

compte d'abord des mécanismes structuraux qui peuvent jouer un grand rôle quel que soit l'état

du plasma.

Dans le seconde partie de ce travail de thèse, on a abordé l'étude de la dynamique des

électrons rapides dans l'espace des vitesse, en prenant en compte son caractère bidimensionnel.

On a présenté le modèle théorique de base sur lequel repose le calcul de la fonction de

distribution des électrons, ainsi que la méthode numérique pour résoudre l'équation de Fokker-

Planck. Ce code est couplé de façon self-consistente au code de tracé de rayons, afin de calculer

le profil de dépôt de puissance. Il est ainsi possible de déterminer directement le rayonnement

de freinage non-thermique et le courant non-inductif sans faire d'approximations sur la forme

de la distribution des électrons. On montre que la description bidimensionnelle de la dynamique

des électrons rapides est indispensable lorsque Ton considère la domaine d'énergie situé au-delà

du plateau de diffusion quasi-linéaire. Un grand nombre de simulations ont été menées, et on

montre que l'on obtient pour la première fois un très bon accord avec les mesures de

rayonnement de freinage tant pour le profil radial que pour la dépendance en énergie, tout en

reproduisant globalement le niveau de courant non-inductif, et ceci sans paramètres

d'ajustement ad hoc, ce qui constitue un progrès spectaculaire dans ce domaine.
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Symbols

SYMBOLS

The system of units is m.k.s. throughout the thesis. The temperature are written either

in joules or in eV (or keV). Thus, instead of the conventional kaT° (where kB is Boltzmann's

constant and T° is in degrees Kelvin) T (joules) is written. Whenever the temperature is given

in eV this is explicitly stated.

Throughout the thesis, symbols // and -L denote the components parallel and

perpendicular to the local magnetic field B, respectively. Symbols 0, a, av, which refer to the

plasma parameters, denote their values at the plasma center (at the magnetic axis, p = 0), at the

plasma edge (at the limiter, p = a) and at the vacuum vessel (p = av), respectively. Symbol 0

referring to time varying variables denotes their initial values.

Symbol

£0 = 8.85xl(T12

jU0 = 47rxl(r7

« = 1/137

e

c
mt{mj

h

ti-hlln
Xo = til mec

r. = aX0

Description

Constants

electrical permittivity of vacuum

magnetic permeability of vacuum

fine-structure constant

electron charge

velocity of light
electron (ion) mass

Planck constant

Compton wavelength

classical electron radius

Operations and functions

X vector

X = \X\ modulus of a vector

X • Y scalar product

XxY vector product

VF gradient

V • X divergence

V x X curl

(X) volume average of X

•X = — f Xd(p average over <p
2KJ
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X

Iv(x)

S(x)

perturbation due to departure from axisymmetry

modified Bessel function

Legendre polynomials

Dirac delta function

real part

Geometry

r

(r,9,z)

(r,0,(p)

r

6 and <p

R = RQ + rcos9

Z = rsin0

Q

vacuum vessel minor radius
vacuum vessel major radius

position vector
cylindrical coordinate system

toroidal coordinate system:

minor radial position

poloidal and toroidal angles

major radial position

vertical coordinate

solid angle

a

= a/R0

V=xa2x 2nRp

dV-2itrdrx2nRp

n, («,)

Tt

v

P

P,. P,
V = cos'^p = Pujp

Plasma and equilibrium

plasma minor radius (at the limiter)
plasma major radius

inverse aspect ratio

magnetic axis major radius

plasma volume

plasma volume element

electron (ion) density

electron (ion) temperature

velocity of an electron
electron (ion) thermal velocity

Debye shielding distance

momentum of an electron

electron thermal momentum

pitch angle coordinate

relativistic factor



Symbols

T± perpendicular temperature

P plasma pressure

E kinetic energy of an electron

t time

Ë electric field
Ip total toroidal plasma current

j , J current density

7] current drive efficiency

ZhZ ion charge state

Ztff effective ion charge state

logA Coulomb logarithm,

K photon energy

T^ photon temperature

q safety factor

s magnetic shear
B magnetic field
B = (Br,Bg,Blfi) magnetic field in toroidal coordinates:

Br radial component

Bg poloidal component
B9 toroidal component

Bo magnetic field value at the magnetic axis

Ô ripple amplitude

N number of magnetic coils

p, y magnetic flux surface coordinate

A(p) Shafranov shift

DQL quasilinear diffusion coefficient

/ , F, fc electron distribution function

Tx perpendicular temperature
/„ Maxwellian distribution
J In

VlBop loop voltage

co t (co .) electron (ion) plasma frequency

Qc / (Çlc.) electron (ion) cyclotron frequency

vt. electron-ion collision frequency
b impact parameter
pL electron Larmor radius
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Waves

o) angular wave frequency (co = 2nf)

Cûuj lower hybrid frequency

ë dielectric tensor

X wavelength

k wave-propagation vector

k=(kr, m, n) wave vector in toroidal coordinates:

kr radial wave component

m poloidal wave number

n toroidal wave number
nn parallel index

ë plasma dielectric tensor

E,B electric and magnetic fields of a wave
Pw total launched LH power

Abbreviations

BE Bremsstrahlung Emission

BGO Bismuth Germanate

CD Current Drive

DF Distribution Function

ECA Electron Cyclotron Absorption

ECE Electron Cyclotron Emission

FP Fokker-Planck

FEB Fast Electron Bremsstrahlung

GF Geometrical Factor

JET Joint European Torus

HXR Hard X-Ray

LH Lower Hybrid

MHD MagnetoHydroDynamic

NBI Neutral Beam Injection

PM PhotoMultiplier

PT Perpendicular Temperature

RF • Radio Frequency

RT '/ Ray-Tracing

TS // TORE SUPRA



Svmbols

WDFP Wave Diffusion - Fokker-Planck

1(2,3)-D One (two, three) Dimensional
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Appendix A: Model toroidal equilibrium

In this Appendix, the analytical model of the axisymmetric (averaged over the in-

direction) toroidal equilibrium is described, which is used in the Ray-Tracing calculations. The

toroidal coordinate system with the center at the magnetic axis (R = Rm), which used in the

calculations is shown in figure A.I. The toroidal equilibrium is obtained from Shafranov aspect

ratio expansion of the magnetic field [Shaf66]. In this model the magnetic flux surfaces form a

set of nested circular surfaces shifted by a distance from the magnetic axis, which is called the

Shafranov shift.

magnetic surface
at the limiter

a magnetic surface
in the scrape-off

layer

vacuum vessel center-

plasma center- - -

magnetic axis - -

vacuum vessel

Figure A.I.
Coordinate system used in magnetic equilibrium and Ray-Tracing calculations

A straight cylindrical plasma model (e = a/R0 —>0) is used for the lowest order

configuration. The plasma is divided into a current carrying region inside the limiter radius

0 < r < a and a region where the current density is assumed to vanish extending from the

limiter radius to the ideally conducting chamber wall a<r<av. The cylindrical equilibrium

quantities are taken to be

(i)For 0<r<f l ,
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(Ala)

(Alb)

( A l c )

= niO)(r)[T/o)(r) + 7/°>(r)] (Ale)

(ii)For a<r<av,

n?\r) = nta(ay-r)/iGv-a) (A2a)

t
(0) (r) = (7;a - Tttr ) (a, - r)/(ay -a) + T^ ( A2b)

(A2c)

CA2d)

(A2e)

Here, r<0,7]0,andn,0 are the central (r = 0) values of electron temperature, ion

temperature, and electron density; T,a,T^and nta are the limiter (r~a) values of electron

temperature, ion temperature, and electron density; TM> and T^ are the values of electron and

ion temperature at the chamber wall radius (r = ay). The electron density at r = ov is taken to be

zero. Here q0 is the central value of the safety factor q{r) ~ rB0/[RQ B^ir)] and the constant

Çb is determined by specifying the total plasma current Ip and using the relation
fift,(r) = Be0>(û) = 2^pjica). Finally, £,n, %t, and dj. are determined by specifying the volume

average values (/ijO)(r)), (7,(0)(r)), and (T/0)(r)), where
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The formulation of B(r, 9) in the region 0 < r < a proceeds as the follows [BoEn86j.

B9(r,0) (A3a)

Br(r, 9) = [A(r)/r]S<0) (r)sin 9 (A3b)

(A3c)

(A3d)

The asymmetry parameter A(r) and the flux surface shift A(r) are given by

( A 4 )

(A5)

and the volume average (F(r)} has been defined above.
The lowest order toroidal field BçO)(r) is obtained by considering the radial component

of equilibrium pressure balance,

Using Ampere's law for current density Jl0), B(°\r) can be then obtained subject to the

boundary condition B(°\r = 0) = B0,

- , -

1/2

(A6)

Here, P{0)(0) = n,0(Tt0 +Ti0) from equation (Ale).

The solution for B(r,9) in the region outside the limiter radius a < r < av is found from

V x 5 = 0, V • B = 0, together with the boundary condition on 5 at the plasma surface r~a

that the normal component of B is continuous and the surface current Js{r = a) = 0. The

•solutions correct to O(e) can be written as
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a a (A7a)

a a

(A7b)

a a

1 +
cosd

l-(a/R0)cos6Va JB,•pa

x[\~(r/R0)cos6] (Ale)

Here Aa=A(r = a),Aa=Aa(r = a), and B^ = B{
p
0)(r = a) using equations (A4)-(A6).

Equation (Aid) is used to calculate B'6a=[dB™(r)/d(r/a)]a, and B'ipa=[dB™(r)/d(r/a)]a is

found using equation (A6). The displacement of the flux surfaces for a<r<av is computed

using the following expression

(A8)

Once determined the magnetic flux surfaces for 0 < r < av, the density and temperature

are taken to be constant on a magnetic surface of constant radius p. Thus, nt ~nt(p),

7 ; = ^ ) , and 7]. =T,(p), where

= r + A(r)cos6 (A9)
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Appendix B: TORE SUPRA LH system and antenna radiated power spectrum

In this appendix, the TORE SUPRA LH system is described and a model to calculate
the antenna radiated power spectrum, dP{nH)ldnu, is briefly presented, which is used as an

initial condition in power deposition profile calculations. In such simulations, a single ray is
launched for each ànn interval, weighted to the appropriate power according to the input
Brambilla spectrum, dP(n/t)/dnlt.

Phased waveguide arrays (grill) are generally used for launching LH waves in tokamak

plasmas. The 3.7 GHz / 8 MW LH system installed on TORE SUPRA is made of 16

continuous-wave klystron amplifiers delivering up to 0.5 MW each [Mor95], The power is

transmitted to the launcher through oversized waveguides over about 20 m with a measured

transmission factor reaching 94 %. The LH power is coupled to the plasma via two

multijunction launchers made of 16 modules (eight juxtaposed in the upper row and eight in the

lower row) and mounted on two adjacent ports of the machine. Each module consists of two of

four reduced-size waveguides whose electrical lengths are successively shifted by 90° and

whose front end is coated with a thin layer of baron carbide. Spectrum flexibility is obtained by

phasing the modules. This allows one to launch a travelling wave whose peak refraction index

nlt in the direction parallel to the static magnetic field can be chosen between 1.4 (-90 ° phasing)

and 2.3 (+90° phasing). In each antenna, the number of reduced waveguides facing the plasma
is 128 (32 in each row) and therefore the rc^-spectrum is quite narrow (see below). A

maximum power of 6.5 MW has been coupled to the plasma during 2 s. During the longest

plasma shot, the total injected LH energy reached a record value of 170 MJ during 62 LH

pulse, at a power level of 2.8 MW [Mor95],

While launching the LH wave into the plasma, a very important question arises as the

question of wave-plasma coupling. To answer this question, one has to consider the LH wave

propagation between the wave source (the antenna) and the absorption region. A quantity of

interest in this analysis is the Pointing vector [LBB92]. The initial conditions of the propagation

are defined by the coupling analysis. The radiated power per unit length along the poloidal

direction Oy at the waveguide apertures (x = 0 plane) is calculated by the flux of the Pointing

vector Px through this plane (see figure B.I). Applying the Parseval-Plancherel relation to the

Pointing vector, one can obtain the spectral power density [LBB92]

àdntl • (B.I)

where
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R
(B.2)

Et(Q,nn) and Hy(0,nn) are the Fourier transforms in z of the tangential electric and magnetic

fields, k0 is the free space wavenumber, Yo is the vacuum admittance, ReO^ («,,)) is the real

part of the plasma surface admittance yt(n,,), and dP(ntl)/dnn the RF power radiated per unit

nl

The expression of the spectral power density is related to the total electric field by the

following relation

(B.3)

where

m
n

(b is the width of the waveguides) and W(nlt) is a hermitian matrix defined by its generic
element Wp</ (nn) = exp[ j / : ^ (zp - zq)] ( zp is the position of the left edge of the p-th waveguide);

V = V" + V ",where V ' and V " are the column vectors whose elements represent, respectively,

Plasma current
Figure B.I.

Schematic drawing of the E-plane grill.
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the complex incident and reflected voltages of the fundamental mode in the reduced secondary

waveguides at the grill-plasma interface (the plus refers to the transposed conjugate matrix).
The dominant fields are related by the grill-plasma scattering matrix 5., which for a

given array of waveguides, depends on the edge plasma parameters. Sg is numerically

calculated using the SWAN code (see [LBB92] and references cited there) which is based on

the two-dimensional linear coupling theory of the grill [Bra76a] and takes into account the

microwave characteristics of the E-plane junctions. The plasma is described a slab geometry

with a density profile in front of the grill consisting of a density step ntg (well above the LH

cut-off density, nc), followed by a linear density gradient Vn,. along the radial axis 0 x (see

figure B.2). The tokamak equilibrium magnetic field is assumed to be in the toroidal direction.

Not only are the density and its gradient at the grill position very important

characteristics to determine the power spectra, but also the so-called phasing is of great

importance. The phasing is the phase difference 5(p between the multijunction units.

RF-multijunction
modules

scrape-off layer

fffll
lasma

X

plasma grill
position position

Figure B.2.
Schenuitic drawing showing two niultijunction units and the plasma. Density dependence used

in the model to calculate the power spectrum.

Typical launched spectra are presented in figure B.3(a), which are obtained with
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different phase shifts between the different multijunction units, 5<p = 0,±30°. The calculations

are performed with the SWAN code using typical values of the edge electron density (measured

by Lagmuire probes). One can state that the radiated power spectrum consists of two principal,

very narrow peaks in the region nn > 0 and nn < 0 , and secondary peaks. Such a narrow

spectrum shape results from the large number of toroidally juxtaposed modules, each of which
radiates an n^-spectrum centered at /i//pcJk0 but not so narrow as the resulting spectrum

[LBB92].

To characterize the power spectra, a power directivity is used

\{dP[dnn)dnu

5P=+ (B.4)
'ut

which determines a part of the total power, PUI, launched with n,, > 1. The power directivity

characterizes somewhat the antenna efficiency because waves with n,, >1 drive a positive

electron current (current flowing in the inverse to the toroidal magnetic field direction), whereas

waves with n,, < - 1 generate a negative electron current reducing thus the total electron current

driven by LH waves. Since, the n,, values of the power spectrum bigger peak are significantly

lower than those of the second peak in the region n,, < - 1 , it is the bigger peak with n,, > 1

(called the main lobe) that is more efficient in current drive (see Chapter II) and which is

considered in our LHCD simulations as a launched power spectrum, while the second peak is

neglected. Note that it is not difficult to take into account the second peak at n,, < - 1 too as it

has t/jen done, for example, in [BoEn86], but no marked changes are expected in simulations

of the electron distribution function for v,, > 0, which is of interest here.

The main lobe can be characterized by two following parameters [see figure B.3(b)]: (i)
the value of n//peilt corresponding to the peak of the injected power, and (ii) the full width of the

main lobe, An,, (~ 0.4 for the TORE SUPRA antenna). Although in simulations any shape of

the launched spectrum can be chosen as an initial condition for power absorption profiles
calculations, it is convenient to fit the main lobe by a gaussian function and use nllfcA and An,,

as input parameters. Thus in our simulations, only the main lobe has been considered, which is

described by the power peak position, n,l?ak, the full width, An,,, and the power in the main

lobe which, neglecting all the secondary peaks with n,,>\, can be calculated as 5PPm

(typically, SP = 0.7 [LBB92]).

It is well-known that the parallel wave number at the peak value of the launched
spectrum, n,, ^ , is mainly a function of the antenna phasing and weakly depends of the other

parameters such as the edge density, its gradient, magnetic field. It can be estimated according

to the following analytical relation [LiMo90]
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'•(a) Characteristic peaks of the radiated spectrum for three different phasings. (b) The main lobe

of the radiated spectrum and its gaussianfit.
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~

where /i//puk0 is the nominal wave number of each Nw-waveguide multijunction unit. For

TORE SUPRA LH antenna, nNfeA0 = 1.8, Nw = 4, and % = 90°, from which one readily

obtains that for 8<p = -30°, n//peA = 1.65 and for S(p = +30°, nUfak = 1.95 [see figure B.3(a)].
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Appendix C I

Propagation and absorption of the Lower Hybrid wave in a non-
axisymmetric tokamak

R.Arslanbekov, J.P.Bizarro+, J.S.Ferreira+, Y.Peysson, V.Basiuk, J.Carrasco, G.T.Hoang,
X.Litaudon, D.Moreau

Département de Recherches sur la Fusion Contrôlée, Association EURATOM-CEA
Centre d'Etudes de Cadarache, I3I08 Sainl-Paul-lez-Durance Cedex. France.

+ Centro de Fusâo Nuclear, Associaçâo EURATOM-IST
Instituio Superior Técnico, 1096 Lisboa Codex, Portugal

The lower-hybrid (LH) wave is a privileged tool for noninductive current drive in
tokamaks and a well-placed candidate to achieve continuous operation of fusion devices as well
as to control the current density profile. Large current drive efficiencies have been obtained, up
to 0.4xl0+20 Am^W'1 [1], and a considerable theoretical effort has been carried out for the last
fifteen years. However, and despite such effort, an accurate determination of the LH power
deposition profiles remains a very difficult task, which is partly due to the strong dependence of
LH wave propagation on the density and magnetic field characterizing a tokamak equilibrium.
Using combined ray-tracing and Fokker-Planck codes, it has been shown that the LH wave
dynamics is strongly affected by the poloidal inhomogeneity inherent to the tokamak toroidal
geometry, which may result in an increase of the parallel refractive index, nff = cky/co, during
wave propagation [2]. Here, k// is the component of the wave vector k along the equilibrium
magnetic field B, kfj - k.B/j B |, c the speed of light and co/2rc the LH wave frequency. When
the n// upshift is large enough, i.e. when the so-called "spectral gap" is bridged, the wave energy
can be absorbed by the suprathermal electrons, according to the Landau resonance condition

03 = k/jv,/, where v// is the component of the fast electron velocity parallel to B. The uncertainty
in predicting how the power carried by the low-n// spectrum launched by the antenna is
deposited in the plasma lies greatly on the fact that the LH wave propagation and absorption are
nonlinearly coupled to the temperature and current density profiles. This is particularly important
when the wave makes several passes in the plasma before being completely absorbed, in which
case successive n// upshifts take place along the ray trajectories and the stochastic nature of the
ray propagation in low aspect ratio tokamaks
comes fully into play. Therefore, any small
deviation from ideal equilibrium conditions,
which are often considered in LH modelling
codes, may grossly modify the ray
dynamics and, consequently, the predicted
power deposition profiles.

In order to get closer to a real
tokamak geometry, studies have been
carried out recently to assess how the LH
wave propagation and absorption are
affected by the magnetic ripple that is due to
the finite number of coils used to create the
toroidal field. As a first step, it has been
shown that the discreteness of the toroidal-
field system may significantly alter the
picture of LH wave propagation obtained
from a straight cylindrical geometry [3]. In
particular, it has been demonstrated that, for
parameters of practical interest, magnetic _ . „ _ , , . . , , r . T / , n r Pr;DDx
ripple may induce stochastic behaviour in Fig.l. Radial dependence of the TORE SUPRA
the ray dynamics. Hence, and as a result of ripple for various poloidal angles.

to

0.0
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the nonintegrability of the ray equations, the well-known cylindrical accessibility condition for
the LH wave to penetrate to the plasma center is no longer valid, so the predicted power
deposition profiles are expected to be greatly modified. The purpose of this communication is to
extend this work, in order to assess the effects of magnetic ripple on LH wave dynamics in a
toroidal geometry, when both poloidal and toroidal inhomogeneities are present. The study is
carried out for the TORE SUPRA tokamak, which has a large magnetic ripple, 5 = 7% at the
plasma edge, in the low-field side of the equatorial mid-plane (Fig. 1).

The results presented here are obtained by integrating the usual ray equations,
dr/dt = - pD((û, r, k)/3k]/[9D(co, r, k)/3co] and dk/dt = [9D((o, r, k)/3r]/[dD(û), r, k)/9co],

where D(û3, r, k) = 0 is the local electromagnetic dispersion relation for the LH wave including
warm plasma effects [2], and k = [kv m, n) the wave momentum canonically conjugate to the

toroidal coordinate vector r = (r, 0, <p). Due to the breaking in axisymmetry, the toroidal mode
number n is no longer a constant of the ray motion and its evolution must be followed along the
ray trajectories, much in the same way as the poloidal mode number m, which varies as a
consequence of the poloidal inhomogeneity. To complete the description of the wave
propagation, one must include a consistent treatment of the toroidal equilibrium in the presence

of ripple. Following the usual approach [4], one considers that B = B + B, where B is deduced
from the Shafranov aspect ratio expansion, in conjunction with the lowest order straight

cylindrical equilibrium, and B the ripple perturbation. The perturbed field B may be written as
B = Bv + Bp, where Bv is a vacuum field and Bp is the field arising from the perturbation in the
flux surfaces. It must be noted that, in this approach, the plasma diamagnetism is neglected.
From a perturbative calculation [4], where only the first harmonic in the toroidal angle cp is
retained, one obtains:

~r „ / R r+Lcos6 ( pN \ , T ,
B v = a B ° \ / R — r / 2 •> J- R T " H N ( p )

V K o - L o y V L 2 L 9 l K ~ L y
sin(N(p)

In this model, iso-ripple surfaces are circles of radius p defined by the relation

p2 = L2 + r2 +2rLcos8, with L(p) = L 0 - -p 2 / (R 0 -L 0 ) and Lo = L(p = 0), These circles are

shifted, towards the axis of the torus, by a distance L from the center of the coils. In the above
expressions, Bo is the magnetic field on axis in the absence of ripple, RQ the major radius, R =
Ro + rcos8, and Io(x) and Ii(x) modified Bessel functions. The parameter a, which depends on
the actual shape of the coils (radius, thickness...), gives the magnitude of the ripple perturbation,
and N is the total number of coils.

Cylindrical calculations show that Bp may be neglected, an assumption that enables the
Shafranov shift A of the flux surfaces to be decoupled from their displacement due to the ripple.
The flux surfaces, which are defined by the condition Vy.B = 0, are thus given by the relation

n a( dà \ I R1 r +Lcos9 f pN ) . .
a\|/ = r + A(r)cos9+ - 1 + —cos6U / - — — ltUiL—Sin(N(p),

Nl dx )\j R o -L o ^ i + L2 + 2rLcose l R o - L o j
where a is the plasma minor radius without ripple. Finally, the electron and ion temperatures and
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densities are considered to be constant on a flux surface \|/ ,

T[eii(r. 6, <p) = T|cj](\|/}, n[C(i](r, 6, <p) = n[Ct£|(\|/), and to be given in the interval 0 < V ^ ! by t h e

relation X{y) = (Xo - Xa) y + Xa> X = [n[c,i]f Tte,i]}. The parameter ç x is

an arbitrary constant. Following Ref. [2], a linear decrease of T[e,i] and n[e,i] as a function of y
is considered between the plasma edge and the chamber wall.

Numerical calculations are carried out for the TORE SUPRA tokamak (a = 0.78m, Rn =
2.36m, Bo = 3.9T, N = 18, Ln = 0.32m, a = 1.69x10-4). A typical r y evolution is presented in
Fig. 2 for two initial conditions (p0 = 0 and (po = Jt/N and n//o = '.L.Q. When the LH wave
propagates in the high-ripple region, n// starts to oscillate (see insert) with an amplitude that is

proportional to the ripple perturbation S = o l j •- ••). This behaviour can be well explained

analytically in a cold-plasma model by considering the electrostatic limit of the LH wave
dispersion relation. After several passes through the outer plasma edge region, the ray
trajectories differ strongly from the case without ripple. As depicted in Fig. 2, the ray trajectories
may depend significantly on the initial toroidal angle, and so realistic simulations of LH current
drive need to take into account the toroidal extent of the antenna, as well as the poloidal one.

Full simulations of LH experiments have been carried out by coupling the ray-tracing
code with a 1-D relativistic Fokker-Planck code [2]. In the calculations, the number of rays N r a y
launched into the plasma is large enough so that the final result is independent of this parameter
[5]. Considering N r ay = 400, and dividing the antenna into four poloidal angles and eight
toroidal angles, reliable power deposition
profiles are obtained. The effects of the ripple
are presented for two different accessibility

, conditions of the LH wave to the plasma center.
For a high density case, corresponding to a
poor accessible regime, a power deposition
profile dPabsCHO/dV is given in Fig. 3(a). For
this shot, the plasma and LH parameters are: Ip

= 1.6 MA, neo = 7 . 3 0 x l 0 + 1 9 t r r 3 , Teo = 2.8
keV, n//o = 2.0, and P L H = 4.0 MW. Without
ripple, dPabsCW^V is strongly localized around
V = 0.45, whereas in the presence of ripple it is
much broader. For this set of parameters, an
important new feature is the significant increase
of dPabs(V)/dV in the core of the plasma. This
effect arises from an increase of the ray
stochasticity when ripple is considered [6], As a
result, and due to the successive upshifts and F ' g - 2 - Evolution of «// without ripple (full
downshifts of n// along the ray trajectories, there line) and with ripple (<po = O dotted line,
is a better coupling of the LH wave with the fast
electrons in the plasma. Thus a significant
modification in the energy dependence of the
nonthermal part of the electron distribution
function is found, as shown in Fig. 3(b). In this
case, an increase of about 60% is predicted in
the current drive figure of merit, as the LH wave interacts more efficiently with higher-energy
electrons.
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For another set of parameters, Ip = 0.8
MA, ne0 = 3.0x10+19 m-3, Teo = 6.0 keV,
n//o = 1.8, and PLI»; = 3.4 MW, which
corresponds to a much deeper penetration case
in a fully non-inductive discharge, the ripple
effect on the energy dependence of the fast
electron distribution function disappears, but a
modification of dPabs(V)/dV is still observed.
As shown in Fig. 4, the power deposition
profile, which is much more centrally peaked
when magnetic ripple is considered, is not
only in agreement with the hard X-ray
emission, but also with the current density
profile deduced from polarimetry
measurements. For this shot, it is worth
noting that a radial diffusion coefficient for
fast electrons of nearly 2.0 m2/s must be

Fig.3. (a) LH power deposition profile without introduced to link the power deposition profile
ripple (full line) and with ripple (dotted line), (b) to the noninductive current density profile, if
energy dependence of the volume-averaged ripple is neglected, while nearly no radial
absorbed power without ripple (full line) and transport is necessary when the full magnetic
with ripple (dotted line). topology is considered. This result, which is

in agreement with the fact that collisional
slowing down seems to prevail over radial diffusion of fast electrons in LH experiments [7],
illustrates the difficulty in using modeling codes to extract reliable information on fast electron
transport.

The effect of magnetic ripple on the LH wave dynamics has been investigated in various
other plasma conditions. A significant modification of the power deposition profiles is, in

general, observed, mainly in "intermediate"
regimes, when single-pass absorption does
not occur and the wave makes some, but not
many, passes inside the plasma before being
totally absorbed. In fully stochastic regimes,
the very large number of passes ends up by
cancelling any effects due to the ripple
perturbation. Finally, if the ripple amplitude is
reduced by a factor 4, the energy dependence
of the electron distribution function remains
still modified as compared to the case without
ripple, while the power deposition profile
corresponding to no ripple is nearly
recovered.
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[7] Peysson Y., Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 35
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Fig.4. (a) LH power deposition profile without
ripple (full line) and with ripple (dotted line), (b)
experimental hard X-ray intensity in the energy
channel 75±25 keV (dotted line) andLH density
current profile (full line) determined from
polarimetry.
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Modelling of Fast Electron Bremsstrahlung
Emission during LHCD with a 2-D Relativistic

Fokker-Planck Code

Y.Peysson, R.Arslanbekov, Y.Baranov+, G.T.Hoang, X.Litaudon, D.Moreau,
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Abstract. Simulations of the non-thermal bremsstrahlung emission based on the resolution of the full
two-dimensional relativistic Fokkcr-Planck equation are reported for recent TORE SUPRA and JET LH
experiments. From a comparison with standard one-dimensional treatments, it is shown that the
perpendicular electron dynamics plays an important role in the quantitative prediction of the various
moments of the fast electron tail.

INTRODUCTION

The non-thermal bremsstrahlung emission (BE) is a powerful method for
diagnosing fast electrons in configuration and momentum spaces during Lower Hybrid
Current Drive (LHCD) experiments. It is therefore a stringent test on the validity of models
describing the LH wave propagation and absorption in tokamak plasmas, an important
assessment in order to achieve reliable current profile control and stationary enhanced
performance regimes. For accurate simulations of the BE, it is well-known that a careful
description of the perpendicular electron dynamics plays an important role. However, up
to now, in most self-consistent predictions of the LH power deposition, only one-
dimensional (in parallel momentum) Fokker-Planck calculations have been carried out, in
order to keep computer time consumption at an acceptable level. To account for the
perpendicular electron dynamics, the suprathermal electron distribution function is usually
assumed to be Maxwellian in perpendicular momentum, with an effective perpendicular

temperature T^ estimated in the plateau region from a non-relativistic theory (1). Despite
rather satisfactory results obtained within this conventional approach, some quantitative
discrepancies have been reported, especially when both the BE and the non-inductive
current level have to be predicted from the same distribution function (2). In this paper,
calculations of the BE are reported, in which the full two-dimensional fast electron
dynamics is described in momentum space.

LHCD MODELLING

For TORE SUPRA simulations, the LH wave power deposition is determined by a
standard method based on the use of a toroidal ray-tracing combined with a Fokker-
Planck module (3). The usual one-dimensional self-consistent Fokker-Planck treatment, in
which the suprathermal distribution function is assumed to be Maxwellian in perpendicular

momentum, with an effective perpendicular temperature Tj_ set to the standard value Tj_, is
replaced by the full resolution of the two-dimensional relativistic Fokker-Planck equation
using a fast numerical solver (4). Calculations are carried out using the rclativistic Beliaev-
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Budkcr collision operator, including the first Legcndre harmonic reaction term, which
plays an important role for an accurate determination of the shape of the fast electron tail.
Electron trapping and bounce averaging are not considered. In the Fokker-Planck
calculation, which is self-consistenily iterated with the power deposition profile, the quasi-
linear diffusion coefficient DLH(P//) is determined from the wave absorption by averaging
9f(p//,pjJ/3p// over the perpendicular direction.

A different numerical scheme has been considered for JET. In that case, the
electron distribution function, averaged over the perpendicular direction, is first
determined self-consistently from a 1-D in parallel momentum and 1-D in configuration
space relativistic Fokker-Planck equation which incorporates, in addition, radial transport
of fast electrons (5). The perpendicular electron dynamics in momentum space is
described by a phcnomenological temperature Tj_, whose dependence upon p// allows to
reproduce the measured BE for a large range of JET plasma parameters. It is set to

2Tj( ^— in the plateau region, and to 2Tj_ at higher energy. Here, p//min and
\P/lm3X~Pllminj

P//max are respectively the lower and upper momentum bounds of the plateau region.
From the self-consistent determination of the quasi-linear diffusion coefficient DLH(P//).
the two-dimensional electron distribution in momentum space is then calculated at the
ultimate iteration step, using the same fast 2-D relativisdc Fokker-Planck solver used for
TORE SUPRA simulations. Though this procedure does not ensure a full self-consistency
between the power deposition profile and the distribution function, it is shown, by
comparison with TORE SUPRA simulations, that only minor errors may be expected.

BREMSSTRAHLUNG EMISSION

The BE is calculated using the relativistic Bom approximation corrected by the
Elwert factor of the electron-ion cross-section. Fully stripped carbon is considered to be
the only relevant impurity in all simulations. The local cylindrical symmetry of the
problem along the parallel direction is taken advantage of by expanding both
bremsstrahlung cross-section and electron distribution function in series of Legendre
polynomials (2,6). Such a method allows to determine accurately the BE along any
direction of observation, and thus to investigate possible angular anisotropy due to
relativistic effects.

The hard x-ray diagnostic installed on TORE SUPRA is a multichannel
spectrometer that probes the plasma in a poloidal cross-section along five lines of sight,
which are labelled A, B, C, D, E and intersect the equatorial mid-plane at (R - Ro)/a = +0.20,
0.0, -0.33, -0.52, -0.71 respectively, where R is the distance from the tokamak axis. It is
designed to study the photon emission between 30 and 700 keV (2). A similar multichord
system is installed on JET, with a larger number of chords (10 for the horizontal camera,
here considered), but analyzing the spectrum on a reduced set of energy windows - 4 -
between 133 and 400 kcV (5,6,7).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 1, simulation of the BE for a fully non-inductive current drive TORE
SUPRA discharge is reported. The main plasma parameters are: PLH = 3.5 MW, n//peak =
1.8, Ip = 0.8MA, nco = 3.0 10+19 nr3, Tco = 6.0 keV. While the increase of the predicted
current level is of the order of 20%, from a 1-D1/2 to a full 2-D calculation, a factor 2.5 is
observed for the BE, thus leading to a better agreement with experimental observations. In
addition, with the 2-D simulation, it is possible to reproduce the energy dependence of the
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BE over a wide energy range, while a too rapid decrease of the emission with the photon
energy is predicted with 1-D1/2 calculation, as shown in Fig.2.

The differences of shape
between the 1-D1/2 and the 2-D
simulations are depicted in Fig.3, where
t h e d e p e n d e n c e s of
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Fig.l. Line-integrated BE at 100 keV for a full
current drive discharge (#10558, TORE SUPRA).

200

hv (keV)

J f(p//,pi)dpi and Tj_/Te as a
function of the parallel kinetic energy
E// are reported. F// and T i / T e are
compared at the flux surface \|/ = 0.4,
where the predicted current densities by
the two methods are similar. In the
plateau region, Tj. deduced from 2-D
calculation is constant, as predicted by
the theory, but the level is much larger

and close to 2TY The discrepancy may
arise from the approximate collision
operator which has been used to derive

T[. Above the plateau region, (E// S
150 keV), it is well-known that the
constant Tj_ approximation used for 1-
Dl/2 simulations is worse (1), and that a
full two-dimensional description of the
fast electron dynamics is required to
take account of the pitch-angle
scattering. In this energy range, a steep
increase of the ratio Ti/T e is observed
up to 100, of the order of the values
estimated with the "three -
temperature" model electron
distribution (8), from non-thermal
photon spectrum at energies far above
the plateau region. It is worth noting
that 1-D1/2 simulations in which T± is
multiplied by a factor 2 gives a better
agreement with the energy dependence

f d H iFig.2. Line-integrated energy spectrum for the line-of- o f ^ measured spectra. However, in
sight A (#10558, TORE SUPRA) that case, the predicted current level is

generally much too high, while the BE
is still lower than experimental values. Only full two-dimensional calculations allow to
recover both the BE and the non-inductive current level from the same distribution
function. This is probably due to the fact that the main part of the measured photon
spectrum lies above the plateau region, and that the BE at a given photon energy k
integrates the contribution of all electrons at higher energy. Several other facts may also
contribute to the discrepancies between 1-D1/2 and 2-D Fokker-Planck calculations: as
shown in Fig.3, the backward contribution is underestimated, and from the contour plot
displayed in Fig,4, the discontinuity in the Tj. model used in 1-D1/2 simulations induces a
spurious shape of the distribution function in the vicinity of the p// = 0 direction.
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Fig.3. Comparison of the shape of the
electron distribution function deduced from l-
Dl/2 and 2-D Fokker-Planck calculations for
TORE SUPRA at y = 0.4.

Simulations of the BE emission have
been also carried out for JET LH shots, with a
carefull comparison between 1-D1/2 and 2-D
Fokker-Planck calculations. Though the
numerical procedure differs from the TORE
SUPRA one, similar results are obtained as
shown in Fig.5. Simulations in which the two-
dimensional Fokker-Planck equation is solved
allow to reproduce both the BE level in the
four energy windows and the estimated non-
inductive current .
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Introduction. The Lower Hybrid (LH) Current Drive (CD) scheme still remains one of
the promising methods for noninductive CD in tokamaks in a view to achieve continuous
operation of fusion devices and to control the current density profile. For the last Fifteen years, a
great experimental and theoretical effort has been made in this field in order to have a deeper
understanding of the physical mechanisms that govern the processes of LH wave propagation
and absorption. From the experimental point of view, large CD efficiencies have been obtained,
up to 0.4xl020 Am^W'1 [1], and various LHCD performances have been reported on different
machines (for recent TORE SUPRA results, see [2,3])- From the theoretical side, a great
number of models has been developed to determine the LH power both spatial and energetic
absorption profiles. It has been shown [4] that the LHCD scheme is most efficient when the LH
waves interact with energetic electrons and so when a narrow spectrum at low n/j = ck///co is
launched by the antenna, where k// is the component of the wave vector k along the equilibrium
magnetic field B, ku = k.B/j B |, c the speed of light and O)/2K the LH wave frequency. Here, the
well-known "spectral-gap" problem arises which consists in the following. The wave-panicle
resonance condition between a LH wave launched with low-n// (for TORE SUPRA, with a 0°
phasing, n//o = 1.8 where n//o is the parallel index at the peak of the main lobe of the launched
spectrum) and an electron, co = k//v// (v// is the component of the fast electron velocity parallel to
B), may be satisfied only for very energetic electrons (E - 130 keV for n//= 1.8). Initially, the
plasma is transparent to such waves because there are almost no electrons with such energies
and, to be absorbed, the launched n/y-spectrum must be broadened (and upshifted) by some
mechanisms. In a tokamak, such an increase of n// may result from the poloidal inhomogeneity
inherent to the toroidal geometry. Using combined Ray-Tracing (RT) and Fokker-Planck (FP)
codes, it has been shown [5] that, due to toroidal effects, n//can vary along the ray trajectories
and the spectral gap can be filled. In this RT/FP approach, the excited wave spectrum is divided
into some number of rays and, in order to fill uniformly the phase-space domain accessible to
the wave when the spectral gap is large, a sufficiently big number of rays must be followed for
many passes through the plasma [6]. This is not only rather costly from the point of view of the
CPU time consumption but also the results of the predictions become sensitive to the details of
the individual ray trajectories which are rather complicated. It has seemed natural to develop a
statistical description of the wave dynamics instead of following a large number of rays for
many passes through the plasma when any perturbation (poloidal inhomogeneity, density and
magnetic field fluctuations, different types of instabilities induced by LH waves, magnetic
ripple, etc.) can lead to n//-spectrum broadening. Such an approach describing stochastic wave
propagation in the multipass regimes has been proposed in [7]. Multipass regimes take place (i)
when the absorption due to electron Landau damping is weak (moderate electron temperatures)
or/and (ii) when the plasma core (where the plasma is hottest) is inaccessible to the initial wave
packet (high density or low magnetic field). In both cases, the waves make many passes through
the plasma and undergo numerous reflections before the initial n//-spectrum is upshifted to
sufficiendy high values: (i) n,, > 7.0/^TJkeV] and (ii) ny/ > n//acc = 1 + (cOp/^) , where Te is
the electron temperature, Cùpe the electron plasma frequency and QçC the electron gyrofrequency.
In this paper, we present a study both theoretical and experimental of multipass regimes in
LHCDon TORE SUPRA.

The Wave Diffusion / Fokker-Planck (WD/FP) theory. Let us consider briefly
the statistical approach proposed in [7]. This approach describes the wave dynamics in the semi-
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classical limit and it is based on the wave kinetic equation for the electromagnetic energy density
U(r,k,t), where r is the position vector. (Note that appropriate canonical coordinates in tokarnak
geometry (r,6,<|),krini,n) are used). Taking into account that in the multipass regimes, U tends to
be uniform along the entire ray orbit in the (r,kr) plane and averaging the wave kinetic equation
on the wave orbit, one can obtain the diffusion equation for (U)(m,t), where (...) denotes the
orbit averaging (note that an axisymrnetric geometry is considered, where the ^-dependence
disappears and n is conserved):

where DwaVB is the value of the spectral (i.e. in the m-space) diffusion coefficient of the
electromagnetic energy, Dwave » AmV2 and Am is the rrns step in m per transit time t; 7 is the
damping rate, S is the rf source term which is assumed to have a 8-Iike form, i.e. {S) « 8(m),
This one-dimensional equation for the rf energy density can be easily solved with given damping
decrement y and diffusion coefficient Dwave. Because the damping decrement depends implicitly
on the electron distribution function fe (Y<* d?Jâvl{, where Fe is the perpendicular integral of Q ,
the appropriate one-dimensional Fokker-Planck model is used and coupled to (1) to obtain a
self-consistent solution of this non-linear system of equations. It would be difficult to find Dwavc
without RT calculations, but it turned out that self-consistent solutions are insensitive to the
precise values of D ^ ^ which are sufficiently large when Fe forms a saturated quasilinear
plateau. As a result, in the large Dwave limit, power deposition profiles can be calculated without
knowing the precise value of Dwavc. Note that this statistical approach (or model of wave
diffusion in the m-space) is valid provided that the dumping decrement (or An//n//) per radial
transit is small. If there is a strong (even localized) upshift of n/y due to a local inhomogeneïty
(magnetic island, X-point, etc.) this model breaks down.

An important result of the WD/FP theory is when it applies, the spectral gap is filled in a
self-regulating manner. In this case, the mechanisms involved in producing of wave diffusion in
the phase-space need not to be specified and the results of the LHCD modeling become robust
and insensitive to various model assumptions (magnetic equilibrium, scattering effects, antenna
extension and position, etc.). That is why it is very interesting to identify such regimes
experimentally and to validate the WD/FP theory. Further we present some experimental results.

Experimental results. In order to have access to multipass regimes, a set of LHCD
experiments has been performed on TORE SUPRA (a = 0.8m, Ro = 2.36m, B, < 4.2T, Ip <
2MA) at low toroidal magnetic fields (Bt < 2T) and low electron temperatures. Here, shots at
low magnetic fields are analyzed, when the plasma core is inaccessible to the initial wave packet,
i.e. when n//(launched spectrum) < n//aCc» and the LH waves propagate many times back and
forth through the mode conversion boundary until the n«-spectrum is broadened (and upshifted)
and so completely absorbed. An example of such a snot (#14386, 0.4MA/2T, 0° phasing) is
considered here. A fully non-inductive discharge (Vioop » 0) has been obtained with an
improved confinement regime when the electron thermal energy exceeds the Rebut-Lallia-
Watkins prediction by a factor HRLW « 2 at pp = 0.8. The safety factor on-axis (q0) increases
above 2 when the LH power is turned on, the central electron temperature X» rises from lkeV
to 3.5keV and the electron density remains constant with neo ~ 3xl019nr3. The LH power
deposition profile deduced from the WD/FP theory is presented in Fig.l. Different independent
techniques have been used to confirm such a strongly off-axis profile:

(i) The LH wave power deposition was determined by a standard method based on the
use of a toroidal Ray-Tracing combined with a Fokker-Planck module. The usual one-
dimensional self-consistent Fokker-Planck treatment, in which the supratbermal distribution
function is assumed to be Maxwellian in perpendicular momentum, with an effective
perpendicular temperature Ti is replaced by the full resolution of the two-dimensional (in
momentum space) relativists; Fokker-Planck equation using a fast numerical solver [8]. It has
been shown in [9], that with the 2-D simulation, it is possible to reproduce the energy
dependence of the non-thermal bremsstrahlung emission (BE) over a wide energy range (see
below). In Fig.l, the result of a RT/FP-2D simulation is shown, which reveals the same shape
of PLH as predicted by WD/FP.
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(ii) Polarimetry measurements
indicate that the q-profile is hollow within
the surface r/a < 0.3 (i.e. the magnetic
shear is negative) with a minimum q-value
above 2 (Fig.l). The calculation of the q-
profile with" the predicted non-inductive
current profile, LH + Bootstrap (Hilton-
Hazeltine expression, see [3]), is in fair
agreement with the experimental profile
(Fig.l).

(iii) HXR emission ru-ectra detected
by a multichannel spectrometer that probes
the plasma in a poloidal cross-section along
five lines-of-sight (labelled as A, B, C, D
and E) have been analyzed. In Fig.l, a
result of Abel inversion presents the hollow
shape (Fig.l), which is in good agreement
with the power deposition profile. RT/FP-
2D simulations have been carried out to
calculate the non-thermal BE. The results
have been compared to experimental HXR
spectra. Not only the slope of the HXR
spectrum (photon temperature Tnh) is well
reproduced, but also is simulated the

absolute level of the signal in a wide photon energy range. Calculations of Tph have also been
carried out for TORE SUPRA shots with different magnetic fields and compared to experimental
ones (determined in the energy window 75-175keV). In Fig.3, photon temperatures (calculated
and measured) are shown for different shots as a function of the accessibility parameter n//acc («
ne/B2). Shots with the same electron densities (rieo85 3xl019nr3) and power inputs (PLH -
3MW) are presented. One can see that Tph decreases when n//acc increases, i.e. when Bt
decreases. It can be explained by the fact that at lower magnetic fields, less energetic electrons
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Fig . l . Power deposition profiles for shot #14386
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are accelerated by LH waves, so Tph decreases while the CD efficiency degrades.
(iv) An alternative possibility to estimate the non-inductive current density profiles may

be the simulation of the time evolution of different local and integrated magnetic measurements
(Vioop, 1;, Faraday rotation angles, q-profiles, etc.). These time evolutions can be considered as
a signature of the spatial location of the non-inductive sources. To carry out such simulations,
the current diffusion code CRONOS has been developed [3], which numerically evolves the
parallel electric field cylindrical diffusion equation where the non-inductive currents are the
source terms. The CRONOS code has been coupled in a self-consistent manner with the WD/FP
module. The results have demonstrated that using the WD/FP predicted non-inductive sources, it
is possible to reproduce rather well the time evolution of different magnetic measurements
(Fig.4).
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Fig.4. (a) Time evolution of the Faraday rotation angles for five chords: measured (dashed line), CRONOS +
WD/FP simulated (full line), (b) Time evolution of the loop voltage: measured (dashed line), CRONOS +
WD/FP simulated (full line)

Conclusions. The validity of the statistical treatment of stochastic wave diffusion in multipass
absorption regimes during LHCD has been proved both theoretically and experimentally. Such
regimes with off-axis LH power deposition profiles have been realized in a stationary and well
reproducible manner during low magnetic field operation when the central penetration of the
wave is limited. This validation has been carried out through different independent techniques:
HXR emission analysis, Ray-Tracing/Fokker-Planck-2D simulations, the time evolution
simulations (CRONOS) of different integrated and local magnetic measurements. It is worth
mentioning that such a low-B/low-density operation allow to simulate shots at high-B/high-
density, which should therefore also be characterized by a reversed shear in the plasma core
when the LH power is large enough to drive the full current [3].
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Measurement of the non-thermal bremsstrahlung emission
between 30 and 200 keV with a high time-space resolution on

the Tokamak TORE SUPRA
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1. Introduction

The possibility to extend the capability of the TORE SUPRA hard x-ray (HXR) diagnostic
[1], by a major upgrading of the present day camera is investigated. After a review of the main
physical objectives that must be achieved, a discussion of the comparative performances of the X/y
detector's performances that are required in a tokamak environment is presented. From this
critical analysis, it is shown that the high-energy bandgap semiconductor "cadmium telluride"
(CdTe), is one of the most promising candidate, though its sensitivity to thermal neutrons is
expected to be very high, because of the large n-y capture cross-section by cadmium. In order to
clarify this latter point, realistic experiments with a CdTe test detector have been carried out on
TORE SUPRA. As compared to present day used detectors, BGO scintillators with photo-
multipliers, the observed noise which may be ascribed to thermonuclear neutrons and secondary y-
rays is low enough for CdTe detectors to be foreseen for the next step HXR diagnostic.

2. Physical objectives

The achievement and control of steady state fusion plasmas with economically relevant
performances is one of the major challenge in the next decades for tokamak physics [2]. With
superconducting toroidal coils, active heat and particle control systems, and a large available
choice of plasma heating methods, the TORE SUPRA tokamak is especially well designed for this
type of studies, so-called "advanced tokamak scenarios". High-density steady state tokamak
operation with active control of heat, particles, impurity influxes and current density profiles raise
several questions on the route to achieve such plasmas, their stability and performances, and their
ability to be driven by external feedback control systems. Among all possible scenarios, stationary
states with magnetic shear reversal are probably the most attractive, as the shape of the off-axis
current density profile required to achieve such high-pn regimes is grossly consistent with the
expected one from the bootstrap current fraction (80-90%) [3]. Therefore, power requirements to
sustain such self-organized discharges may be low enough for a competitive reactor scheme, with a
reduced recycled power fraction to be foreseen. Such scenarios, which require a fine control of the
plasma current density profile are investigated on TORE SUPRA, by launching quasi-electrostatic
Lower Hybrid waves, in order to drive a fast current carrying electron population. Among various
suitable methods to diagnose these high-energy electrons, the non-thermal bremsstrahlung
emission is one of the most efficient, as it offers a quite direct insight on the build-up of the tail
electron distribution function [1]. It allows to recover not only the energy range of fast electrons,
but also their whole dynamics in momentum space. As the launched wave power spectrum lies
mainly between n//= 1.4 and 2.5, where n// is the parallel refractive index with respect to the local
magnetic field direction, the expected energy of resonant electrons with waves by Landau damping
ranges between 30 and 200 keV. Therefore, the interesting plasma bremsstrahlung emission falls
into the hard x-ray energy domain for which numerous tested spectrometry techniques are well-
known. As the emitted photon energy spectrum is continuous, only a coarse multichannel analysis
is necessary, in contrast to most usual needs in radiation spectroscopy, typically up to 8 energy
channels. A high energy resolution is thus not a criterion for the choice of the appropriate
detector.

The fast electron temporal dynamics may give also valuable details, especially on the
underlying mechanisms of the energy confinement of bulk electrons in tokamaks, a critical issue
for the design of fusion power plants based on magnetic confinement [4]. As the lowest timescale
(collisional slowing-down) ranges between 5 and 10 ms for 100 keV electrons at current operating
electron plasma densities (nc = 3 - 5 10+19nr3), a quite high detector time resolution is needed to
measure accurate temporal HXR evolutions.

Finally, a high spatial resolution is also required, in order to get detailed information on
fast electron density profiles especially in the core of the plasma, a critical region for shear reversal
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scenarios, though the hard x-ray emission may be off-axis during this regime. The main difficulty
relics to the fact that local bremsstrahlung emission may be recovered only by Abel inversion of
noisy line-integrated data. Even if efficient numerical inversion techniques may be used, like
regularization or maximum entropy, it turns out that a large redundancy in the spatial
measurement, which acts as a local spatial averaging, is highly recommended for accurate image
reconstruction. As plasma cmissivity is low in this photon energy range (< 10+7 photon.keV"1. cm
'3 .s ' '), the adequate number of detectors is only determined by the available place for the camera
near the tokamak, so that the photon flux on each detector surface fulfills time resolution
requirements.

3. Review of current X/y detector's performances

Besides physical requirements, severe additional constraints may contribute to the choice of
the most suitable detector for HXR measurements on a tokamak: high ambient varying magnetic
field level (up to 0.1 T), high neutron and y fluxes due to thermonuclear D-D fusion reactions (up
to Rn = 1 0 + u neutron.s'1 on TORE SUPRA, between thermal energies and 2.5 MeV), lack of
place in the vicinity of the machine (reduced size of ports, large number of diagnostics and
heating systems). In Table 1, key performances of most current X/y ray detectors which may be
foreseen for the design of the new high resolution HXR tomographic system are summarized. The
silicon diode has been right away excluded from the study, because of its very low stopping
efficiency in the 30 - 200 kcV energy range. Only the scintillators NaI(Tl), CsI(Tl), BGO, the
Germanium (Ge) and CdTe semiconductors which all exhibit good stability in time have been
considered. Other alternative high density and bandgap semiconductors like Hgl2, Pbl2 or B12S3,
though offering attractive properties for this type of measurement, have not been selected, as these
materials remain largely at the research stage [5].

Table 1. Comparative performances of current HXR detectors

Detector
Type

Atomic number^
Density [2/cm3]

Operating temperature [K]
Linear attenuaùon \i^ [cm"1!
Linear attenuation J J . ^ [cnrlj
Stoppine efficiency^ [%]
Stopping efficiency(e>f) [%l

Enerey resolution^ [%1
Fast neutron \x^) [cm^L

Thermal neutron U.W [cm"1]
Detector pulse rise time fus]

Magnetic field shielding

Nal(Tl)
scintillator<a'

46.56
3.67
293
3.70
0.2
52
4

15-25
0.13
0.1
0.5
yes

CsI(Tl)
scintillatorW

54.02
4.51
293
5.44
0.2
66
5

25-30
0.09
0.1
4.0

vesW

BGO
scintillator^)

62.52
7.13
293

17.38
0.5
97
9

35-45
0.17
0.03
0.8
yes

Ge
semiconductor

32
5.32
77

1.88
0.3
31
6

< 1
0.13
0.01

<0.05
no

CdTe
semiconductor

50.12
6.06
293
4.51
0.3
60
6

4 - 1 0
0.15
37

0.05 - 0.5
no

(a) + photomultiplier only (b) + photomultiplicr or Si photodiode
(d) at E = 122 keV, line emission of 57Co (c) for a 2 mm thick detector
(g) from total cross-section at 2.5 McV (h) from total cross-section

(c) Averaged value on elements
(0 at E = 1 MeV
(i) no with Si photodiode

On the primary requirement of a high spatial resolution, the need of a compact camera for
HXR measurements is crucial. Therefore, from Table 1, scintillators which may be only coupled
with photomultipliers do not fullfill this constraint, as well as the Ge detector. Indeed, as
photomultipliers are especially sensitive to magnetic field, a place consuming efficient shielding
must be considered, by adding mu-metal and soft iron cylinders which closely fit the tube. In
addition, it has been shown, that magnetic field cycling may lead to a small residual magnetization
of the shielding itself, which induces fluctuations in the energy calibration of the detector from
day to day. A daily calibration has therefore to be foreseen, a very constraining procedure for a
large number of detectors. For Gc, the low operating temperature requires a complex cooling
system at nitrogen liquid temperature, incompatible with the camera size constraint. In addition,
the x-ray linear attenuation is low as compared to other detector types, thus leading to a use of
larger crystal sizes for a similar stopping efficiency.
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The accurate determination of time evolution of the plasma HXR emission involves low
level statistical fluctuations. On the basis of a 10% relative deviation to the mean HXR intensity
value, and considering only 4 energy channels, as bremsstrahlung energy spectra are continuous,
the estimated counting rate to achieve a time resolution of 5 ms on the full photon energy range is
close to 100 kHz. In order to avoid tail pilcup, which may distort recorded energy spectra, the
width of shaped pulses must be as small as possible. Considering as a rule of thumb that this
should not be less than 10 times detector pulse rise time, it is clear that the required counting rate
of 100 kHz is not compatible with Csl(Tl) timing performances, even if the low resolution in
energy that results from the reduced number of energy channels may lead to larger margins,
especially for exponential-like spectra. Furthermore, the use of CsI(Tl) coupled with Si
photodiode, though insensitive to the ambient magnetic field, restricts the studied photon energy
domain to an unacceptable lower limit of 100 keV, because of the high noise level of the Si diode
at room temperature [6]. Aside from the problem of noise induced by neutrons and secondary y-
rays which will be addressed in the next section, CdTe semiconductor appears therefore as one of
the best candidate for highly resolved HXR measurements in time and space.

4. CdTe in a tokamak environment

The x-ray measurement under high neutron and y-ray fluxes without a specific shielding is
usually a very difficult task, owing to the large number of events which could appear and corrupt
the signal. Indeed, as neutrons may travel several centimeters of matter without any type of
interaction, the size of an efficient n/y shielding is always very large, and therefore incompatible
with the prospect of a compact HXR camera. From test experiments which have been carried out
with the present day camera, it has been shown that the noise level inside the lead shielding box,
which is 10 cm thick, is independent of the direct n/y flux through collimating apertures, and is
moreover nearly isotropic. It is therefore likely that most neutrons or y-rays impinging HXR
detectors arc resulting from inelastic scattering in the tokamak structure or/and in the lead box
itself. In this case, reducing the detector volume may strongly increase the signal to noise ratio, and
lead to much larger margins for the diagnostic operating conditions. The use of thin detector with
a very high x-ray stopping efficiency like CdTe, and which exhibits in addition a cut-off-like
behaviour above the interesting photon energy range is thus very attractive. Indeed, most of
prompt y-rays resulting from neutron interactions in common materials have an energy larger than
200 keV [7],

I ' l l
Ideal detector

-V
BGO (e = 23 mm)

- V

200 400 600 800 1000
Photon energy (keV)

Fig. 1. Comparative x-ray detector efficiencies

In order to validate the use of CdTe for
HXR measurements on a tokamak, test
experiments have been carried out, by
replacing a BGO scintillator (e = 23 mm, V =
45 cm3) of the HXR diagnostic by a CdTe
semiconductor (e = 2mm, V = 5xlO"2 cm3) [1].
It is therefore possible to compare at the same
time, the behaviour of two neighbouring lines-
of-sight viewing a similar plasma region with
different detectors. All detectors are placed in
the same lead box, and 1 mm thick aluminium
and iron absorber foils are used. Due to the
large thickness of the BGO detectors, their
stopping efficiency is close to 0.8 up to 500
keV, while the CdTe one falls off very rapidly
above 200 keV as shown in Fig. 1. From both
size effect and x-ray stopping efficiency level,

BGO detectors are expected to be much more sensitive to the ambiant noise than CdTe, when
thermonuclear reactions occur. To give a clear evidence of the difference of behaviour between
detectors, and to separate the non-thermal bremsstrahlung signal from the n/y noise, plasma density
has been increased during Lower Hybrid heating, by adding deuterium gas during the discharge in
helium target plasma. The rise in density is expected to lower the bremsstrahlung signal, while the
increase of the thermonuclear D-D fusion reactions leads simultaneously to a growth of the noise
level. The photon energy spectra measured by the two detector types, and recorded in 256
channels during 200 ms, arc displayed in Fig.2, at two different times. It is interesting to notice that
despite the very small size of the CdTc detector, as compared to BGO scintillators, both give similar
signal levels between 30 and 200 keV, at a counting rate of 15 kHz. In this photon energy range,
the signal for both detectors may be ascribed to bremsstrahlung emission, as it decreases when
plasma density increases, due to a much higher fast electron collisionality. At higher energies,
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Fig.2. TORE SUPRA LH experiment with BGO and CdTe detectors.

large differences are
observed between the
two detectors. While
no signal is detected
with CdTe, a clear
increase of the
background noise is
measured with BGO.
The broad peak
close to 511 keV is
likely the signature
of all recombinations
of electron-positron
pairs created by
interactions of high-
energy Y-rays in the
lead shielding. The
noise level below
500 keV is nearly
constant and merge
w i t h t h e
bremsstrahlung
signal at 130 keV,
while for CdTe, no
evidence of noise is
found at the same
energy value. So,
even if the BGO
detectors have a
better x-ray stopping
efficiency, noise

prevents their use at a quite low level neutron rate. Hence, for high temperature plasma conditions
corresponding to Rn = 10+ 1 4 n.s'1, the noise level is estimated to 5x l0 + 3 count.keV^.s"1 for
present day used BGO, far above the bremsstrahlung signal, while it is expected to remain only at 5
count.keV^.s"1 for CdTe by just considering the volume effect. Finally, it is worth noting that no
evidence has been found of a specific noise in the photon energy range of interest, which could
result from the n-y capture process of thermal neutrons by cadmium, even for pure D2 discharge
without fast electron bremsstrahlung. This confirms that the "slow" neutron population, whose
energy is less than 0.5 eV, is much lower than the "fast" one [8].

5. Conclusion

A detailed analysis has been presented, showing that CdTe detector may be a promising
candidate in the prospect of a new compact camera for HXR measurements on a tokamak, which
fulfills both high time and space resolution requirements. The high x-ray stopping efficiency
between 30 and 200 keV allows to use very small size crystals, a critical condition not only for a
high density detector integration, but also for operating in a noisy n/y environment without a
dedicated radiation shielding. Experimental assessment of the ability of CdTe to be used on a
tokamak has been demonstrated in realistic plasma conditions, at a high rf power heating level. No
specific difficulty due to the large n-y capture cross-section of thermal neutrons by cadmium has
been observed.
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